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ABSTRACT
Distributed applications often require sophisticated communication services such
as multiccist, membership, group RFC (GRPC), transactions, or support for mobil
ity. These services form a large portion of the supporting software for distributed
applications, yet the specific requirements of the service vary from application to ap
plication. Constructing communication services that are useful for multiple diverse
applications while still being manageable emd efficient is a major chcJlenge.
This dissertation focuses on improving the construction of complex communica
tion services. The contributions of the dissertation axe a new model for the construc
tion of such services zind the design and implementation of a supporting network
subsystem. In this model, a communication service is decomposed into distinct
micro-protocols, each implementing a specific semantic property. Micro-protocols
have well-defined interfaces that use events to coordinate actions and commimicate
state changes, which results in a highly modular and configurable implementation.
This model augments, rather than replaces, the conventional hierarchical proto
col model. In this implementation, a conventional x-kemel protocol is replaced with
a composite protocol in which micro-protocol objects are linked with a standard
runtime system that externally presents the standard ar-kemel interface. Internally,
the runtime system provides common message services, enforces a uniform inter
face between micro-protocols, detects and generates events, and synchronously or
asynchronously executes event handlers.
The viability of the approach is demonstrated by performance tests for several
different configurations of a suite of micro-protocols for a group RFC service. The
micro-protocols in this suite implement multiple semantic properties of procedure
call termination, message ordering, reliability, collation of responses, call semantics,
membership, and failure. The tests were conducted while running within the x-kernel
as a user level task on the Mach operating system.
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Additional micro-protocols for mobile computing applications validate the gen
erality of the model. We designed micro-protocols for quality of service (QoS),
transmitting and renegotiating QoS parameters during handofFs, as well zis for mo
bility management, covering cell detection, handoff, and disconnection. This suite
of micro-protocols can be configured to accommodate a range of different service
requirements or even to mimic existing mobile architectures such as those found in
the Crosspoint, PARC TAB, InfoPad, or DataMan projects.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Current computing applications often have sophisticated communication require
ments. Users of an automatic teller machine (ATM) withdraw cash without realizing
the complex commimication performed to verify the transiiction and correctly record
it at the appropriate bank anywhere in the world. Regardless of location, users trust
that the transaction will be performed correctly, reliably, and quickly. This type of
functionality is realized by an imderlying communication service, which governs how
messages are exchanged between hosts cind what delivery guarjmtees are cissociated
with them. For exeimple, in this case, an appropriate communication service might
provide guaranteed delivery of the transaction and make permanent changes to an
account only if the transaction is completed successfully. A large portion of the
supporting software of distributed applications—that is, applications constructed on
collections of machines connected by a network—is composed of communication
services.
While communication services eire universal for distributed applications, the spe
cific requirements vziry depending on the type of application. For example, robust,
reliable communication may be required for an ATM application, but less strict
requirements are acceptable for sending mail since maximum delivery delays and
ordering of messages are typically not guaranteed. Another example is video, which
requires predictable delays between frames and ordered delivery, but which can ac
cept occasional frame losses. Hence, video applications can be well supported by a
communication service that provides timely, ordered, but unreliable communication.
This large variety of possible semantics Eire diflBcult to rezJize in a single service.
A major challenge is constructing communication services that aire useful for mul
tiple diverse applications while still being manageable and eflScient. One approach is
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to use customization and configurability. Currently, communication systems provide
only simple mechanisms, so applications build more complex services from scratch
based on basic guarantees such as best-efFort delivery. An ziltemative is to provide
more complex semantics by customizing a general communication service to match
the exact needs of the application. To implement this customization, users configure
a service from a collection of softwzire modules, each of which implements a specific
behavior. In addition to facilitating an exact semantic match, this approach allows
many applications with similar communication needs to use the same basic service
instead of requiring the creation of another similar service.
This dissertation addresses the construction of customized commimication ser
vices by proposing a new approach in which fine-grain software modules called microprotocols encapsulating a fimction or property «ire combined to form a communica
tion service. The selection of a micro-protocol enforcing a particular property such
as reliability allows the user to create a service with exactly the desired behavior.
In addition, micro-protocols that implement variants of the same behavior can be
exchanged; for example, different types of delivery orderings such as FIFO, un
ordered, causal, eind total ordering c«in be selected. Micro-protocols communicate
with other micro-protocols using events, which makes all data sharing and dependen
cies between micro-protocol explicit. The approach has been realized in a prototype
implementation based on the ar-kemel [HP91].

1.1 Distributed Systems
Communication services with powerful semantics are an important building block for
distributed applications. However, as noted above, the specific functionality can vziry
greatly depending on the type of application. Here, we outline common reasons for
writing distributed applications — improved performance, increased dependability,
accommodation of physical requirements, and convenient resource sharing — and
then discuss their commimication requirements.
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Performance
For many applications, performance can be improved by exploiting parallelism, that
is, by distributing parts of the computation among hosts within a distributed sys
tem and executing them concurrently. In some cases, the parts can be executed to
completion, with the results then being combined to produce the final overall re
sult. In other czises, the process is iterative, with processes periodically exchanging
intermediate values. Still other applications may be be parallelized by cissigning
computation resources to specific stages of the solution; in this scenario, resources
are organized as a pipeline, with each resource producing results that are pzissed to
the next stage in the pipeline. While not zJl problems can be parallelized, paraJIelism
is widely used to obtziin performance improvements for scientific computations.
Performance can also be improved using distributed systems by migrating pro
cesses to idle hosts to spread the computation load and to make use of idle processing
power [Dou89, Dou87, OCD'^88]. However, since process migration incurs overhead,
a performance improvement is realized only if the target host is underutilized, and if
the remaining computation time is greater than the time required to do the migra
tion. This makes this technique useful only in limited circumstances where idle hosts
axe commonly available, such as offices where large numbers of hosts are unused after
business hours.

Dependability
Another reason for building an application using a distributed system is to increase
dependability, which is a measure of the reliance that can be placed on the service
a system delivers [Car82]. The service delivered by a system is its behavior as per
ceived by users, whether they be humans or other systems [Lap92]. Dependability
encompasses a number of different attributes. A dependable ATM system, for ex
ample, services transactions 24 hours a day {availability), functions correctly under
heavy loads (reliability), does not dispense money without a valid ATM card (safe),
and protects the ATM PIN number during transmission (secure).
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A distributed system may incorporate redundant components that can be used
to mask failures. As a result, when a component fails (does not execute according
to its specification) one of the correctly fimctioning components may be able to
take over and provide the same service. For example, a dependable file system can
be created by maintaining a mirror image on a second storzige device and applying
each state-modifying operation to the mirror image as well. Then, if the original
storage device fails (e.g., crashes), the mirror file system can be used. In addition
to increasing availability, redimdancy can be used to verify correct operation by
executing computations on multiple CPUs and then comparing results.

Physical Requirements
The physical nature of an application may force sepciration of computational re
sources, which naturally then leads to its construction as a distributed system. For
example, an automated manufacturing plant where multiple processors control the
manufacturing process is a distributed system because the processors axe physically
separated and communicate using a network. A similar example is a system com
posed of medical patient monitoring equipment, in which a specialized computer
system is located physically near each patient. To control patient monitors, con
solidate patient information, aind prepare patient status reports requires using a
distributed system.
Distributed systems based on physical separation of processors do not require
that those processors remain stationary. In particular, the processors may be em
bedded in smadl devices intended to be carried by the user, such as the Apple Newton
or Hewlett-Packard 95LX. Mobile computing systems have the same basic elements
as other distributed systems, but with the additional requirements of coping with
changing location information and potentially slower and more error-prone commu
nication links based on radio or infrared technology.
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Resource Sharing
Distributed systems can also be used to provide resources to a group of clients.
Perhaps the most ubiquitous example of this type of resource sharing is a printer
attached to a network. In this case, the printer is a server that provides printing
services to several hosts (clients) connected to the network. The same idea can
be applied to other peripher<ils, such as a network file system where services are
provided to multiple clients by a single shared server. Programs can also be shared
in a similar way. For example, a common license agreement is to jJlow the program
to rtm on any of multiple hosts, but with only a limited number active at a time.
Resource sharing is also an eflBcient way to use expensive resources. For example,
an expensive supercomputer can be cost-effectively shared by using a network to
submit jobs, potentially over great distances. This strategy avoids the expense
of purchasing multiple specialized machines while still providing access to a large
community of users.

Communication Services
The differing chjuracteristics of applications in each of these four categories—perform£ince, dependability, physical requirements, and resource sharing—has motivated the
development of a variety of communication services. For example, parallel applica
tions can be simplified using a multicast primitive to disseminate the results of a
subproblem or coordinate execution. Similarly, many dependable applications rely
on communication services that automatically detect failures and maintain consis
tent views of which machines are functioning. Communication systems intended for
mobile computing applications must maintain communication between physically
separate hosts that change location, so a connection and delivery mechanism that
tolerates mobility is an essential tool. Finally, resource sharing is facilitated if clients
can reliably transmit requests to a group of servers using a single address; using this,
any server can respond.
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In this dissertation, we focus on two specific types of distributed systems: highly
dependable and mobile computing systems. The next two sections elaborate on
these areas and the types of communication services that are most useful.

1.2 Dependability and Fault-Tolerance
Several paradigms have been developed to reduce the complexity of fault-tolerant
software [MS92]. The paradigms are based on network-oriented abstrEictions that are
often realized as communication services with a wide range of behaviors. This section
describes several paradigms, their application structure, aind their communication
services.
The object/action paradigm structures an application as a collection of objects
that are located across multiple machines in a distributed system. Objects are
passive entities that encapsulate state amd export operations that modify state;
actions invoke these operations and aure serializable, atomic, and permanent. An
action is serializable if its concurrent execution with other eictions always has the
same effect as some serial execution order. An action is atomic if intermediate
states are never visible despite failures; if a failure occtirs, the action is aborted and
any state changes zu'e undone. Finally, an action is permanent if once the action
commits, the results of the action cannot be undone by subsequent failures.
The object/action paradigm is often implemented using processes for objects
and threads for actions. In this scheme, invocation of an operation on a remote
object is realized using Remote Procedure Call (RPC), which is similau- to standard
procedure calls except that the procedure is executed by a different process [Nel81,
BN84]. The caller is known as the client and the process executing the procedure
is known as the server. Also, multiple varizints of RPC may be needed depending
on the specifics of the approach. For example, additional fault tolerance can be
provided by replicating server processes. In this case, group RPC is used by the
client to transmit the call to the entire group instead of just a single process. Some
implementations may also need group RPC services that guarantee that each call
is unique or that all servers receive each call. Other abstractions that are useful for
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supporting the object/action model include stable storzige for permanence of actions,
atomic actions for atomicity, and resilient processes for failure recovery [MS92].
The conversation paradigm uses processes and messages as its main components.
An application is structured as a collection of concurrent processes executing on
different hosts and commimicating by exchanging messages. Processes periodicjdly
save an image of their process state, called a checkpoint. A programming construct
called a conversation is used to ensure that these checkpoints are consistent, where a
consistent set of checkpoints is one in which every message receive event is matched
by a corresponding send event. If a process fails, a replacement process is created
and started from the last checkpoint. The other non-failing processes also roll back
their state to the corresponding checkpoint so that all processes return to the same
point in the computation.
Different variants of RPC are agaun useful as supporting communication services
for the conversation paradigm. For example, depending on the specific semantics,
different types of message ordering may be desirable, such sls causal or total order
ing [CASD85, Cri89, BCG91, BSSQla, BSS91b, Coo90, GMS89, GMS91, GMK88,
VM90]. Stable storage is also a useful abstraction for storing checkpoints [Lam81].
The state machine approach structures au application as a collection of interact
ing state machines [Sch90]. Commands received as messages from other machines
or the environment change the values of state variables. The execution of each com
mand is deterministic and atomic with respect to other conunands to provide fault
tolerance. State machines cam be replicated, in which case each command is received
and executed by all replicas. Assuming that all replicas execute the commands in
the same order, the states of the replicas will remziin consistent. As a result, the
failure of some number of replicas can be tolerated without affecting operation of
the whole group.
A number of communication services are useful building blocks for the state
machine approach. Since all state machines must receive the s£m[ie commaads in
the same order, atomic ordered multicast [CM84]—which guarantees atomicity and
consistent ordering of messages—is a valuable abstraction. Membership is also an
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important service; it mziintains consistent information about which machines are
functioning and which have feiiled.
The goal of the work presented in this dissertation is to simplify the design
and implementation of communication services such as the ones described above for
fault-tolerant software. We concentrate primarily on group RPC and, to a lesser
extent, membership. Our approach allows these services to be implemented as a
configurable collection of fine-grained modules that can be used to meet a variety
of fault-tolerance requirements. The mechanism for building these services are pro
tocols, which specify the format and meaning of messages that are exchanged by
instances of a communication service executing on different machines. The term
is also often used to refer to the actual software that implements the agreed-upon
behavior. Examples of well-known protocols are the Transmission Control Protocol
and Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) [PosSla, PosSlb] and the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) [Pos80].

1.3 Mobile Computing
Mobile computing systems are composed of mobile and stationary hosts that ex
change messages through wireless and wired communication links. These systems
are a direct consequence of the availability of new devices that are inexpensive and
light enough to be truly portable. The two key problems in mobile computing
are hiding the details of mobility and managing quality of service. Ideally, mobile
systems would behave exactly as any other distributed system with respect to ad
dressing and sending messages. However, while fixed addresses for mobile devices
are now the norm, systems vary greatly in how location information is gathered and
propagated. The next two sections elaborate on mobility and quality of service to
illustrate the multitude of possible communication services.

1.3.1

Mobility

Mobility presents two challenges: routing and disconnected operation. The first
concerns how messages can be delivered to hosts that change their location zmd how
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host location information is propagated and cached. Maldng routing transparent to
the application is vcduable because resources can then be accessed without regcird to
location. For example, instead of sending a print job to a printer by name, the job
can be dispatched to the nearest printer resource. File system caching can be done
similarly, with mobile hosts caching files in file servers that are nearby. Knowledge
of host location can aJso provide additional capabilities, such as answering certain
queries (e.g., nearest restaurant) using location-specific information [AIB].
A number of solutions have been proposed to the mobile routing problem. Some
solutions assign mobile hosts Internet addresses and route messages transparently
as hosts roam between different domains in the Internet [IDJ91]. Other solutions
deal only with routing messages to mobile hosts in a local area. For example, in the
area of maintaining location information, some approaches only maintain data on
hosts that are active [AGSW93], while others require hosts to respond explicitly
to identification requests [CLR95]. Similarly, some routing protocols propagate
information about active hosts in the area to the rest of the system immediately
[CLR95], while others send information only to a central manager [KMS'''93]. A
single configurable system that allows any of these multiple solutions to be easily
constructed would be useful for matching the routing to the particulair application.
The second challenge concerns complications resulting from failures of a mobile
host or disconnection due to fiiiled communication links. Such events occur more fre
quently in mobile than stationary systems because of the lossy wireless transmission
medium, the possibility of mobile hosts roaming out of range, or the imavailability
of a host due to battery power loss. Except for the last case, the mobile host may be
able to continue functioning, in which case some type of state synchronization will be
required when the mobile host reconnects to the network. Disconnected operation of
this type is only of concern for mobile hosts that have sufficient resources to fimction
standalone; hosts without such resources simply cease to function if disconnected.
There are a variety of approaches for dealing with disconnection Many ideas can
be borrowed from fault-tolerance, such as replication of the mobile host state and
atomic multicast to ensure that multiple hosts receive messages [VKP93, PKV96].
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However, since failures are more common, any technique must be inexpensive, as
well £is not interfere with the rest of the system. Other solutions are specific to
mobile computing, such as cases where routing protocols redirect messages destined
for a disconnected host to a proxy that can save messages until the mobile host
reconnects. Multiple techniques exist to deal with state synchronization after dis
connected operation [Kis90, KS91, HH93, SKM'^QS, NK93, MBM95]. Thus, like
routing, it would be advantageous if the conununication service could be altered to
provide this variety of options without modifying the rest of the system.

1.3.2

Quality of Service

Quality of service refers to the performcince guarantees provided to an application
by the underlying system, often after negotiation between the two entities. Deter
minants of quality of service aire bandwidth, latency, and jitter. In mobile commu
nication, bandwidth means throughput, latency is the delay before receiving the
first bit of data from the sender, and jitter means the variation in delay between
messages. An additioned criterion is connectivity latency due to movement between
the areas serviced by distinct transmission devices cells. Moreover, since each cell
is a different transmission domain, bandwidth, latency, and jitter can change after
entering a new cell. As a result, the agreed-upon quality of service characteristics
may have to be re-negotiated with the new cell. Hence, not only must resources
be shared as is the case with any system, but frequent host arrivals and departures
must also be accommodated.
Quality of service is, almost by definition, associated with different policies, so
it is not surprising that a variety of approaches have been defined. For example,
bandwidth eind mobility are inherently linked. When em application starts a com
munication stream to a mobile host, it negotiates the required resources. E a host
moves into an area where there is jJready a lot of traffic, some policies ignore the
needs of the new host, while others modify existing connections or use priorities.
It would be advantageous for a single communication service to support all these
variants of system behavior.
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1.4 Communication Support
In previous sections we have outlined how different communication services can be
used to simplify distributed applications such as those associated with fault-tolerant
systems and mobile computing. By providing rich functionality and a high degree
of abstraction, such services make it ezisier to handle the imcertainties inherent in
distributed systems, including those associated with network communication, dis
tributed synchronization, mobility, £md processor crashes. Often the protocols that
implement these services axe described as middleware since they form a software
layer between the application and the operating system. From a networking per
spective, they aie considered high-level protocols because they provide enhanced
functionality relative to simple message delivery.
Unfortunately, while such high-level protocols are useful, their construction poses
a number of challenges. These protocols are difficult to design, debug, and modify,
largely due to the same complex fimctionality that meikes them so useful. Another
reason is that they axe often built specifically for a given application rather than as a
separate layer that can be reused. As a result, the application soffcwaure is much more
complex, and it becomes difficult to update should the communication gu<irantees
required by the application change.
To address these and other challenges, an approach for building communication
services would ideally exhibit a number of characteristics. It should facilitate services
that are highly configurable to realize multiple semantic variations. It should also add
the protocol writer in designing and implementing these variations, and be simple
for users of the service to configure. Finally, configurability should not come at the
expense of performance.
An option that approaches this ideal mix is to implement the functionality as a
collection of smaller protocol objects (a protocol suite) and then use a system like
ADAPTIVE [SBS93], Horus [vRHB94], or the i-kemel [HP91] to combine the ob
jects into a network subsystem. However, despite their advantages over monolithic
realizations, these systems still have a number of deficiencies when it comes to im
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plementing high-level protocols. These include inadequate support for fine-grained
modules with complex interaction patterns, limited facilities for data shaxing, and
an orientation towards hiercirchicjJ protocol composition at the expense of more flex
ible combinations. Experience suggests that these limitations increase the difficulty
of implementing high-level protocols using these systems. For example, problems of
this type have been encountered with the ar-kemel, both in Consul, a protocol suite
implementing atomic multicast [MPS93a, PBS89], 2ind xAMP, a real-time atomic
multicast protocol [VRB89].
The ability to build configurable communication systems is also consistent with
the general trend of applications requiring more control over their support services.
For example, operating systems are increasingly being designed to allow customized
approaches to services, such as scheduling, file systems, and caching [BCE''"95,
HPM93, MMO'''94]. Our research is concerned with providing enhanced control
over commimication services, with a focus on supporting modular implementations
and fine-grain semantic-based configuration.

1.5

Composite Protocol Approach

This dissertation describes a new structuring approach that supports highly modular
implementations of communication services. With our approach, a high-level proto
col is constructed from a collection of micro-protocol objects (or just micro-protocols)
that implement individual semeintic properties of the tcirget system. For example,
with atomic multicast, one micro-protocol might implement the consistent ordering
requirements, while another might implement reliable transmission. Micro-protocols
can also be used to implement different semantic variants of the same property. For
example, with RPC, there may be several micro-protocols implementing distinct
policies for how a request is handled if the server fails, such as exactly once, at least
once, or at most once semantics [PS88]. A system is then configured based on the
particular properties needed for the given application.
This micro-protocol approach is realized by augmenting the i-kemel's standard
hierarchical object composition model with the ability to internally structure pro
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tocol objects. The result is a two-level model in which selected micro-protocols are
first combined with a standard nmtime system or framework to form a compos
ite protocol. This composite protocol, whose external interface is indistinguishable
from a standard x-kemel protocol, is then composed with other i-kemel protocols in
the normal hierarchical way to realize the overall fimctionality required of the net
work subsystem. Internally, the framework implements cin event-driven execution
peiradigm, in which micro-protocols are executed whenever events for which they axe
registered occur —for example, message arrival or a timeout. Thus, when compared
with standard x-kemel protocol objects, micro-protocols cire typically finer-grain
objects that interact more closely and do so using mechanisms provided by the
frzimework rather than the i-kemel Uniform Protocol Interface (UPI).
Our approach has a nmnber of benefits. For example, the flexibility of the
two-level model is useful for dealing with dependencies among the properties im
plemented by complex protocols. It also offers the development benefits associated
with modular implementations, as well as an enhanced ability to tailor the system
to the specific characteristics of a given application or architecture. In contrast with
similar systems for constructing configurable protocols, our approach provides finer
granularity and more flexible inter-object cormnunication, which is especially useftd
for configuring closely-related service variants of the same general type of high-level
protocol (e.g., variants of atomic multicast).
The contributions of this dissertation 2ire:
• A new approach to constructing configurable high-level protocols with prop
erties customized to the needs to the application or the specifics of the archi
tecture.
• An x-kemel based system for realizing this approach.
• The use of fine-grain micro-protocols that have limited, well-defined interfaces
and are executed according to an event-driven paradigm.
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• Examples of designs and implementations based on our approach for two fami
lies of communication services, group RPC and mobile computing, as well as a
description of the resulting lessons substantiating the viability of the approach.
• An assessment of the execution costs involved with the approach and insights
into the incremented execution cost of properties in certain common group
coxTTJ-inication paradigms.

1.6

Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes related work in the zxeas of communication support for fault tolerance and mobile computing, approaches
for constructing services using modular protocols, parallel execution of protocols and
configurable operating systems. Chapter 3 then describes how our composite pro
tocol approach can be used to create micro-protocol suites. Implementation detciils
and basic perfonncince results are given in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 illustrates the use of the composite protocol approach to build a
highly configurable version of group remote procedure call, which is often used in
fault-tolerant applications. We also give performcince results from a nimiber of
experiments involving the a:-kemel prototype and multiple different configiurations.
Similarly, Chapter 6 provides an in-depth look at a configurable composite protocol
for mobile computing.
The composite protocol model and the z-kemel implementation axe evaluated in
Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 makes some concluding remarks and presents future
resecurch ideas.
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CHAPTER 2
COMMUNICATION SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION
TECHNIQUES

Softwaxe for distributed systems is complex and difficult to write. To simplify
this task, communication services axe used to provide an abstraction that is easier
to program. In this chapter, we describe communication abstractions and proto
cols useful for fault-tolerant systems and mobile computing, including multicast,
membership, RPC, and various systems that support mobility. Then, the current
state of technology for developing these services is described. In particular, several
projects are presented that explore the use of modulaurization or system customiza
tion. Finally, we present recent work on new generation operating systems that
emphasize similar customization goals, but in a more general context. The config
urability provided by these systems is typically coaxse-grained amid adlows freedom
only in selected areas.

2.1
2.1.1

Multicast and Membership
Overview

In fault-tolerant systems, providing consistent information to multiple processes
is necessary for constructing many types of distributed applications. One way to
provide this is to use multicast, which sends messages to a collection of processes
organized as a multicast group. Thus, there is one sender and multiple receivers.
Multicast groups tj^icaJly have a multicast group address, membership niles, and
possible restrictions on addressing messages to the group.
Multicast sending of messages may or may not be done with haxdware support.
Without hardware support, conventional point-to-point messages are used. With
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haxdwaxe support in local area networks, messciges can be delivered more efficiently
since a single destination address can be used to refer to all group members.
Multicast services in wide-area networks are concerned with managing group
membership and efficient delivery of messages [DC90, Dee94, DEF''"94, Hug88,
WPD88, ALB88, Wal80]. For example, one scheme for multicEisting messages in
the Internet uses IP routers to disseminate packets. The routers recognize the desti
nation address as a multiczist address and forward packets to links if there are group
members reachable through the links; otherwise the message need not be prop
agated. Several spanning tree algorithms have been developed to manage routing
topologies, and minimize the number of routers and networks involved in forwarding
multicast packets.
While there are many variations of multicast for fault-tolerant systems, reliability
and similar guarantees are often more importcint than efficient packet routing. In
fact, multicast services designed for this purpose can be broken into five orthogonal
properties [MS92]:
Dissemination. The message is disseminated to all processes in a group. As noted,
in local-area networks such as Ethernets or Token rings that provide a multicast
primitive, the dissemination can be done efficiently with a single lower-level opera
tion.
Atomicity. Messages are delivered to all operational processes in the group or to
none. This property ensures that all processes see the identical set of messages.
Reliability. Message are delivered to every process in the group. If a member of
the group has failed, then the message will be provided to the feiiled process during
its recovery.
Order. Messages are delivered in some consistent order to all group members. Es
pecially in wide-area networks, multicast messages can potentially arrive in different
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order at each of the members, which complicates higher-level softwaie. There eure
several possible consistent orderings, including:
• Partial order or causal order: Messages are delivered in an order that preserves
the happened before relationship (causality) [Lam78]. Messages are only de
livered after all the messages that precede it have been delivered. Messages for
which no happened before relationship exists are considered to be conciurrent
and can be delivered in any order.
• Semantic dependent order: Messages are delivered in cm order that depends
on the semantics of the information in the message. For example, messages
that contain commutative operations can be delivered in different order, while
messages with non-commutative operations must be delivered in the S2une
order to all processes.
• Total order: Messages are delivered in the same order to eJl processes. There
is no restriction on the ordering, other than it must be exactly the same for
each process.
• Total order preserving causality: Messages are delivered in the same order to
all processes, and the order preserves the happened before relationship between
messages. This is the most expensive ordering property to implement.
Termination. The communication protocol is synchronous if every message is de
livered to all correct processes within a fixed time interval.
A problem that is closely related to multic«ist is membership, which involves
maintaining information about which processes belong to the group. Membership
can be completely static but more interesting groups have dynamic membership. In
this case, members are added when they explicitly request to join and removed when
they request it or, in the case of fault-tolerant systems, when they fail. Membership
of the group may be open, allowing any process to join, or closed, in which case
admission may or may not be granted when requested. While only group members
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can receive messages addressed to the group, sending may either be restricted to
members or unrestricted. Unrestricted sending is important for a group of processes
that offer a service and advertise the multiccist address for general use.
Since membership chzmge information does not instantaneously disseminate ac
ross the network, not all members have the same membership information at the
same time. This caji make a common view of the group difficult to achieve and
therefore, make multicast guarantees difficult to provide if they depend on accu
rate membership information. As a result, membership services typiczdly provide
guarantees about the consistency of information at different members and how this
relates to message delivery.
Many papers have been written on multicast and membership. Multicast varia
tions that guarantee atomicity with respect to all functioning group members eind
ordering are described in [GL92, Spzi91, AGKK91, GMK88, GMS89, GMS91, BM89,
BSS91a, CM84, CASD85, KTHB89, NCN88, PBS89, VRB89, MPS89]. Other multiccist research efforts ajre concerned with fast multicasting [RS92], low-cost multicas
ting [BA89], language support for group multicjist [Coo90], and multicast communi
cation for mobile hosts [AB93]. As described, membership also has many variations,
which axe summarized in [HS95b].

2.1.2

Consul

The Consul system provides multicast services for group communication, including
causally ordered atomic message delivery and membership [MPS93a]. Causal mes
sage ordering is managed by a dependency graph called the context graph, which
is implemented by the Psync protocol [MPS92]. Each process in the group builds
a context graph and only messages for which all predecessors have been received
are committed to the application. Messages that have no dependency relationship
with respect to each other can be delivered in any order. Consul also provides to
tally ordered commimication in which messages with no ordering relationship have
am imposed consistent ordering at each process. Consul manages dynamic closed
group membership, requiring all processes to execute join and leave operations. It
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detects processes that axe no longer functioning and removes them from the group
after agreement is reached with the other correctly functioning members. Consul
h2is been successfully implemented as a modular system using the i-kemel [MPS93b,
MPS93c]. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, this implementation effort revealed
that more support for modularity was needed for complex protocols that can be
subdivided into majiy communicating submodules.

2.1.3

ISIS

The ISIS distributed programming toolkit has been used to develop many commer
cial applications amd is perhaps the best known reliable multicast service [BSS91b,
BC91, BSS91a, Bir85]. It provides failure atomicity, delivery ordering guaremtees,
and group addressing. Delivery ordering guarzintees are atomic delivery of messages
in either total order (ABCAST) or causal order (CBCAST). CBCAST is similar
to the partial order delivery of Psync, but extends causality to multiple overlap
ping groups as well. ABCAST provides total ordering by layering another protocol
on top of the casual ordering protocol, giving a total ordering that is causality
preserving. In addition to message ordering guarantees, ISIS provides group mem
bership facilities. ISIS has been constructed as a large monolithic implementation
that is available on a number of platforms. The Horns system, described in Section
2.4.3.below, is a new moduleir implementation framework where services are created
from protocol objects that can be stacked in a variety of ways. The multicast and
membership services of ISIS have also been built using this new modular framework.

2.1.4

Transis

The Transis commvmication sub-system is a transport layer that supports multicast
and automatic maintenajice of dynamic membership over arbitrary network topolo
gies [ADKM92]. The network is divided into broadcast domains that disseminate
messages using hardware-supported broadcast, with point-to-point messages being
used between domains. Transis provides immediate reliable delivery of messages
to all active sites, as well as causal, totally ordered, and safe multicast. In the
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last, messages are only delivered after being acknowledged by all active sites. The
membership service supports detection of fcdled hosts, group partitions, and joins.
Partitions can be unified through join operations that add multiple hosts to the
group.

2.1.5

Totem

The Totem system provides totally ordered delivery of messages for single localarea networks or multiple local-cirea networks coimected by gateways [MMSA'^QS].
Totem aims to achieve good performance by using hardware broadcast in local-area
networks and a scheme based on a logical circulating token. The token is also used
as the basis for reliable delivery of messages, toted ordering, zmd failure detection.
Local area ordering is provided using sequence numbers associated with the token,
with global ordering across multiple networks being handled by timestzimps. In
particular, gateways that connect two local-eirea networks receive messages from
neighboring rings and order the messages with new sequence numbers based on the
timestamp value in the message. Totem also provides a membership service that
handles processor failure and recovery, and network partitions.

2.2
2.2.1

Remote Procedure Call
Overview

A well known and commonly used IPC mechanism is Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
To the caller, RPC appears to be an ordinary procedure call except that the proce
dure is executed by a separate process that may be executing on a separate host.
RPC is convenient for progreimming distributed applications, because it provides
a well-understood procedured interface and automatic marshaling of arguments for
network transmission. The calling process is referred to as the client, and the callee
process is the server.
When all processes are functioning correctly, RPC gives results indistinguish
able from a local procedure call except for timing. However, fadlure is an inherent
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problem given the uncertainties associated with a distributed system; a host can be
unresponsive because it has crashed, messages were lost, or the network has become
partitioned. Therefore, RPC semantics also describe what can be inferred after a
failure of this type. In addition to failures, RPC request mess2iges may arrive out of
order, or be lost or duplicated. If RPC is to provide a good abstraction for build
ing distributed applications with fault-tolerant requirements, there must be clear
semantics defined for the case when processes are not behaving correctly.
Non-group RPC services can be differentiated based on what can be inferred by
the client process about the number of times a remote procedure has been executed
when a server is imresponsive and the call terminates abnormaJly. Below are listed
common execution semantics, from the weakest to the strongest guarantees:
• At Least Once. If the invocation terminates normally the remote procedure
has been executed one or more times. If abnormzJ termination occurs, then
no conclusion can be drawn; it may have executed one or more times, not at
all, or partially.
• Exactly Once. If the invocation terminates normally the remote procedure has
been executed exactly one time. If abnormzd termination occurs, then it has
been executed only once, not at all, or partially.
• At Most Once. If the invocation terminates normally then the procedure has
been executed exactly once. Otherwise, if the termination was abnormzd, then
the procedure was executed once or not all; execution is atomic even if a failure
occurs.
Group RPC (GRPC) is similar to conventional point-to-point RPC, but instead
of sending a request to a server, the request is sent to a server group [Che86, Coo90,
CGR88, SS90]. This is especially useful for constructing fault-tolerant services using
replicated servers. It is also possible to have a group of clients interacting with a
group of servers. GRPC has several semantic zispects in addition to those found in
point-to-point RPC [HS95a]. These include:
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• Ordering. FIFO order guarantees that Jili calls issued by a single client are
executed by each server in the same order. Total order guarantees that all calls
by all clients are executed in the same order by each server. Causal ordering
of client requests preserves the causal relationship of client requests.
• Collation. CoUation semantics governs how responses from a server group
are combined and returned to the client. Specifically, it governs how many
responses are needed to complete the call and if these responses need to be
the same.
• Failure. Failure semantics characterize what can be said about execution of
a client request during a failure of the server, specifically unique execution
and atomic execution [LG85]. Unique execution of requests guarzuitees that
the request will be executed no more than once. Atomic execution guarjintees
that the request will either have been completely executed or not at all; there
is no visible intermediate state.

2.2.2

Sun RFC

Sun RPC is perhaps the most common RFC protocol and can be configured with two
different transport protocols, UDP and TCP. When using TCP, requests are received
at most once and in order; if the server crashes then the client is guaranteed exactly
once semantics. When using UDP, only at least once semantics are guaranteed. Sun
RPC has broadcast capability to send a client request to a group of servers, but no
server responses axe allowed and there axe no ordering guarantees. If responses axe
required, the servers use separate RPC calls that axe manually collated by the client.
Other RPC services are provided by [SB90, BALL90, Cou81, BN84, ATK91, PS88].

2.2.3

Group RPC Systems

Sun RPC has been used zs a basis for a fault-tolerant group RPC service in [YJT88].
In this system, the servers cure org<mized as a lineaxly ordered group, with the first
process in the group —the primary— receiving all RPC calls and sending all replies.
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The primaiy forwaxds calls to the next server, which is one of the secondary pro
cesses, and eax:h forwards the request to its successor. Each server is deterministic
and ccilculates a reply and sends it to its predecessor; thus all servers will calculate a
response before the client's RPC request returns. Failures <ire detected by the server
group and, if the primary is unresponsive, by the client. When a faulure is detected,
the successor of the primary becomes the new primary. Note that no state recovery
is necessary since all secondary servers execute all calls. At most once execution is
provided, as well as FIFO ordering. AH servers responses are identical, but only one
response is returned to the client process.
Another Sun RPC-based group service offers three variations of semantics to
support common classes of applications [WZZ93]. A lookup style of GRPC dis
patches an RPC call to a group of servers and if any of them respond, the call
completes. No ordering or execution guarantees are provided, so this is ideal for
servers that are stateless and just respond to lookup requests from clients. The
functional-convergence GRPC style provides no ordering, but all server responses
are collected before the call returns. The strongest guarantees tire provided by the
update GRPC style, which guarantees total ordering of requests. In this case, all
servers must successfully respond before a call can be completed. As a result, if any
server declares a failure, the call will return abnormally.
Circus is a group RPC service that is distinguished by the fact that the troupe
of servers do not commimicate with one another [Coo85]. This simplifies the system
since the lack of interaction means that servers do not have to manage membership.
Instead, clients detect server crashes and remove the failed server from the server
troupe. Circus supports exactly once execution and FIFO ordering. Collation of
results cam be unanimous, majority, or first result.
Fault-Tolerant Concurrent C is a parallel prograunming extension of the C lamguage that provides group RPC to support active replication of deterministic identi
cal server processes [CGR88]. The collation semantics is first result; aJl other replies
are discarded. All calls are executed in FIFO order by eill servers.
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Figure 2.1: Haxdwaxe components of a typical mobile distributed system.

2.3
2.3.1

Mobile Computing
Overview

Mobile computing is an emerging area of distributed systems, so unifying concepts
and themes have yet to be defined. The current state of resezu'ch is a multitude
of systems with different hardware configurations and different wireless communi
cation technologies, aU attempting to provide connectivity for roaming users. The
mobile devices can roam small oflBce-size areas, campus-wide areas, or even across
the country.
Despite this variety, all systems have a number of common core elements, zis
shown in Figure 2.1. These include:
Mobile Hosts. A roaming device equipped with a wireless communication link.
May range in power from a dumb terminal to a powerful stand-alone machine.
Base Station.

A stationary computer with a wireless communication link and a

connection to a conventional wired network. Base stations can receive and transmit
wireless signals within a small local area called a cell. Coverage for leu-ge arceis are
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Figure 2.2: Software components of a mobile distributed systems.
provided by distributing base stations so signals can be received from any location
a host may occupy in the region. In general, complete coverage creates overlapping
cells.
Wireless Link.

Communication to the mobile host from a given base station is

provided through wireless transmissions, using either radio or infrared technology.
These links can be very lossy and range from 9600 kbps to 1-2 Mbps.
Wired Network.

The conventional network that connects wireless hosts to greater

resources provided by stationary hosts and peripherals. Wired links are much faster
and more reliable than wireless links.

The software components of a mobile system execute on the mobile hosts, stationary hosts, and base stations. The most common components are:
Cell Manager.

Executes on the base station or on a stationary host controlling the

base station. Manages the wireless communication within the cell, forwards routing
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Figure 2.3: Agent-based mobile system.
information to other cell managers, and controls traffic between wired and wireless
networks (Figure 2.2).
Application.

Executes on stationary hosts and communicates with mobile hosts

through cell managers and perhaps agents.
Agent.

Some architectures maintain an agent process that controls application con-

nections to a mobile host and provides an indirect address for mobile hosts (Figure
2.3). The proxy or agent for a given mobile host is a stationery process that is
responsible for delivering messages to mobile hosts and caching information about
the mobile host's movements received from base stations.

What follows are examples of representative systems and how they solve routing
and cell handoff, that is, switching a mobile host between two base stations. These
systems were custom built and designed for their specific hardware infrastructure.
The variety of systems is due to architectural accommodation and semantics. Architectural accommodation is necessary because mobile hosts have different capabilities,
so different systems have emerged for hosts that are dumb terminals versus hosts
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that ran function as autonomous entities. Protocol requirements such cis TCP or IP,
and fixed infrastructure such as wireless communication protocols or base station
requirements also necessitate accommodation. Semantic variations exist to provide
support for difTerent mobile host applications, such as Web browsers, multimedia
viewers, or portable patient monitor. The systems presented here are intended to
illustrate the many directions of mobile computing research, with a special focus on
cell handofF and quality of service.

2.3.2

Mobile IP

Several mobile computing protocols focus on routing messages to a mobile host
anywhere in the Internet. Mobile IP is one such set of IP based protocols [IDJ91,
Per96, IJ93] that handles routing eind addressing of packets at the network layer.
The architecture covers Intranet <is well as Internet routing and delivery, and has
the benefit of not affecting routers that do not wish to participate.
Mobile IP works by modifying the way IP addresses are assigned and imple
mented. Usually zm address describes the network and subnet of the host, which
is related to its physical network connection. In this approach, each mobile host is
given an IP address that is in the mobile name space of a virtual network, which
is made up of cells that are administered by Mobile Support Routers (MSRs). An
MSR is a gateway to the rest of the wired network and a cell manager for one or
more cells in the local area. Each cell hzis the same subnet nxmaber resulting in a
mobile subnet that is comprised of many unconnected cells. Each MSR caches the
current mobile hosts in the cell and MSRs for other hosts. Thus, when a stationary
host wishes to send to a mobile host, it simply forwards the packet to the nearest
MSR and the MSRs handle the delivery from there. Specifically, the following is
done when an MSR receives a packet for delivery:
1. If the MH is present in the area managed by the MSR, forward the message
to the appropriate base station.
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2. If there is a forward pointer for the mobile host, forward the message to the
other referenced MSR since the host has migrated.
3. If there is no MSR to which to forward the message, broadcast a request to
all other MSRs asking that they attempt to locate the mobile host in their
axeas.
For this scheme to work, each mobile host must execute a hetndshake protocol
with the MSR of any new cell it enters. To facilitate this, each MSR periodically
transmits a beacon in its cell and every new mobile host responds with a greeting
message that indicates its last MSR. The new MSR sends a forward pointer to the
previous MSR so packets can be forwarded. Each MSR expires its entry for a mobile
host if the host does not communicate again within a specified time interval, which is
communicated to the mobile host as part of the handshcike process. Forwarding the
packet to the nearest MSR is hamdled by the normal Internet addresses advertised
in the ordinary way with RIP, Hello, or IGRI [Hed88, Mil83].
Mobile IP also supports routing to mobile hosts that temporaurily relocate to
another part of the Internet that has Mobile IP support. When the host arrives at
a network in a different mobile domaun — i.e., a different subnet — it is referred to
as a pop-up and it is assigned a temporary address known as a Nonce. The mobile
host, with assistance from local MSRs, informs an MSR in its old domain of its new
location and Nonce address. The old MSRs now forward packets for the mobile host
through the Internet to the Nonce address to be delivered by local MSRs. Routing
proceeds the same as before, except that MSRs in the mobile host's permanent
subnet forwzird messages with the Nonce destination address.
Other IP protocols have been developed that provide similar functionality [Car92,
CPR92, IDJ91, PB94, Rek93, TYT91, WYOT93].

2.3.3

InfoPad

The InfoPad is a mobile computing system specifically designed to support multime
dia applications, including video, audio, pen, text and graphics [KMS'^93, MSK'''93,
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LSBR94, LBSR95, ABSK95]. The collection of mobile devices, called InfoPads,
along with an indoor radio cellulaa' network and wired backbone network form the
InfoNet. The InfoPad hzis no general purpose computation resources so it serves only
as a multimedia display zmd I/O device, with actual computation being performed
by machines on the backbone. Cormnunication to InfoPads is over a dedicated
contention-free radio channel running at a data rate of 700 kbps. Communication
originating from an InfoPad uses a contention-based control chaimel nmning at 244
kbps. It is typical to use the InfoPad as a multimedia data sink, therefore the
asymmetry of the design supports large data streams to the InfoPad and not from
the InfoPad to the backbone. Because of the multimedia requirements, quality of
service is a primaxy consideration of this design. The InfoPad must control jitter
for sound data and provide good throughput for video.
The software components that comprise the InfoNet can execute on many work
stations and are similar to the generic system outlined above:
PadServer. For each InfoPad, a PadServer acts as the agent and runs on a worksta
tion attached to the backbone. It is responsible for managing applications connected
to the InfoPad, controlling access to the InfoPad, and tJlocating InfoPad resources
such as microphone, display, and speaker. It also negotiates quality of services re
quests on behalf of applications. This negotiation may occur several times as the
pad moves from location to location crossing cell control boimdaries. The InfoPad
is unaware of location changes ajid does not participate in mobility and connection
maintenance.
CellServer. The CellServer is the cell manager and controls the allocation of re
sources among the InfoPads in the cell. When a new InfoPad comes into the cell, the
CellServer negotiates its quality of service parzimeters. CellServers can also negoti
ate with geographically neighboring cells to hand off InfoPads whose transmission
quality has degraded and czin be improved with a different cell connection.
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Gateway. The Gateway is responsible for converting messziges between the wired
and wireless networks. It receives wireless messages and routes them to the sta
tionery destination; it also receives messages from the wired network and transmits
them through wireless transmissions to the InfoPad.
Network Controller. The Network Controller is a generalized ncime service that
provides all parties in the InfoNet with nemie eind address mapping information for
InfoPads, PadServers, CellServers and Gateways. There is one Network Controller
for the entire InfoNet.
Applications. Applications run on stationary workstations and are created with
knowledge about their quality of service requirements, which can be characterized
by the latency, jitter, and bandwidth chairacteristics of the data streams. The appli
cation must be able to adapt when all of the quality of service requirements cannot
be met, e.g., by sending fewer video frames. The application communicates with
PadServers and in some cases directly with the Gateway.

2.3.4

PARC TAB

The PARC TAB is an infrared-based communications network designed to operate
in office building sized areas [STW93, AGSW93]. Named for the palm sized mobile
host, the system is constructed as a collection of Unix processes providing reliable
cormections from applications to mobile hosts. The PARC TAB has very limited
storage and compute power, and therefore is treated as a mobile terminal rather
than a standalone machine. As a result, most of the actual computation is done by
application processes that execute on stationary resource-rich Unix workstations.
Routing is agent-based, so applications send messages to agents of mobile hosts and
the agent routes the message to the current base station in contact with the mobile
host. Each base station is controlled by a Unix process and forwards detection of
a mobile host to the host's agent. Agents use this information to forward messages
destined for the mobile host. Traffic originating at the mobile host is easier to
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route since it is all directed to the stationary agent. The agent then forwards the
message to the appropriate application process. In genercJ, the agent sends PARC
TAB responses to the application, while the application sends screen updates and
receives touch pad and button press events from the PARC TAB. Thus, the user
perceives the PARC TAB as running applications when in fact the application is
really executing on a workstation somewhere in the building.

2.3.5

Dataman

Dataman is a mobile Web browser designed to be used while roeiming a campus
[BB95, IBar, IB93, AB93, ABI93, BAI93a, BAI93b, BBIM93]. Although the Web is
its targeted application, the axchitectxire is general and supports a range of applica
tions. The main goal of the DatamiJin Mchitecture is to allow applications that are
TCP/IP based to function with mobile hosts; the application cannot detect whether
the TCP/IP connection is with a stationary or mobile host. The Dataman archi
tecture also supports location independence so the host can move and transparently
access resources from the local area. For example, a Web browser can get the next
page (hyper-link) from the nearest server.
The architecture uses Mobile IP for addressing mobile hosts and modifies TCP/IP
so the mobile side of the connection appears stationery by using a stationary inter
mediate host. The modified version of TCP/IP is Indirect-TCP/IP (I-TCP/IP).
Mobile IP is used to malce connections from the stationary machine to the station
ary MSR (Mobile Support Router), which administers a cell with a base station
(Section 2.3.2). The MSR then nms an I-TCP connection to the mobile host. The
MSR '^akes" the mobile host side of the TCP/IP connection so that it appezirs
stable and non-mobile. I-TCP/IP requires applications to check that all packets are
delivered, unlike TCP/IP; hence, it depends on end-to-end application layer relia
bility guarantees. Other changes to TCP/IP are that, when a connection migrates
during cell handoffs, the slow start timer is reset so that the new MSR has time
to establish a connection before other packets are sent. Other versions of modified
TCP for mobile computing are described in [BSAK95, ABSK95, BKPV95].
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When the mobile hosts moves in Dataman, the mobile host requests that the
new MSR ask the previous MSR to migrate its I-TCP connection. The migration
includes the TCP/IP connection, sockets, protocol numbers, and any buffers to be
received or sent.

2.3.6

Crosspoint

Crosspoint is a campus-wide wireless mobile network designed to enable students to
maintain connectivity while roaming freely within a campus [CR94, CLR95]. The
system's primary goal is to have enough aggregate bandwidth to hcmdle massive
synchronized movements of hosts as students change classes. In addition to handling
huge volumes of mobility information, a secondary goad is that the zirchitecture
not require any modification to network softwcire within routers. The Crosspoint
architecture has a fast ATM switching fabric for fast interconnect between bzee
stations and routers connected to the regular campus internet. The ATM switching
network provides two virtual circuits between each base station: a high priority
control channel and a lower priority data channel. The communication between
routers cuid base stations is unique but the rest of the architecture is typical; base
stations transmit and receive packets transmitted over the wireless medium and
then route those packets by an ATM switching network to their destination. Each
base station informs all others about what hosts are in its area. Mobile hosts
conmiunicate with each other by the base station picking up the wireless signals
and routing to another base station that transmits to the other mobile hosts. A
packet headed for the wired network is routed through the ATM switching fabric to
the routers controlling access to the campus internet.

2.4 Modular Protocols
2.4.1

Overview

Most networking protocols have traditionally been large complex software systems,
which has made them diflBcult to debug, extend, and modify. Originally, these
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systems were monolithic implementations for performance reasons, but now there
is increasing recognition that modular implementations can be competitive in this
area. One way to create a modular implementation with good performcmce is to
implement services as software modules, which aure then optimized into a monolithic
executable using compiler technology [AP93]. This section presents systems for con
structing protocols that tire implemented and executed as modulzir code structures.
We also discuss modular systems that regard modularity as an opportimity to im
prove runtime performance. In particular, such systems execute protocol modules
in parallel using the modular structure as a framework for parallelization.

2.4.2

The ar-kernel

The i-kernel is a system for composing protocol modules that facilitates experi
mentation with communications systems. It provides a "protocol backplane" for
protocol compatibility and interoperability. Each protocol supports a conamon set
of operations that form a imiform protocol interface (UPI): push, pop, and demux
of messages between protocols. The UPI supports the construction of protocols that
can be hierarchically composed in a protocol graph. The i-kemel has a thread per
message architecture. That is, a thread is created for each message to shepherd
the message through the protocol graph, executing the code at each layer. Most
common protocols are available from am extensive library of implemented protocols.
Messages are the main mechamism for communication cind information sharing
between protocols. There are also limited control operations that allow execution of
an arbitrary operation by another protocol. The x-kemel provides efficient services
for typical networking protocol operations, such as message assembly, fragmenta
tion, and header additions and deletions. Mapping utilities cu-e edso provided for
associating keys with data and looking them up.

2.4.3

Horus

Horus provides applications with configurable communication support by allowing
users to combine individual layers in a protocol stack to achieve some desired overall
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fimctionaiity [vRBF''"95, vRBG"'"95, vRHB94, RBM96]. Horus is designed primar
ily for building communication services for fault-tolerant systems. For example, a
configxirable implementation of the ISIS system described in Section 2.1.3 haa been
built using Horus. Protocol objects in Horus are assembled into a stack at runtime.
First, complex services are decomposed into simple protocols, where each is written
using a common set of upczdls axid downcalls termed the Horus Conmion Protocol
Interface (HCPI). This interface supports the same operations as the x-kernel UPI
plus additional calls, for example, to join a group, merge views, and send a message
to a subset of members. Each layer is normally written in ML, but can also be
written in C to improve performance. There is a library of 20 common protocols,
each one providing a particular communication feature.
To facilitate implementation, Horus provides a standard set of objects for proto
col writers, including endpoints, groups, messages and threads. An endpoint repre
sents a communicating entity and has an address used for membership. Endpoints
can send and receive messages, although messziges are not addressed to endpoints
but rather to group objects. A process can have multiple endpoints and each stack
of protocols has an endpoint. Group objects maintain the local protocol state of an
endpoint and a view of the group membership. The Horus messzige tool supports
pushing and popping of headers, similar to the askemel. Threads perform compu
tation and are not boimd to any particular endpoint, group, or message. A process
can contain multiple threads, which aie created when a message arrives by another
thread or by a timer. Threads are executed concurrently and nm preemptively.
Protocols axe designed for multiprocessing so they are asynchronous and re-entrant.

2.4.4

ADAPTIVE

ADAPTIVE (A Dynamically Assembled Protocol Transformation, Integration, and
evaluation Environment) is a flexible transport environment for developing proto
cols of diverse quality of service requirements running on high-performance networks
[SBS93, SS94]. The main benefits of ADAPTIVE are customized lightweight ses
sions and alternative process architectures for parallel processing. Sessions are the
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state of a connection and contain roundtrip timers, local and remote addresses, se
quence numbers, and flow control window advertisements. Instead of incorporating
complete functionality in a single protocol, the transport layw is created from sev
eral smcJler protocols that are customized for the application's needs. To facilitate
this process ADAPTIVE provides lightweight sessions that can automatically be
configured to create a system on shared-memory or message passing multiproces
sors. Configuration can be done either at compile time or at runtime; in the latter
case intermediate switching nodes are used to determine if the application's quality
of service requirements can be met [SS94]. The system also has performance mon
itoring ajid data collection to an<ilyze the performance of different configurations.
The data collection can also be used to adjust the system behavior dynamically,
which maJces it ideal as a platform for adaptive systems.

2.4.5

Object-Oriented Framework

An approach to creating middleware protocols to support application-specific configvirations has been described in [Gol92, GL93]. This approach is based on a frame
work, which is an object-oriented description of the components of a system. The
framework is specifically built 2is an environment for group communication such as
would be needed for coordination of replicated objects in a distributed system. The
system has component objects that can be included or left out depending on the
guarantees required. The various components can cJso have different implemen
tations for similar services, such as different ordering implementations or different
membership support. The framework includes a number of predefined data struc
tures, including a message log, message summary information, and a group view.

2.4.6

Streams

System V Streams supports modularization of protocols using a hierarchical com
position model [Rit84]. In this system, an I/O stream consists of several modules
linearly linked together, where each module has an identical read/write interface to
facilitate interchangeability. A module includes queues of incoming and outgoing
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message blocks, a put routine for queuing, and a service routine to perform the
module's operation. The runtime system manages queue flow control by mcuiciging
the scheduling of the service routine. The modules only communicate by sending
messaige blocks, either data or control.
The pipeline of modules can be extended by pushing a module on or popping a
module off. This facility was originzdly envisioned for terminal I/O, where a module
can be pushed on for one type of terminEil driver or network device. System V
Streams has also been used to provide interprocess communication by using PT
(Pseudo Terminals) to link Streams on two hosts.

2.4.7

Parallel Protocol Execution

The emphasis of this project is on developing modulzu' implementations of proto
cols to improve performance Euad configurability of communication support for giga
bit/second networks [MS93, LAKS93]. Faster performance is achieved by executing
the individual modules on the individual processing imits of a parallel machine. In
addition to speed requirements, these protocols send voice and video transmissions
with image and data encryption, which presents even further protocol processing
requirements. The fine-grained moduleirity of these protocols allows communication
services to be configured to match the transmission, encryption, and compression
requirements of the application.
A protocol is created from a collection of fine-grained protocol objects that per
form isolated processing tasks. By dividing the tasks to be performed, a processor
can be assigned to each task to gain the advantages of paurallel execution; protocols
can process incoming and outgoing packets concurrently. Protocol objects conmiunicate by sending messages and c<in coordinate their actions in a more flexible manner
than traditional protocol architectures. In addition to protocols sharing informa
tion using asynchronous messages, synchronous communication is also possible by
executing a method in another protocol object.
The contributions of this project are parallelism applied to protocols and the
ability to configure the protocol objects to match application requirements. To
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achieve this performance, the layered protocol model of conmiunication services is
violated to increase pcirallelism by adopting a more free-form layered model.

2.4.8

Parallel versions of the avkernel

A parallel implementation of the i-kemel that runs on Silicon Graphics shared
memory multiprocessors is described in [NYKT94]. In this system, packet-level
parallelism is used in which packets can be processed on any processor. To make the
x-kemel multiprocessor safe, locks were added to routines that access x-kemel data
structures. The basic x-kemel structuring of protocols objects remains the same,
but each object now needs to be concerned about protecting its data structures
from concurrently executing threads. The system was built emd measured using
a TCP/IP stack, which shows performance improvements and good scalability A
separate and similcir parallel implementation of the x-kemel is described in [Bjo93].

2.4.9

Parallel Protocol Framework

The Parallel Protocol Framework (PPF) defines a hierairchical implementation and
parallel execution environment for protocols [GNI92]. The PPF provides many effi
cient primitives so the protocols can be written more consistently and easily. Events
are used for communication between layers; in particular, protocols communicate
by posting events to another protocol. The receiving protocol is explicitly identified
when the event is generated and only one receiver is permitted. Protocols may also
communicate with other protocols in the same layer using events. The events can be
ordered by sequence numbers to prevent messages from being delivered out of order
in a particular connection due to parciUel execution. For non-connection oriented
protocols, events can be executed with no ordering restrictions. This event interface
between protocols supports some interchange of protocols, although protocols must
have the same interface and expect identicad arguments. Like the x-kerael, the PPF
supports a hierarchical graph of protocols. Also like the x-kerael, each message is
shepherded through the protocol graph, executing each protocol.
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2.5

Configurable Operating Systems

A recent trend in operating systems (OS) is towards configurable systems that
place traditionad OS functionality imder application control to improve performance.
Many studies have shown that when OS policies are not well matched to the appli
cation, poor performance can result. For example, the file system requirements of
Web applications, compilers, and scientific computations axe very different so it is
unlikely that one file caching policy will give peak performance for all three. This
section describes several operating systems that give control over mamy policies of
this type to applications.

2.5.1

Spin

The Spin operating system allows OS services to be tailored to specific applications.
The focus of Spin is on extensibility, safety, and eflBciency [BCE'''95];
• Extensibility. The system provides fine-graiined access to system resources and
fimctions. Extensions are dynamically linked into the kernel virtucil address
space and protection domain. Using this mechanism, users can augment the
memory mainagement system, scheduling, and network subsystems. For exam
ple, the system can be configured with a different page replacement edgorithm
specially tuned for a particular database application.
• Safety. Applications can install new policies, but these should not affect other
applications. The extension mechanism contains the effects of different exten
sions by using language features to enforce type safety and logical protection
domains to manage processes' control over resources. These protection do
mains can be disjoint or overlapping to provide sharing between processes.
• Efficiency. The system is extensible, but not at the cost of performance. To
provide am efficient system, events are used for structuring. In particular,
applications provide handlers for events triggered by the system, which allows
user code to extend OS behavior. To reduce event overhead, handlers are
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invoked using procedure calls; since handler code is executed in the kernel
address space cind protection domain, no user/kernel boimdary crossings are
needed.

2.5.2

Exokemel

The Exokemel is a customizable operating system that provides opportxmities for
domain-specific optimization through extending, specializing, or even replacing ob
ject-oriented librciries [EK095]. The Exokemel is a micro-kernel that allows untmsted software rtuming in user space to implement normal OS functions, such as
virtual memory cind interprocess communication. Most applications use one of a
handful of available library OS with popular interfaces, e.g. POSIX, but they can
also create their own customized versions. Like Spin, the Exokemel is concemed
with performance, so it allows the OS libraries to access the hardware directly. User
processes can directly access h2U'dware in secure ways through capabilities granted
by the kernel, with access being revoked if a process misbehaves. The system imple
ments secure bindings for capabilities that cannot be forged by another process so
the kernel does not have to check every access. The OS library code is downloaded
into the kernel for execution to avoid the cost of crossing the user/kernel boimdary.

2.5.3

Scout

Scout is a configurable commimications-oriented operating system targeted to sup
porting "information appliances" rather than just computation [MMO''"94, MP96].
The specialized tasks performed by such systems are implemented as customized
software, which allows the use of inexpensive commodity components. To facili
tate development, Scout provides a toolkit for configxiring modules required by the
application. Scout employs specialized compiler techniques to optimize predictable
execution of OS code to increcise instruction cache hits.
Quality of service is also a concem in this type of OS, so Scout is orgzinized around
the idea of a path. A path is an extension of a network connection into the host
operating system from data source to data sink. Resources (CPU, memory buffers.
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I/O Bus, cache, TLB) cire allocated based on the quality of service requirements of
a particular path. Scheduling in the OS is based on the path and not on threads.
Scout does not enforce a particular quality of service model but rather provides the
mechanisms to support a variety of policies.

2.5.4

Application Controlled File Caching

Application controlled file caxJiing is designed to improve performance through cus
tomized caching policies [CFL94b, CFL94a]. The goals of the approach are never
to perform worse than LRU and to prevent misbehaving processes from negatively
impacting the performance of other processes sharing the file cache. The approach
is as follows. First, when a cache miss occurs, the OS selects a process to give up
a block. The process can select any block but if its decisions result in increased
cache misses relative to what the kernel would have provided, the kernel re-assumes
control. An application cam also rely on any one of several replacement policies
already implemented by the system (e.g., MRT, LRU) based on the usage pattern
of files. Even with the extra overhead of extra crossings of the user/kernel boimdary
to consult the user process for block replacement, the improvements to file caching
result in a reduction of block I/Os by as much as 80%. For applications that se
lect a replacement policy already implemented by the kernel, no extra user/kernel
boundary crossing are incurred.

2.6

Summary

Software for distributed systems can be simplified using communication services and
abstractions such as multicast, membership, RFC, and various systems that support
mobility. While all services of a particular type have the same basic functionality
and structure, a Vciriety of specific systems have been defined that speciedize the
semantics to match the needs of particular applications. A niunber of projects have
developed modular approaches that allow a degree of customization, but the modules
axe relatively coarse grain emd composition is constrained to be hierarchical.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPOSITE PROTOCOL MODEL

3.1 Motivation and Goals
Early protocol systems were designed cis monolithic entities, and their implementa
tions reflected this. Even as the layered model gained acceptaince as a conceptual
tool to view protocol composition, implementations still tended to be ad hoc, re
flecting a concern that implementing each protocol as a distinct entity would resixlt
in significant performance penalties. It is only recently, in fact, that software sup
port for protocol composition has reached a level where hierarchical collections of
protocol objects can be combined into a system whose performance is competitive
with monolithic implementations.
Constructing a communication service from collections of protocol objects has
a number of advantages. Perhaps the most important is that it allows, at least
in theory, reuse to construct new services. In other words, a new service Ccin be
constructed by writing a new object that implements just the new aspect of the
service, zind then combining it with existing, well-tested objects that provide the
other necessary functionality. Over time, a comprehensive library of objects can
be developed, thereby simplifying the development effort, facilitating performance
comparisons between protocol implementations, and allowing experimentation with
new protocol concepts.
While hierarchical composition has worked well for a Izirge class of protocols, a
persuasive case can be made that it lacks the flexibility needed to implement certain
types of protocols. For example, in designing and implementing Consul using the
z-kernel, a number of inherent problems with the model were discovered [MPS93b].
These problems can be summarized briefly as follows:
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• Provisions for communicating between protocol objects on the same machine
are insuflBcient to implement the necessary complex interactions. In the xkemel, the specific problem is that the Uniform Protocol Interface (UPI) lacks
suflScient flexibility, thus requiring the programmer to use control operations
as a workaround.
• Lack of communication support leads to implicit dependencies between ob
jects, where one object "expects" another to realize some functionality. When
compared to an explicit dependency caused by aa invocation, implicit depen
dencies make the softwjure difficult to debug and modify.
• A protocol object may need to store aind examine multiple messages at a time
to implement, for example, message ordering properties. Such a processing
paradigm differs from traditional protocol objects, which typically deal with
a single message at a time.
• Multiple protocol objects may need to coordinate their actions or synchronize
relative to a given message or set of messages. Such coordination is difficult
in the current model.
A remarkably similar experience has been reported independently by the developers
of xAMP [Fon94].
While these limitations zire directly relevant only to atomic multicast protocols
like Consul cmd xAMP, there zu'e several reasons to believe the lessons are applica
ble to other types of protocols as well. First, increasingly sophisticated services axe
being implemented as network protocols, in part because of the advent of protocoloriented kernels such as the i-kemel. These services, like atomic multicast, are the
type most likely to stretch or break the hierarchical model. Second, as distributed
applications become more common, the demamd for new types of specialized proto
cols very different from current protocols will increase. Doing such specizilization in
a hierarchical model—especially fine-grained specialization—is likely to be difficult.
Finally, applications are demanding more control over their execution environment,
including the commimication substrate, in order to achieve the best possible per
formance. Such configurability will further increase the complexity ajid variety of
protocols that must be supported.
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This rese<u:ch is based on the premise that the construction of network services
through the composition of protocol objects is the appropriate paradigm. Our ob
jective, however, is to relax the restrictions on intra-machine inter-object commu
nication imposed by the hierarchical approach. In our approach, protocol objects
performing unrelated tasks zure located in different layers and communicate nor
mally using the standaird UPI of the z-kemel. However, protocol objects that need
to communicate more often or cooperate more fully—our micro-protocols—are colocated within a structxire that provides richer facilities for this type of interaction.
Micro-protocols have no direct knowledge of each other; conmiunication is achieved
indirectly through an event mechanism. This structure, described in detail in the
next section, has a nimiber of benefits, including:
• Expressibility. The micro-protocol execution environment provides a new,
more general model for structuring protocol objects. Micro-protocols can com
municate with an arbitrary number of other micro-protocols, can synchronize
when necessary, and can operate on collections of messages. The environment
also supports multiple threads of execution.
• Configurability. A network service is constructed out of modular micro-proto
cols, each of which implements a specific semantic property. The result is an
approach that supports a high degree of configurability and the construction
of services that axe customized to the needs of the application.
• Efficiency. Since a network service can be customized, the application avoids
execution overhead that can result from the inclusion of unnecessary proper
ties. For example, it is easy to build an atomic multiczist that includes no
consistent ordering of messages, thereby avoiding the delay inherent in doing
such ordering.
• Resuability. Micro-protocols implementing various semantics can be used in
multiple services. For example, a liveness micro-protocol that checks that all
processes have sent a message within some given time interval can be used in
a vziriety of protocol suites.
• Ease of debugging and maintenance. Since a service is constructed from small
micro-protocols, each can be debugged and maintained independently. This
process is also simplified since interactions between micro-protocols are largely
explicit.
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• Explicit dependencies. Dependencies between micro-protocols are explicit
since "beick door" communication channels are unnecessary. This makes un
derstanding the micro-protocols easier and the interactions obvious.
• Future opportunities for optimization. Explicit dependencies create the po
tential for code optimization. For example, it may be possible to in-line code
using techniques similair to [AP93] to yield a system with efficiency competitive
to monolithic implementations.
• Availability of x-kemel protocols. Since our system is incorporated in the
i-kemel, cdl existing and future i-kemel protocols can be used without modi
fication.
In simimary, then, our goal is to extend current technology to encompass more
fine-grained composition of protocol objects, both to simplify development and to
increase the configurability of the network subsystem. Note that a second prototype
implementation of the model has been constructed in C-|—I- [Hil96].

3.2

A Two-Level Model of Protocol Composition

In the standard i-kemel model, a hierarchical graph of protocol objects is used to
realize a communication service. A thread shepherds eax:h mess^e along a path
through the graph executing the ar-kemel operations call, push, pop, and demux to
route the message on the correct path from the application to the network or vice
versa. Messages can be modified, destroyed or created as they traverse the graph.
In addition to processing application messages, a protocol object uses messages
to commimicate with other protocol objects to which it is cormected in the graph.
Since this graph is hierarchical, however, communication flexibility is limited, espe
cially with regard to allowing communication among protocol objects at the same
level of the graph. Thus, our scheme augments this model by adding composite
protocols, which essentially create new ways for protocol objects at the same level
to communicate. In addition, we have extended the one-thread-per-message model
to multiple-threads-per-message model and provided an event-driven mechanism for
protocol communication.
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Figure 3.1: Composite protocol within an z-kemel protocol graph.
In our model, the standard x-kemel hieraxchicai model is augmented with the
ability to include composite protocols in the protocol graph in conjunction with
simple x-kemel protocols. Unlike simple protocols, each composite protocol has an
intemaJ structure formed of a collection of micro-protocols executed in an eventdriven manner. The major components of a composite protocol aire:
• Micro-protocols: A section of code that implements a single well-defined prop
erty or provides some specific functioneility. Consists of header information,
private data, initialization code, and a collection of event hajidlers. May ex
port data for use by other micro-protocols.
• Events: An occurrence that causes one or more micro-protocols to be invoked.
Event hcindlers axe invoked (logically) in parallel. Event types specify whether
the triggering micro-protocol is blocked imtil completion or not. Some events
of interest are predefined and generated by the framework (e.g., message ar
rived); others are defined by micro-protocols (e.g., change in group member
ship).
• Framework. A runtime system that implements the event registration and
triggering mechauiism, and contains shared data (e.g., messages) that can be
accessed by more than one micro-protocol.
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micro-protocol name {
... Decl of exported events, message attributes,
data inspection, modification routines ...
... Decl of imported events, global variables ...
... Decl of private events, message attributes, variables ...
... Initialization code ...
... Event kundlcrs ...

... Local procedures ...
} end micro-protocol name

Figure 3.2: Micro-protocol schema
An example of this model is shown in Figure 3.1. To the left is an i-kemel protocol
graph that contains a composite protocol CP implementing atomic multicast. To
the right is an expanded view of CP illustrating the components of the model. In the
middle of CP is the runtime framework, which contains a shared data structure—
in this case a bag of messages—and some event definitions. The boxes to the left
represent micro-protocols, while to the right are some common events with the list
of micro-protocols that are to be invoked when the event occurs.

3.3

Micro-Protocols

A micro-protocol is structured as a collection of export, import, and private decla
rations, zind code for event handlers and local procedures, as shown in Figure 3.2.
The export section lists procedures and events implemented and declared in this
micro-protocol, but available for use elsewhere. The import section lists procedures
and events that are provided by other micro-protocols. For brevity, events that ase
provided by the framework are not included in the import list since as they can
be freely imported by any micro-protocol. Events and data that should not be ac
cessed by another micro-protocol zire listed in the private section. Micro-protocols
use private events for internal communication. The initialization section contains
statements that axe executed at system start time to, for example, initialize private
micro-protocol data. The next section contains the event handlers that make up the
majority of micro-protocol code. FiniJly, the last section contains local procedures.
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The generzJ form of an event handler is:
event name [&& boolean-expr]*

—»•

handler

Each handler is preceded by an event nzime and an optional boolezin expression
to make the handler execution conditional. This boolean expression or guard may
reference event parameters, message attributes, aind micro-protocol variables. When
the event is raised, the guard is evaluated auid the handler code executed if the
result is true. ^ For exjunple, a micro-protocol that resets timeout timers when an
acknowledgment messages arrives might have a guard that checks that the message
type is "acknowledgment".
Micro-protocols often manage data that can be exported by public data in
spection routines. For example, a membership micro-protocol might export a rou
tine that returns the current membership list. In these situations, only the microprotocol declaring the data can alter it, so that changes by other micro-protocols
must be requested by raising an event or calling an exported routine that modifies
the data. When a micro-protocol modifies its data, it will often raise an event to
notify other micro-protocols about the state cheinge. For example, the membership
micro-protocol might react to a "timeout" event by suspecting that a process has
failed. If after further checking—for exzimple, by rurming an agreement protocol
with the other processes—it determines that a failure has indeed occurred, it would
update the membership list and raise an event declaring a change to that list.
We express micro-protocols in an informal Protocol Description Language (PDL)
that supports the structure of micro-protocol programming described above, and en
forces visibility 2md modularity rules. Micro-protocols written in PDL are currently
translated by hand into C files that are compiled using the stand£U'd C compiler. The
intent of the language is to provide a common syntax for expressing micro-protocols
that can then be translated into sotirce code that is linked with the framework code
to create composite protocols.
^Guarded events are not implemented in the prototype. Each event guard is translated by the
protocol writer to an if statement at the beginning of the event handier.
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Other aspects of micro-protocols shown in Figure 3.2 (e.g., message attributes)
axe described below.

3.4 Events and Handler Execution
Events are a general communication mechanism used to inform micro-protocols that
something of interest has happened. A micro-protocol requests notification from the
runtime system for a given event by declaring a handler cis shown above. Each event
may have multiple handlers, and the handlers iire not necessarily known to the noicroprotocol raising the event. The latter property helps decouple micro-protocols from
one another, thereby simplifying the task of writing micro-protocols that can be
combined in a flexible fashion with other micro-protocols. For example, one microprotocol can be responsible for detecting a situation, with zinother implementing
the policy for resolving it. This type of structure allows the policies for each to be
realized orthogonally based on the needs of the application and the specific collection
of micro-protocols configured into the framework.
Events can also have parameters. For excimple, when an event corresponding
to the expiration of an acknowledgment timer occurs, we might adso want to com
municate which message is lacking the acknowledgment. Such functionality can be
realized by passing that information as an argument to the registered event handlers.
All parameters are passed by value.
Events can either be user-defined or predefined by the nmtime system. A userdefined event, such as the one related to timer expiration above, is exported (de
clared) by a given micro-protocol and explicitly raised by invoking a routine im
plemented by the framework. Predefined events, on the other hzind, are exported
by the runtime framework aaid implicitly raised when the framework detects that
the event has occurred. In both cases, the event can be imported (handled) by any
number of other micro-protocols.
The following list gives the predefined events currently supported; here, xMsg
refers to an x-kemel message and CPMsg refers to a composite protocol message,
both of which are described in more detail in Section 4.1:
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• Message_Popped_To_CP (xMsg): An x-kemel message from a lower-level x-kemel
protocol has been popped to the composite protocol.
• MessageJ*oppe<l_From_CP(CPMsg): A message has been popped from the com
posite protocol to the x-kemel higher-level protocol.
• Message_Pushed_To_CP(xMsg): An x-kemel message from a higher-level xkemel protocol has been pushed to the composite protocol.
• Message_Pushed-From_CP(CPMsg): A message has been pushed from the com
posite protocol to the x-kemel lower-level protocol.
• Message-InsertedJnto_Bag(CPMsg): A message has been constructed and
inserted into the shared bag of messages.
• Message-DeletedJrom.Bag(CPMsg): A message has been deleted from the
shared bag of messages.
• MessageJleadyJToJe^ent (CPMsg): All micro-protocols are satisfied that the
message can leave the composite protocol, either to be popped or pushed.
Handlers are scheduled for execution when an event is raised. If there are multiple
handlers registered for that event, the order in which they are executed is indeter
minate. In fact, they may be executed in parallel given the appropriate hairdware.
Dependencies between handlers are programmed explicitly using the event mecha
nism.
Execution of a micro-protocol that raises an event ctin either block until all
handlers have completed (synchronous) or proceed without blocking (asynchronous).
The choice of semantics is specified as an argument in the system call that raises an
event, implying that it can vary on a per-invocation basis. These semantics extend
as expected through multiple levels of recxirsively raised events.

3.5

Timer Events

Support is also provided for timer events that are generated after a specified amount
of time has passed, rather than by ajiy particular action of a micro-protocol or
framework. Timer events are essential for detecting timeouts and performing peri
odic protocol functions. There are no predefined timer events, so all timer events
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are user-defined, «ind, like other events, value parameters can be passed to handlers.
When a timer event is set, the user specifies the timer interval and if the event will
repeat or be a single occurrence. When the specified timer interval expires, the
framework asynchronously executes till handlers in pzurallel.
Unlike other events, timer events can be ccinceled. Cancellation is atomic with
respect to handler execution; even if handlers have started to execute when the
cancellation occurs, they eire allowed to run to completion. When a single occurrence
timer event is canceled, there axe three possible event states: the event has not yet
been triggered, the event has completed, or event handlers are currently nmning. If
the event has not been triggered, then cancellation ensures that the event will never
be raised. If all handlers for the event have completed execution, then cancellation
has no effect. If the event has been triggered cind handlers have started to execute,
then all hamdiers are aillowed to complete.
Cancellation of repeating events is similzir to single occurrence events, but also
prohibits any further occurrences of the event. As with single occurrence events,
if the event has not been triggered, cancellation ensures that it will never trigger.
If the event has already occurred but no htindlers are currently executing, then no
further occurrence will be triggered. If cancellation occurs during execution of the
handlers associated with the event, then all heindlers are allowed to terminate and
further occxirrences are prohibited. For both single occurrence and repeating events,
a return value from the cajicel function indicates if the timer event was successfully
cancelled.

3.6

Fr£imework

The framework is a runtime system that implements the event mechanism and pro
vides a shared bag of messages on which micro-protocols operate. It also implements
an i-kemel complizint interface for the composite protocol, which enables it to interoperate with other i-kernel protocols in the standard way.
The freimework accepts messages from the i-kemel and transfers control to microprotocols by reusing the appropriate events and executing the appropriate event
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handlers. As already noted, in the i-kemel, one thread shepherds any given message
through the entire protocol graph, executing code in various protocol objects on
behalf of the message. To handle the execution of potentieiUy many event handlers,
however, we extend this model to allow multiple threads to execute on behalf of the
message during its residence in the composite protocol. This model provides more
flexibility than the one thread per message in the context of composite protocols,
and also allows the possibility of true parallel execution, as noted above. The one
thread per message model is restored when a message leaves a composite protocol
and is hzinded over to a standard ar-kemel protocol object.
Messages that arrive at a composite protocol are placed in an imordered bag of
messages maintained by the framework that functions 2is a global pool accessible to
all micro-protocols. This feature is intended to support two aspects of programming
that are common in the type of high-level protocols for which this approach is in
tended. First, it allows micro-protocols to make state changes based on information
in an entire collection of messages, rather than just a single message as is typiced
in a hierarchical system. This cjui be important, for example, in an atomic multi
cast protocol that requires waiting for a collection of messages to arrive and then
deterministically sorting the collection before presenting messages to higher levels
[PBS89, MPS93a]. Second, a shared bag of messages allows multiple micro-protocols
to access messages concurrently. This can be importcint, for example, in a situation
where a message is acknowledged by one micro-protocol while concurrently being
ordered relative to other messages by a second micro-protocol.
Prior to being placed in the bag, a verify micro-protocol is executed to determine
if the message is acceptable. For instance, a message might be rejected if corruption
is detected or if it is destined for a process that no longer exists. If the message is
acceptable, the verifying micro-protocol places the message in the bag using a routine
provided by the framework. The verify micro-protocol is written by the user, so that
message screening and bag insertion are under program control; deletion from the
bag is similarly done by the user. Commonly-used variants of verify can be supplied
from a library, if desired.
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Each mess£ige in the bag has a collection of attributes that encode certaun types
of per-message information. Predefined attributes are supplied by the framework.
For example, one such attribute is direction, which indicates whether the message is
being sent up or down the i-kemel graph. Micro-protocol attributes contain microprotocol-specific information about the message. For example, a reliability protocol
may keep private state information about the message indicating whether it was
acknowledged or is being retransmitted and by which hosts. Such attributes can
be declared either private or public; a private attribute is visible only to the microprotocol that defines it, while a public attribute can be read by all micro-protocols.
In addition, attributes are used to build headers for messages that are pushed from
the framework. This is done by an attribute-to-header routine provided by the user
and invoked by the framework as a message is exiting the composite protocol. Sim
ilarly, when a message is popped to the framework, a header-to-attribute mapping
routine is invoked that unpacks the header and creates attributes using this informa
tion. Both of these mapping routines zire currently supplied by the user, although
it is easy to imagine generating them automaticaJly from appropriate specifications.
As already noted, data defined within a micro-protocol can also be shared by
exporting appropriate inspection routines. Any necessary synchronization within
these routines is done explicitly using semaphores. With our prototype implemen
tation, such synchronization is only necessary if the data is not written atomically
and either a message push or an explicit event triggering is done in the middle of
the code effecting the change.

3.7

Message Sending and Garbage Collection

In many cases, when to send a message up to the application or down to a lower-level
protocol is a decision that cannot be made by one protocol alone, so coordinated
sending is needed. For example, consider a message that has arrived from the
network via a lower-level protocol. The acknowledgment protocol has dispatched a
reply message to acknowledge receipt of the message, so it is completely satisfied
that the message can be sent up to the application layer. However, an ordering
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protocol that places strict requirements on message ordering may wish to force the
message to stay in the composite protocol. Realizing such coordination is especially
difficult since it must function correctly for any combination of micro-protocols.
Determining when a message is "ready to send", then, can be a complex pro
cess involving multiple micro-protocols. The framework supports such coordination
with the use of send bits associated with a message. There is one bit per microprotocol, and when all send bits have been set, the framework automatically sends
the message. If a micro-protocol does not need to restrict when a message can be
sent, it sets its send bit by default. Often, this is done in the handler bound to the
MessageJnserted_Into_Bag(CPMsg) event, which is always one of the first exe
cuted when a message arrives. Usually, the last send bit is set by the micro-protocol
with the most restrictive conditions.
Similar to send bits are deallocate bits, which function to coordinate message deal
location. Again, each micro-protocol has a imique deallocate bit for each message.
When all deallocate bits are set, the framework raises the Message-ReadyjroJeJ)eallocated(CPMsg) event. The micro-protocols can then free amy information re
lated to the message. Note that if there cire any outstanding send operations with
references to the message, then deallocation is deferred tmtil all such operations
have completed. This is done to avoid pending send operations with references to
deallocated memory.
An alternative to coordinated deallocation is a more centralized scheme that
employs a micro-protocol that knows when it is safe to free messages based on other
events. Some composite protocols naturally lend themselves to this approach. For
example, once a message is sent or written to stable storage it can often be deal
located szifely. Conversely, other micro-protocol suites may need to keep messages
for retransmissions and hence, multiple micro-protocols could be involved. To pro
vide a flexible environment, the framework accommodates both styles of garbage
collection.
In addition to coordinated sending of messages, micro-protocols can also send
messages without any other micro-protocol being informed. This is referred to as
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an out of band message because it is sent directly without using send bits or being
inserted into the shared bag. Similarly, no events are triggered. Micro-protocols
use out of band communication for sending control messages to peers without no
tifying other micro protocols in the composite protocol. Out of band messages tire
only supported for messages sent to the network via a lower-level protocol and not
messages sent to the application. Sending of the message is synchronous and no
Message_Pushed_From_CP(CPMsg) event is raised after the send operation is com
plete.

3.8 Examples
To illustrate the structure of micro-protocols cind the event-driven prograroming
paradigm, we present two short examples of micro-protocols that might be part of
a suite used to implement an group communication service. The first is a simple
membership micro-protocol that updates a membership list whenever a host is sus
pected of having failed. The second is an acknowledgment micro-protocol that sends
aji ACK message for each reply message received, sends a "still working" message to
a client if the reply from the local server is slow, and rsiises the SuspectJIostJ>ead
event if a server is suspected to have fjuled. Both are written in PDL pseudo-code.

3.8.1

Membership Micro-Protocol

Figure 3.3 shows the code for the membership micro-protocol. At the top is an
exports section that specifies inspection routines, events, and attributes that are
exported for use by other micro-protocols. Here, an event for membership change
and a routine for accessing the current group membership are provided. Note that
the event specification includes a parameter to indicate whether the event of interest
is the failure or recovery of a host. The exports are followed by an imports section,
in this case an event corresponding to a suspected failure. This particulcir event is
reused by the acknowledgment micro-protocol below and fielded by an event handler
in

MEMBERSHIP.

Note that this specification also includes a parameter, specifically,

an indication of which host is suspected to have failed. Next, the micro-protocol
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micro-protocol MEMBERSHIP {
exports!
event HembershipjChangeCch-t tjpe);
proc

menList-t GetGroupC);

imports{
event

Suspect Jost-Dead(mem-t host);

private{
meiaList_t HemberList;

mitiallze{
initHembershipListC);

actions{
Suspect-Host_Dead(mein_t host)
—f
if (findChost, MemberList)) {
deleteMefflberCMemberList, host)
^ raiseEvent(Heinbershipj;3iange, DELETIOH, ASYNC)

... code for deleteMember, GetGroup, and initAfembershipList...
} end micro-protocol MEMBERSHIP

Figxire 3.3: Simple membership micro-protocol
includes declarations for any private data, attributes, «ind events. In this case, the
only private data is the membership list maintained by the micro-protocol.
The declarations are followed by the procedures that make up the body of the
micro-protocol. The first is an initijJization routine, which initieilizes the member
ship list from some extemzil source; for example, it may be read from a file. This
routine is executed, in i-kemel terms, at initialization time prior to execution of the
standard open or opeaenable routines.
After the initialization code is the actions section, which contziins the eventhandling code. In MEMBERSHIP, there is one heindler that deletes a member from the
list when the Suspect-Host _Dead event is triggered. The parameters to the event are
available to the hzindler, as is any private data decljured within the micro-protocol.
The remainder of the micro-protocol contains inspection routines for export,
local procedures, etc. In this micro-protocol, there are three such routines: delete-
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Member, GetGroup, and initMembershipList.

Their code is omitted here for sim

plicity.

3.8.2

Acknowledgment Micro-Protocol

Figiire 3.4 shows the code for a simple eicknowledgment micro-protocol ACK that
generates the Suspect_Host_Dead event when a message has not been acknowl
edged after some interval of time. This interval can be adjusted by a call to the
set Interval

routine. The timer is started at the time the message is pushed from

the composite protocol. The timer is set by the setTimerEvent call, which gives
the interval to wait and an indication that this event is to be generated only once
rather than periodically. This Timeout event is declared in the private section of
the protocol and is therefore raised and handled only by ACK.
The second set of tasks done by ACK involve acknowledging any messages that
are received. It accomplishes this by handling the Message-Inserted-lnto3ag
event for messages of type REPLY. The event is qualified so that only reply messages
are acknowledged. Request messages are only acknowledged if the server is slow
in responding, which is adso handled using the Timeout event. The server and
client sides of the communication are hamdled by the same micro-protocol, with the
imported state variables server and client being used in the code to distinguish
between the two.

3.9

Summary

Our approach to constructing configurable communication services is recilized using
the two-level protocol composition model. The first level is the x-kemel protocol
graph, which defines the bzisic characteristics of the network subsystem using both
composite and simple protocols. The second is the composite protocol, which defines
the specific semantics of the relevant communication service using micro-protocols.
The framework encapsulates the micro-protocols and supports event-driven microprotocol interaction. Since the composite protocol exports the z-kemel UPI, it can
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micro-protocol ACK {
exports {
event
proc

SuspectJiostJ)ead(mesut host);
SetlntervalCint millisec);

imports {
booleem client, server;

private {
event
Timeout(CPJ!sg_t msg);
attribute serverList.t servers ;
int
interval;

initialize!
InitTimerValO;

actions {
!% Set timer event for each message sent to detect loss.*/
Message-Pushed-FroouCPCCPJfsg-t ms^
client Ut
msg.attr.t3rpe == REQUEST -v
setTimerEvent(Timeout, CPjnsg, interveil, ONCE);
/* Set timer event for revest received so «e reply in time.*/
Message^nserted-lnto^^CCPJfsg-t msg)
server tt
msg.attr.type == REQU&T -)•
setTimerEvent(JTimeout, CPjnsg, interval, ONCE);
/* Send an ACK message for each reply message received.*/
Message-Inserted-Into^ag(CPJIsg-t msg) tt
msg.attr.type «= REPLY —»•
sendAckToSender(msg,REPLY-RECEIVED);
/* Send a "still vorking" message if server slov.*/
Timeout(CPJlsg_t msg) tt Server -h
sendAckToSender(msg, STILLJfORKING );
/* Some server has not responded in time. */
Timeout(CPJlsg.t msg, host) tt Client ->•
if ( hostNotResponding(m8g, host)) {
ElaiseEvent(SuspectJlostJ}ead, host, ASYNC);

... code for Setlnterval. ImtTimerVal, sendAckToSender, and
hostNotResponaing...
} end micro-protocol ACK

Figure 3.4: Simple acknowledgment micro-protocol
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be combined with existing i-kemel protocols, thereby maldng it easier to build new
communication services on top of simpler existing networking protocols.
The micro-protocol structure and composite protocol model allow a protocol de
signer to create modular implementations of communication services. Each microprotocol in the composite protocol implements a specific property or functionzdity,
so the specific micro-protocols included govern the behavior of the resulting service.
This approach allows applications to have fine-grained control over their commimication support. The event-driven model also provides a novel execution paradigm
and structured communication between micro-protocols.
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CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION

Our prototype implementation of the framework is based on x-kemel version 3.2,
which nms eis a user-level task on Mach version MK82. Written in C, the prototype
is structured as a collection of library routines that tire linked with the user-written
micro-protocols to create a composite protocol. The i-kemel, freimework, and microprotocols zure compiled with gcc version 2.1. The composite protocol is then included
in the x-kernel protocol graph in the normal way. The x-kemel was selected as the
implementation environment because of its efficient message handling, novel thread
execution architecture, ease of configuration and modification, and portability.
The primary test platform consists of DecStation 5000/240s connected by a 10
Mb Ethernet. These systems cire based on MIPS R3000 micro-processor rimning at
40 MHz with a sepzirate off-chip 64 KB instruction and data caches, and 16 MB of
memory.
Here, we focus on describing the implementation details of the nmtime frame
work since much of the system's functionality is implemented there. Initial perfor
mance results from a group RPC micro-protocol suite are given in Chapter 5.

4.1
4.1.1

Framework
Uniform Interfaces.

The framework encapsulates micro-protocols and delivers messages to and from
other x-kemel protocols. Extemally, the framework provides the standard x-kemel
interface operations such as call, push, pop, and demux. This allows composite pro
tocols to be added to an existing x-kerael protocol graph without requiring changes
to the existing protocols. The framework can be configured to provide a synchronous
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call interface or an asynchronous push interface to accommodate both styles of a:kemel protocols. A call-style protocol is blocked when doing a call operation and is
unblocked only after the reply message can be returned. If the push style is used,
the caller is not blocked and the reply message (if any) is returned asynchronously.

4.1.2

Thread Management

As described in Chapter 3, multiple threads of control may be spawned in the course
of executing event handlers. In the prototype, the i-kemel thread facility based on
Mach C-threads is used as the underlying mechanism. The choice to use this facility
rather them spawning C-threads directly was made for two reasons. The first is that
this makes the threads visible to the x-kemel, which permits the programmer to
use the built-in x-kemel features for doing execution monitoring and debugging,
simplifying the programming process. The second is that it allows us to exploit the
i-kemel's optimized thread management. In particular, the x-kemel preallocates a
pool of C-threads at initialization time and manages them directly, which avoids the
overhead of thread creation when ein event is raised.
When an event is raised, a thread is allocated from this pool to execute each
cissociated handler. The execution model is logically multi-threaded, so that multiple
handlers—either associated with the same or different event occurrences—may in
general be executed concurrently. No new threads eire aiUocated for events that
are executed synchronously; rather, the same thread that triggered the event will
execute all handlers for the event one by one in the order specified in the event
definition. Such semantics caji simplify micro-protocol code in certain cases when
execution order is important, such as when a subsequent event handler depends
on a side effect caused by an event handler. However, this can lead to implicit
dependencies between hemdlers so caution should be used. Section 7.2.3 contains
further discussion of handler dependencies.
The protocol writer can choose to have event handler invocations be imple
mented by procedure calls rather than threads even in the case when the event is
raised asynchronously. This optimization is targeted for sequential machines where
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a procedure call is typically more efficient them spawning a threzwi. No chcinges are
required in the code for the micro-protocols. In fact, which version of the rimtime
is used is transparent to both the x-kemel and the protocol writer.
We also alter the i-kemel thread behavior by assuming control over a thread that
enters the composite protocol. In general, it will execute some sequence of event
handlers and then a push or pop to exit the composite protocol. Alternatively, it
can simply terminate within the protocol after the last event has been handled.
The thread behavior is naturally different depending on whether handler execution
is implemented by threads or procedure calls. In the thread implementation, the
thread that enters the composite protocol returns to the c<dler arfter raising the first
event. Once the event is raised, other threads are activated to execute the handlers.
On the other hand, with the procedure-based implementation, the entering thread
executes each event hcindler until all hcmdlers are executed (recursively) and then
returns to the caller. Timing events are necessarily implemented eis threads zmd are
based on i-kernel timer events.

4.1.3

Messages

The composite protocol exists to receive, process, and send messages so it is unsur
prising that the bag of messages is a centralized structure available to eJl microprotocols. As described in Chapter 3, messages in the bag, referred to as CP
Messages, are network messages augmented with additional attributes that microprotocols use to shaxe per-message data with each other. Since micro-protocols
collectively process messziges, the coordination of when a message is "finished" —
ready to send or discard — is more complex than the layered model where only one
protocol is in control of the message at any time. The framework provides for coor
dinated control of message attributes, creation of headers and attributes, sending,
and deallocation.
CP Messages.

CP messages are based on i-kemel messages, which optimize ma

nipulations such as header pushes and pops, fragmentation, and assembly. The usual
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z-kemel message operations are supported, but we add additional information in the
form of attributes that are efficiently accessed. The scope of private attribute nzunes
is limited to the micro-protocol in which they aie declared, but public attributes
must have globzJly imique names.
Bag of Messages.

A CP message is a structure that contains an z-kemel message,

attributes, and send bits. The attributes axe created by combining the attribute
declarations from all micro-protocols into a "super structure" of attributes.
The following operations au-e provided for manipulating the shared bag of mes
sages:
• CPMsg = newItemCxMsg, direction): Allocates and initializes a new CP
message; returning a pointer to the appropriate structure, direction in
dicates if the message is traveling up or down through the z-kemel protocol
graph when it enters the composite protocol.
• insertItem(CPMsg): Inserts CPMsg into the bag. Automatically triggers the
MessageJnserted-Into^ag event.
• deleteltem(CPMsg): Removes CPMsg from the bag, but does not deallo
cate storage for the item. Deallocation is done under micro-protocol con
trol, although a message is usually deallocated as soon as it is deleted un
less needed for retramsmissions, etc. Automaticedly triggers the Message-De
leted Jrom-Bag event.
• empty(): Removes all messages in the bag.
• n = count (): Retums a count of the number of messages in the bag.
• setSendBit (ProtocolID, CPMsg): When jJl micro-protocols have called setSendBit (i.e., all send bits axe set) the MessageJleady_To_Be^ent event is
triggered.
• setDeallocateBit (ProtocolID, CPMsg): Sets the deallocation bit for microprotocol ProtocolID. When all bits are set (i.e., all micro-protocols have called
setDeallocateBit), the Message-Deallocate event is triggered.
• sprint ItemCstring, CPMsg): The CTirrent state of CPMsg (including attribute
values) is placed into string. Used for debugging.
• printBagC): Prints the current contents of the bag to stdout. Useful for
debugging.
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Attributes and Headers. CP message attribute values are often derived from
information contained in message headers, such as the sender id, destination id, and
message type. To aid this function, zill protocol suites are required to include a
single header-to_attribute procedure that sets attributes based on header values
and localizes header format knowledge to one procedure. Typically, this procedure
is called by a verification micro-protocol after the incoming message has been val
idated. The CPMsg attributes are initijJized and the message is inserted into the
shared bag of messages so that other protocols can access message header informa
tion without knowledge of message header formats. Similarly, when a message is
about to be sent, the message header is normally constructed from the attributes.
The attribute_to_header procedure is called by the fraunework during a send mes
sage operation for this purpose.
Coordinated Sending of Messages.

When a message is created with nevltem,

aU the send bits cure cleared. A micro-protocol sets its corresponding bit with the
setSendBit(CPMsg, ProtocolID) procedure. Protocols distinguish their send bit
by their unique protocol id that is zissigned at initialization. When all send bits
are set, the CP Message is ready to be sent juid the Messaige jleady_To_Be^ent
event is raised by the framework. The send bits restrict sending of messages both
in the upward direction (to applications) and downward direction (to the network).
If a micro-protocol is not directly involved in the decision when to sent a message,
it normally would set its send bit when the message is inserted into the bag (i.e.,
when handling the Message_Enserted_IntoJag(CPMsg) event). Typically, the last
protocol to set its send bit has the strongest restrictions about when a message
can be sent. For example, an ordering micro-protocol will not mark a message for
sending until all predecessors of the message have been delivered to the application.
Sending Out of Band.

Although coordinated sending is the expected norm,

there are occasions when a particular micro-protocol might wish to send a message
without another micro-protocol's interference or knowledge. This is accomplished
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with sendMessageOutOfBand(CPMsg), which sends the message without raising any
events.
Coordinated Deallocation of Messages. As described in Chapter 3, garbage
collection in the composite protocol can be realized in one of two ways: either cen
tralized into one micro-protocol or distributed among many protocols through the
use of deallocation bits. Deallocation bits are very similar to send bits: for each CP
message, there is one bit for each micro-protocol. In the distributed dejJlocation
style, an unset deallocation bit indicates that a message is still in use by a microprotocol. When all the deallocate bits have been set, the MessageJleadyJro_BeJ)eallocateJlessage(CPMsg) event is raised. The handlers for this event perform the
actual mechanics of message deallocation 2uid deletion from the bag (i.e., calling
deleteltemO and then freeing memory). The user chooses the style of dealloca
tion support that is desired by setting a C preprocessor variable that activates the
deallocation-based events and bits.

4.1.4

Implementation Portability.

The runtime framework relies almost entirely on facilities provided by the z-kemel.
As a result, it is nearly automatically portable to smother environment that has
a working x-kemel implementation. The only non-avkemel facilities that axe used
beyond normal C language library routines axe three Mach fimctions for C-thread
management: cthread.yield for assistance in cthread scheduling, cthread_set.data for associating data with a thread, and cthreadjdata for event execution
management.

4.2

Events

This section describes the C structures and execution architecture used to implement
events. Predefined events and user defined events, whether timer or regular, have
the same structure and scheduling. All have a common event description structure
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that is initizJized once with the handler functions, handler names, and the num
ber of event parameters. This structure is passed as the event descriptor for every
raiseEvent call. The structure is never modified after the event handlers are ini
tialized. A second structure is allocated when the the event is raised that contains
the parameter vzJues for the current invocation. One invocation structure is created
for each event handler of the triggered event. The structures remeiin the same for
asynchronous and synchronous execution but the execution is performed differently.
Timer events require additional structures to record the state of timer event and
the current execution status to support cancellation and repetition.
4.2.1

Event Operations

The following operations are provided for manipulating events:
• event = createEvent (eventName, numParaias): Allocates and initializes a
new event _t structure and returns a handle to the event that is used for
later operations. eventName is a descriptive string naming the event, and
numPaurauns is the number of parjimeters that will be pzissed to handlers when
the event is raised. Used for both regular aaid timer events.
• addEventHandler(event, handler, handlerName): Appends a
handler function pointer to the list of handlers for the event. The ordering
of the add operations determines the execution order for sequential events.
handlerName is a descriptive name for the heindler, used for debugging and
execution tracing.
• deleteEventHandler(event, handler): Removes handler from the list of
handlers for event.
• raiseEvent (event, type, numParams, paraml, paraiD2, paramS,
param4, paramS): Used by micro-protocols for triggering user-defined events,
and by the framework for predefined events. An instance of the event is trig
gered and numParams are passed to handlers (maximum of five). All unused
parameters values should be set to NULL, type is SYNC if the event is to be
executed synchronously (blocking zmd sequentially executed), or ASYNC if exe
cuted asynchronously (non-blocking and handlers execute in any order). Note
that the raiseEvent call determines how the event will be handled rather
than the event definition.
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• event-invoke = setTimerEvent (event, type, intervail, numParams,
paraml, param2, paramS, p2u:aJDi4, paramS): Sets a timer event to execute
after interval microseconds have elapsed, type determines if this timer event
will schedule itself to repeat or execute once only. Handlers axe executed con
currently for tisynchronous execution. nunPaurams indicates how many param
eters eure passed. The event-invoke is a timer event handle that is needed for
the cancel and detach functions.
• outcome = cancelTimerEvent(event-invoke): Cancels a timer event. Re
turn value of outcome indicates:
— unknown: No such event is known (bawl hcindle value); the request is
ignored.
— stairted: The event has already started to execute so if it was a onceonly event, the timer event will run to completion; cancelling will have
no effect. A repeating event will not reschedule itself but the current
execution will be allowed to terminate normally.
— completed: The event has completed and so there is no instance to
cancel. This can occur only for once-only events.
— cancelled: The event has already been cancelled. This cancel request
will have no effect.
— successful: The event has successfully been cancelled.
• detachTimerEvent(event-invoke): Since timer event handles are returned
from the setTimerEvent function, the micro-protocol must indicate when the
event-invoke structure can be deallocated. A detach czdl on an event will
cause the timer event to deallocate structures when the event completes. If
a timer event will never be cancelled, then the timer can be set and immedi
ately detached. Otherwise, the event should be detached after cancellation or
completion.

4.2.2

Event Structures

Predefined events are declared and raused by the framework, while user-defined
events cire created with createEvent(eventName, numPaurams), which returns an
allocated and initialized event structure of type event-t (Figure 4.1).

Micro-

protocols create events and assign handlers to events during their initialization.
Handlers axe registered for events through the addEventHandler(event, handler,

so
event t
char *naine

"Membership Change"
Handler 1

H^dler2

Handler 3

PFVhandlerO <

"First Handler"
—"Second Handler"
"Third Handler"

char •handlerNameQ ^
int numHandlers
int numParameters

PFV = pointer to function returning void

Figure 4.1: Event description structure.
handlerName) procedure. The order in which hajidlers «ire added to the event spec
ifies the execution order for sequential events. Figure 4.1 shows an example event
named "membership change" with three handlers and four paxeuneters. The event _t
structure is static since it is a description of the event and does not chajige. Note
that the parameters are not stored within this structure; they are stored in the
invoke_t structure, which is automatically created for an individual occurrence of
an event. This structure is shown in Figure 4.2. Each invoke.t structure has a
reference to the event structure, which is essential for timing events amd debugging
support. The invocation structure is automatically deallocated when the frcimework
detects that all event handlers have terminated.
The x-kemel does not provide general purpose thread support, so the framework
creates threads by scheduling i-kemel timing events to execute with 0 seconds delay.
These i-kernel events are, in turn implemented with C-threads. This is the only place
where the implementation of the x-kemel is explicitly used by the framework. The
x-kernel timing event implementation makes the composite protocol threads visible
to i-kernel debugging tools, and zilso reduces the context switch time since the
threads are allocated from a pool created at initialization time. Specifically, when a
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event t
char *naine
^

"Membership Change"
Handler 1
Handler 2
Handler 3

char *handIerName *1

"First Handler"
"Second Handler"
"Third Handler"

PFV handler

int numHandlers
int numParameters

invoke t
event_t •event
int numParam
Handler 1
change type
member name

{

PFV handler

void * parameters

Type
timer_info_t *timerStatu!
int Index

ASYNC

null

(SYNC, ASYNC, REPEAT, ONCE)
(only used for timer events)
(handler index)

Figure 4.2: Event invocation structure with event description structure.
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raiseEvent procedure triggers zm event, the timing event is scheduled, which upon
expiration places the allocated thread on the ready list to be scheduled with other
C-threads.
The x-kemel timer events accept a function pointer and one parameter. Since
framework events can have multiple handlers and parameters, the invokeJ: struc
ture containing the handler function pointer zmd parameters is passed as the single
i-kemel timer event parameter. The i-kemel event is passed a "super handler" pro
cedure to execute when the timer expires. The super handler tmpacks parameters
from the invoke.t structure and passes them individually to the handler. Thus, the
super handler acts as a procedural wrapper around hzmdler executions, recording
the start and termination of handler execution.
To maintain uniformity, synchronous event execution uses the same invoke_t
structure to pass paxcimeters. However, no aj-kemel event is used to schedule exe
cution in this case. Instead, the super handler is invoked directly as a procedure,
which provides a synchronous call style with blocking semantics. The super handler
is the same as in the asynchronous case, and, in fact, is unaware whether it was
ccdled from am z-kemel event or directly as a procedure. As mentioned earlier, the
framework allows for asynchronous execution to be optimized as procedure calls.
When the user defines the PROC_CALLSJDNLY C preprocessor variable, asynchronous
event triggers are also executed with procedure calls.

4.2.3

Timer Event Structures

Timer events, since they can be repeating or cancelled, have <in information struc
ture that contains the state of the execution. This structure is created by the
setTimerEvent function and passed back as the timer event hcindle that is used
in cancellation. It has information about whether the hamdlers for the event are
waiting to execute, steirted to execute, or completed execution.
Timing events are handled as asynchronous invocations that are scheduled to
execute with a delay. The szime event description structure, event invocation struc
ture, and super handler is used. A repeating event will schedule itself again after the
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timer_info_t
identifier
interval

miER.ID

125
x-kemel event for handler 1
x-kemel event for handler 2

xeventsO

StateQ =

WAITING

(RUNNING,
DONE,
WAITING)

invoke t
Handler!

event_t

invokeQ
REPEATING

finished
started
invoke_t

numHanders
cancelRequested

FALSE

detachRequested

FALSE

Handler 2

REPEATING

Figure 4.3: Timer event information structure for repeating event with two event
handlers.
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last handler has finished executing. However, since timing events can be cancelled,
an additional structure is needed to cancel the underlying ar-kemel events. Also,
timing event cancellation must be atomic with respect to handler execution, so the
structure must contain information about the status of hamdler execution. A unique
handle is returned for each set timer event caJl, since the same timer event may have
several concurrently executing instances. This handle is known is a timer_info_t
structure and is given in Figure 4.3. timer_info_t contains pointers to the same
type of invokejt structures used for regiilar events, including a pointer to the event
description structtire event.t.
When the timer handler handle is passed to the cancel routine, the identifier is
vaiidated eind then the timer can be cancelled. If execution has not started for this
period execution (ais recorded in the started count field), then zJl the ®-kemel events
(saved in the xevents array) can be cancelled. Otherwise, the cancel requested
boolean is marked as true and a repeating event will not reschedule itself for the
next period. The status (nmning, done, waiting) of each hzmdler is recorded in the
state field.

4.2.4

Call Depth

Nesting of events executing as procedure calls can cause stack overflow and imfair
scheduling. Recall that synchronous event execution is implemented as procedure
calls and asynchronous execution can be optimized in this way. It is typical for events
to raise other events, creating nested events. If this nesting goes very deep, stack
overflow can occur. In addition, we found during experimentation that asynchronous
event execution was sometimes necessary to make progress in certain protocols. If
edl asynchronous execution is implemented as procedure calls, then a call chain will
continue to execute event handlers while other events not raised by the call cheiin go
unserviced, which results in stzirvation of other events. In other words, procedure
calls favor the current call chain leaving asynchronous events unserviced. Section
7.2.2 provides additional discussion of the need for asynchronous thread execution.
To eliminate this problem, call depth bounding can be enabled. This creates a
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Figure 4.4: Possible event handler executions with and without call depth bounding.

hybrid execution structure that will continue to execute hajidlers as procedure calls
until a specific nesting depth has been reached. At that point, the next eisynchronous
trigger will be executed by a new thread and the current thread will be allowed to
terminate, thereby completing the call chain. The current call depth is recorded
by associating a call depth count with each C-thread that executes events. When
another event handler is executed eis a procedure call, the call depth is incremented.
As an example, consider an event A with three handlers Al, A2, A3. Each of
these handlers raise event B, which has one handler Bl. Bl in turn raises event C
with one handler Cl. All events are raised as "ASYNC events and the framework
is configured to execute events with procedure calls. The execution order of the
procedure-based events will be Al Bl Cl A2 Bl Cl A3 Bl Cl, as shown in the left
panel of Figure 4.4. If the framework is configured with a call depth of 4, then Al
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Bl Cl A2 would execute as procedure calls by a single thread. Having reached the
maximum call depth, this thread would terminate, and Bl and A3 and would be
scheduled asynchronously to execute in random order. If Bl were to execute first
then the rest of the execution order would be Bl Cl A3 Bl Cl. Both instances
of Cl eind the second Bl would be executed as procedure calls. The situation is
cinalogous if A3 were to execute first. Figure 4.4 shows the execution structure of
procedure call based events with and without call depth boimding.

4.3

Measurements of Event Implementation Performance

Event invocation cind handler execution are the heart of the composite protocol,
and therefore, the efficiency of events are central to the performance of the sys
tem. As discussed above, there are two implementation of events that can be used:
light-weight user-level threads or procedure caJls. We considered both styles and
compared the performance and runtime behavior of each implementation.
The relative cost of using procedure calls versus a thread-based implementation
was assessed using a null composite protocol designed to measure event execution
times. Each test meaisured the round trip message transmission time based on 1000
round trips for two processes. The first is a normal ®-kemel implementation of UDP
without composite protocols; this provides a baseline. In the second, a composite
protocol using the procedure call event implementation (CP-P) is inserted between
the UDP protocol and user program on both the client and server sides. On the client
side, CP-P simply passes messages and acknowledgments to the UDP protocol and
user program, respectively, with no chzinges. On the server side, CP-P generates
an acknowledgment for each message, as well as passing it through to the user
program. 19 events are generated for each message round trip, and 19 handlers
eire invoked. The third test is identical, except that a runtime framework

with

the thread-based event mechanism is used. This composite protocol is called CPT. Figure 4.5 illustrates the structure and message flow of the second and third
configurations.
The results are shown in Table 4.1. Although these numbers cleaxly indicate
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Figure 4.5: Experimental configm-ation

Packet Size

x-kemel UDP

+CP-P

+CP-T

1 byte

1.57

2.2

5.48

1K

4.18

4.84

8.19

2K

7.39

7.89

11.38

4K

12.65

12.93

16.96

8K

23.77

23.78

27.63

Table 4.1: Roundtrip time for null CP (in msec)
some overhead, the results are encouraging. Based on the one byte test, each event
handler activation costs no more than 33.7 microseconds for procedure-based event
dispatching and 206 microseconds for thread based. Note that this figure includes
amortizing all execution costs associated with a composite protocol over the hcindler
activations, not just the cost of the invocation itself. The vauriance was observed to
be low.
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4.4 Creating a Composite Protocol
Source files are used to structure the components of a composite protocol. There
are three categories of files: user supplied, user modifiable, and read only.
• User supplied files contain micro-protocol code and required routines such as
attribute-to-header, header-to-attribute, attribute printing, and the initializa
tion micro-protocol. The majority of the user's efforts are in creating this
code.
• User modifiable files exist but can be modified to further customize the service.
For example, push and pop procedures Ccin be customized for multicast or other
sending styles. The user can ailso modify defines to configure the composite
protocol for call style interface or push style, enable procedure based execu
tion of asynchronous event execution, boimd call depth, and enable dealloca
tion bit support. Some of the possible modifications require ar-kemel specific
knowledge, such as changing active and passive keys used to lookup sessions.
However, the user only needs to meike modifications if different behavior is
needed, so for most protocol suites the minimal setup should be sufficient.
• Read only files contsiin only framework-specific code cind are not alterable.
These files include standaxd functions, such as bag of messages routines, event
support, and the ar-kemel encapsulation protocol. The user links these files
with the rest of the composite protocol.
One user modifiable file concerns the lower-level protocol used. By default, a
composite protocol uses UDP, which is sufficient for any composite protocol that only
requires unreliable datagram service. However, the user has the option of changing
the lower-level protocol to any i-kemel protocol, perhaps even zmother composite
protocol. To do this, a support file must be created that contains procedures to
create participant addresses and manage communication channels built on the new
lower-level protocol sessions.
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While many protocol suites can be build using UDP, the selection of the lowerlevel protocol naturtdly affects the selection of micro-protocols in the composite
protocol. For example, if the lower-level protocol is an unreliable multicast protocol,
then the send routine in the composite protocol caji be much simpler since the lowerlevel protocol cein issue a message to each group member automatically.

4.5

Possible Optimizations

Two additional optimizations that we have considered for reducing event overhead
are in-lining of event handlers and evaluation of event guards. The simplest way
to reduce event invocation overhead is to remove invocation entirely and in-line all
event handlers. With compiler support, the framework raiseEventO procedure
could be replaced with the micro-protocol code. The compiler would enforce all
visibility rules and rename variables in the handler code that clash with variables
in the surrounding micro-protocol code.
Implementation of event guards can greatly reduce the mmiber of event invo
cations that terminate quickly after checking that the event guard is imsatisfied.
Currently, event guards used in the PDL descriptions of micro-protocols are unimplemented, so the micro-protocol evaluates the guard explicitly after the handler
has been invoked. While this is semantically equivalent to evaluation of guards be
fore event handler execution, it results in greater overhead. If the guard could be
evaluated by the raiseEventO procedure in the framework instead, handlers with
unsatisfied guards — i.e., guards that evaluate to false — could be discarded. For
example, almost all micro-protocols register for the Hessage-Inserted_Into3ag
event, but most handlers are concerned with only a specific message type. In the
current implementation, all the handlers are invoked jind each handler executes an
a conditional statement that succeeds in only the few handlers that go on to execute
the rest of the handler. The other handlers simply exit, having added cost to the
event execution time. Event guard evaluation could reduce the number of handler
invocations substantially.
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4.6

Summary

We have presented the implementation of the composite protocol approach based
on the i-kemel. The implementation supports event execution using both threads
and procedure calls, a shared bag of messj^es, coordinated sending of messages
zind deallocation, and message attributes. Primary event data structures and the
organization of timer as well as regular events was discussed.
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CHAPTER 5
GROUP RPC PERFORMANCE

In this chapter, we present performance measurements of multiple communica
tion services configured from a collection of micro-protocols implementing different
variants of regular and group RPC (GRPC). Micro-protocols are configured to
gether into a composite protocol called GroupJlPC. As described in Chapter 3, once
constructed, Group-RPC gets included in an z-kemel protocol graph with UDP as
its lower-level supporting protocol (see Figure 3.1). Measuring the performance of
Group_RPC therefore yields the relative cost of the different configurations eind their
underlying semantic properties.
Our version of GRPC is based on point-to-point messages, so clients send indi
vidual requests to each server group member. Figure 5.1 shows the process level axchitecture and message flow between clients and servers. Request messages, Req(x),
are sent from clients, while servers send reply messages, Rep(x), bcick to the client.
Once reply messages are received, the client creates a return value according to its
collation semantics. If total order is included, then one server acts as a coordinator
that determines the ordering of requests. Thus, for each request, the coordinator
sends an ordering message, Order(Req(x)), to all other servers.

5.1

Group RPC Micro-protocols

The micro-protocol suite is based on the semantic variations of GRPC described
in [HS95a]; the categories that follow represent semantic variations of termination,
ordering, communication, collation, call style, membership, Jind failure.
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Ordet(Req(x))

• Coordinator
Figiire 5.1: Process and message architecture.

5.1.1

Termination Semantics

Termination semantics specify the guarantees that are given about the termination
of a call. Included in the client composite protocol (CP).
• BOUNDED (BND). Provides for bounded termination of client requests, i.e., ei

ther the request is executed within some interval or an exception is rettirned.
When a request is sent, a timer event is set to generate a timeout.

• UNBOUNDED (UBMD). No a priori bound is set on a client request, so the client
may wait indefinitely for a response.
5.1.2

Ordering semantics

Ordering semantics determine what guarantees are given about the execution order
of requests by servers. If none of the micro-protocols are included, any ordering is
possible.
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• FIFO. Forces FIFO ordering of client requests at a server; if not included, the
server may receive requests from a given client in zmy order. Servers order
client requests using sequence nxunbers that are assigned by clients. Requests
from multi-threaded clients are serialized before transmission. Included in
both clients and servers.
• TOTAL. Forces total ordering of all client requests at all servers; if not included,
the servers may not execute clients request in the szune global order. The
ordering of client requests is determined by a designated server process that
acts as a coordinator. All non-coordinator servers receive requests but do not
execute them until an ordering message is received from the coordinator. The
coordinator processes requests only after at least one other server process has
acknowledged receipt of the ordering message, which ensures a correct ordering
even if the coordinator fails. Included only in servers.
• FIFO and TOTAL. Total order that preserves FIFO ordering. Requires inclusion
of both FIFO and TOTAL micro-protocols.

5.1.3

Communication Semantics

Communication semantics specify guarcmtees about the commtmication between
the client and server. Reliable transmissions are guaranteed if acknowledgment and
retransmission micro-protocols are both included.
• ACK. Acknowledges request and response messages, and handles timeouts. If
an acknowledgment message is not received in time, an event is reused notifying
other protocols for possible retransmission. Included in clients and servers.
• RETRANSMIT (RET). Sends retreinsmission requests for missing messages and
responds to retrzinsmission requests. Included in clients and servers.
• CONTROLJIETRANSMISSION(CRET). Only used with totally ordered communi

cation. Sends acknowledgments and waits for acknowledgment of control mes
sages between servers. Included in servers only.
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5.1.4

Collation Semantics

Collation semamtics specify how responses from the server group are combined Jind
the result returned to the client. All protocols included only in clients.
• ONE-ACCEPT (lACC). Implements a policy of zw:cepting the first reply from amy
server as satisfying the client's request. Other responses are ignored.
• ALL-ACCEPT (AAC). Implements a policy of collecting replies from all function

ing servers before the RPC call is completed. If a server is no longer func
tioning, the new membership is used to prevent waiting forever for a response
from a failed server.

5.1.5

Call Semantics

Call semantics specify whether the call thread in the client is blocked for synchronous
call style or if it returns immediately for an synchronous style. All protocols are
included only in clients.
• SYNC. Provides synchronous request/reply c<ill-style interface. The call thread
is blocked until the call completes.
• ASYNC. Provides asynchronous push-style interface. The result of the call is
returned by an upcall.

5.1.6

Membership Semantics

Membership semantics specify how information is collected about failed and func
tioning processes, and what can be guaranteed about the correctness of this infor
mation. Since point-to-point messages cire used, clients must maintain information
about server group membership to send requests and for collation of responses.
When total ordering of messages is used, server groups must adso maintain their
own membership to determine if all messages are received by jJl hosts and to ensure
that requests are executed by all hosts. A single failure of any server member is
tolerated, including the coordinator. When membership does change, the change
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event is ordered at each server so servers agree when the change occurred. The
virtual synchrony property ensures that the membership change event occurs in the
same place in the message stream.
• CLIENT SERVER MEMBERSHIP (CSMEM). Manages the server membership for

a client. Using the ACK protocol, a client times out unresponsive servers
and removes them from the server list. This membership list is used by the
ALL-ACCEPT micro-protocol to determine when all responses aire received and

for sending point-to-point messages to zill servers. CSMEM is required for all
configurations and is included in clients.
• SERVER MEMBERSHIP (SMEM). Meinages the server membership list for mem
bers of a server group. Membership is initialized at boot time from a static list
and later, when dead servers are detected, they are removed from the member
ship list. Note that the server with the largest host address is the coordinator.
No negotiation is required to determine the coordinator. Included in servers.
• LIVE. Servers send liveness messages to each other in a ring topology to detect

when a server fails. If no liveness message is received within the interveJ, then
the member is suspected to have failed and the "suspect host dead event" is
raised. This triggers the membership micro-protocol to determine if the server
is really dead. Included in servers only.
• SIMPLE AGREEMENT (SIM). Simple agreement will send "server is dead" mes
sages to other servers if a "suspect host dead" event is triggered. All other
servers simply accept this declaration of a defimct server even if they have
information to the contrary. Included in servers only.
• VIRTUAL^YNCHRONY (VS), Virtual synchrony insures that membership chzmge

messages appeau: in the same order relative to data messziges for all hosts.
When a failure occurs, non-failing servers exchange information about the
highest ordering message that hcis been received before the failure occurred.
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This allows servers to synchronize on what messages should have been received
before the membership change occurred. Included in servers only.

5.1.7

Failure Semantics

Failure semantics specify what gucirantees are given to the client about the execution
of requests by the server.
• UNIQUE. Eliminates duplicate request or reply messages using sequence nimibers. Ensures that a request is never executed more than once even if the call
returns unsuccessfully. Included in servers only

5.1.8

Driver Protocol

The suite requires a driver protocol, GRPC, for all combinations of micro-protocols.
Verifies incoming messages and meiintains client and server state information. Re
quired for clients and servers.

5.2

Combining Micro-Protocols

There aire 64 possible GRPC configurations given the above collection of microprotocols. The composite protocol may have synchronous or asynchronous call style,
bounded or unbounded calls, one accept or all accept collation, and 8 selections
of orderings. Figure 5.2 illustrates the possible selections of micro-protocols. All
configurations require the GRPC zmd CSMEM micro-protocols.
The selection of call style, bounding of calls, jmd acceptance policies aa'e indepen
dent choices and each only requires the inclusion of one micro-protocol implementing
that property. Unique execution and FIFO ordering are each achieved through the
inclusion of one micro-protocol. Reliable transmission of messages is accomplished
through acknowledgment and retransmissions of messages, which requires the ACK
and RET micro-protocols.
Total ordering is complex and requires several micro-protocols, because the
servers must mainteiin there own membership to ensure totally ordered execution
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Figxire 5.2: Group RFC configuration selections.
of client requests. As already noted, all servers receive request messages and one
server acts as the coordinator, generating ordering messages that guide all servers
to complete the requests in total order. All servers must receive all the request
messages, so servers maintain their membership through the use of a liveness microprotocol, LIVE. When a server is suspected of having failed, a simple agreement
micro-protocol, SIM, is executed, which causes all servers to delete failed servers
from membership lists. Virtual synchrony, VS, is used to ensure that the member
ship change occurs in the same point with respect to the request/reply message
stream. Servers must communicate reliably or communication would halt if an or-
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dering message was lost. This functioncJity is provided by CRET.

5.3

Measurements of Group RPC Configurations

Tests consisted of one or more clients sending a 4-byte integer to one or more servers,
which respond with an integer. Each test mcikes 1000 RPC calls eind was run 10
times. The roimd trip times are the average of the 10 test nms. To provide a
baseline, a version of Sun RPC implemented using the standard i-kemel was also
tested. Note, however, that Sun RPC is a peer-to-peer rather than group protocol,
and, as a result, implements less fxmctionjdity than Group_RPC.
All measurements were done on the experimental platform described in Chapter
4. In addition, tests requiring three or less hosts execute server and client processes
on DecStation 5000/240s. For tests requiring more than three hosts, all server pro
cesses execute on DecStation 5000/240s and client processes execute on DecStation
5000/200s. Like the DecStation 2000/240s, DecStation 5000/200s are MIPS R3000
micro-processor based systems with separate off-chip 64 KB instruction zind data
caches, and 16 MB of memory. However, the DecStation 5000/200's processor clock
rate is 25 MHz instead of 40 MHz.
The average roundtrip times for the various configurations are given in Table
5.1. All communication between hosts are point-to-point network messages. The
relative ordering is what one would expect: normad Sun RPC using the a^-kemel (BL)
is fastest, and for the s£mie micro-protocol configurations, increasing the number of
servers and clients results in increased execution time. As noted, the i-kemel Sun
RPC is included only for comparison. Such a protocol would naturally be used for
simple client/server communication, but does not provide the multiple acceptaince
policies, group membership, multiple servers, or message ordering options needed
for more complex applications.
In generJil, increasing the guarantees the communication service provides results
in a slower roundtrip execution time. This is as expected, since the more guarantees
that are given, the more expensive the algorithms required to implement the com
munication service. However, micro-protocols that increase message traffic degrade
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BL
CI

System Configuration
i-kernel Sun RPC
GRPC,SYNC,1AC,CSMEM,UBND

GRPC,SYNC,AAC,CSMEM,UBND
C2
C3 GRPC,ASYNC,FIF0,1AC,CSMEM,UBND
C4 GRPC,ASYNC,FIF0,1AC,CSMEM,BND
GRPC,ASYNC,1AC,CSMEM,BND
C5
GRPC,ASYNC,AAC,CSMEM,BND,
C6
RET,ACK

C7

C8

C9

GRPC,ASYNC,FIFO,AAC,CSMEM,BND,
UNIQUE,RET,ACK

GRPC,ASYNC,AAC,CSMEM,BND,
UNIQUE,RET,ACK,SMEM,LIVE,SIM
CRET,TOTAL,VS

GRPC,ASYNC,FIFO,AAC,CSMEM,BND,
UNIQUE,RET,ACK,SMEM,LIVE,SIM
CRET,TOTAL,VS

Clients Servers
one
one
one
one
two
one
two
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one

avg
4.38
6.30
8.82
8.85
5.68
6.12
5.58
8.49

var
0.00035
0.018
0.032
0.052
0.024
0.019
0.012
0.026

two
two
one

two
three
one

16.59
22.71
8.91

0.849
0.008
0.043

two
two
one

two
three
one

19.68
23.76
10.62

0.018
0.003
0.077

two
two
one

two
three
one

35.22
48.47
10.64

0.230
0.224
0.219

two
two

two
three

44.19
50.66

2.40
0.83

Table 5.1: Time for GroupJlPC call (in msec)
performance more than micro-protocols that only add computation time to clients
or servers. For example, adding FIFO to configuration C8 (measured in configu
ration C9) results in a smeill increase in timing (0.02 msec) because it only adds
sequence numbers to requests. On the other hzmd, the difference between configura
tion C7 and C8 is the addition of server membership and total ordering. The timing
difference between these tests is appreciable (1.71 msec), because configuration C8
increases message traffic between servers. Similarly, the increase in the number of
servers for configurations using total order resxUts in big increases in rimning time.
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because the message traffic grows quadratically with the number of servers. For con
figurations C8 and C9, we can cJso see large increases (10 msec) with the addition
of another server.

5.4 Detailed Analysis
Each configuration and its performance results are discussed below.
Configuration BL. x-kemel implementation of Sun RPC. Only supports a single
client and server. Given as a baseline for comparison.
Configuration Cl. Implements a group RPC service that provides a synchronous
call interface and returns when the first response is received (i.e., a one accept
policy). This variation could be used for applications that need to execute a request
on any server before continuing but do not require that server responses be identical.
The first performance figxure is for one client and one server, which meikes this
configuration closest to BL. However, this test runs slower thcin BL due to extra
code that could htindle multiple clients «ind servers. The second test uses two servers
with the single client. As expected, two servers execute slower than one server. Even
though only one server response is needed to complete the call, both servers generate
responses, which means message trafBc is at least double compared to the test of
one server. As a result, network contention slows down the test.
Configuration C2. Identical to Cl but with an all accept policy, which causes the
client to wait imtil responses from all servers are received. Hence, the call does not
complete until the request has been executed on eill servers. Such a configuration
might be used, for example, in a simple replicated database, where the application
must know that each group member has completed the request before continuing.
The execution time for two servers is almost exactly the same time as Cl because
both configurations generate the szime amiount of message traffic; although Cl only
needs one reply, two replies are always generated. Network contention is the limiting
factor in both configuration tests.
Configuration C3. Implements am asynchronous call style with FIFO ordering.
The FIFO ordering micro-protocol ensures that the server executes all calls from
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a given client in FIFO order. Since the client executes with the asynchronous call
style, multiple concurrent RFC requests can be issued, and may arrive at the server
in any order. Multithreaded clients that need their actions serially executed in the
server find this a useful configuration. The test of one client and server shows that
the concurrent requests result in faster performance for clients. C3 executes faster
than Cl even though both achieve seried execution of client requests. Specifically, C3
achieves this by the FIFO micro-protocol, while Cl achieves this by only requesting
the next RFC call after the first call has completed.
Configuration C4- Adds bounded termination to C3, which makes this appropri
ate for applications that need to rziise an exception when servers are not responding,
so that the client will not appear "^ozen" waiting for the RFC call to terminate. The
addition of the boimded termination micro-protocol requires starting and resetting
timers, which slightly increases the execution time over the unbounded configura
tion, C3.
Configuration C5. Same as C4 without FIFO ordering of client requests, which
makes this suitable for applications that require detecting that servers are not re
sponding but can execute client requests in ajiy order. Runs slightly faster than
the same one client, one server test of C4, since requests can be executed in any
order. Servers can execute requests as soon as they are received and no FIFO
micro-protocol code is executed.
Configuration C6. Reliable communication between clients emd servers. All
request and reply messages are acknowledged zmd if no acknowledgment is received,
the message will be retrzinsmitted. Such a configuration is suitable for reliable
unordered communication between clients and servers, such as might be used by
a reliable name service providing information about host utilization and resource
availability. No requests or responses are lost but they may be executed in any
order by all servers.
The first performance number is for execution with one client and one server.
This runs slower than all previous configurations because it provides reliable com
munication, which adds more micro-protocol code and more message traffic for ac
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knowledgments and retransmissions. The second test is executed with two clients
and two servers, which essentially doubles the message traffic and execution time.
The third test is executed with two clients and three servers, resulting in an expected
proportional incretise in message traffic.
Configuration CI. Adds unique execution to reliable communication. This is
useful for applications that require no ordering of reliably delivery requests, but cam
only allow servers to execute the request only once. Such a facility is essenticd for
non-idempotent operations, such Jis incrementing a value. The test of one client and
one server of C7 compared with C6 reveals the cost of adding unique execution. To
implement this, the server must record the identity of all client requests with the
response message. If an identical request is received, the saved response message
is retransmitted. The extra execution time results from checking every request to
see if it is unique and saving messages. The test executed with two clients and two
servers slightly more than doubles the message traffic Jind the execution time. The
test executed with two clients eind three servers result in a proportional increase in
message traffic.
Configuration C8. Provides totally ordered execution of reliably transmitted re
quest. Ordering is accomplished using a server that acts as the coordinator, sending
ordering information about each request. Each non-coordinator server must receive
the request message and an ordering message before it may execute the request.
The servers maintain common membership by detecting server failures and then
informing the rest of the group about the failure.
The execution time of C8 for one client and one server is 1.71 msec greater
thein the one server, one client test of C7, which provides an idea of the extra
execution time resulting from the addition of five micro-protocols. The next test,
executed with two clients and two servers, more than triples the execution time
because message trciffic increases quadratically with the number of servers and all
servers must wait for total ordering messages before executing any requests. The
final test was executed with two clients and three servers. Message traffic increases
significantly, again resulting in much slower execution.
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Configuration C9. Same as C8 but adds FIFO ordering of client requests, which
results in totaJ order that preserves FIFO ordering. These semaintics aire idesil for
banking transactions that are executed on a cluster of servers for fault-tolerance.
Each client transaction must be executed in the order that the client made the
request, and all servers should execute all transactions in the same order for consis
tency.
The addition of FIFO increases the time only modestly from C8 for the single
client, single server test, since no additional message traiffic is introduced. When
executed with two clients and two servers, the timing is quite a bit higher than
the analogous configiu-ation of C8, which was unexpected. We think this is due
to the increased message traiflSc causing more messages to arrive out of order, and
therefore, the servers having to wait to order the messages. The increase in variance
is also large, which may indicate sensitivity to network traffic arrival rates. The
final configuration is executed with two clients tind three servers. Timing is close to
C8, which indicates that performance is probably limited by the network.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, a configurable group RPC service is described in which selected
micro-protocols are combined to form a composite protocol that executes in the
z-kernel. A variety of semantics aire supported that cover the requirements of many
different group communications applications. We adso demonstrate that the ser
vices have reasonable performauice, especially considering the preliminary nature
of the prototype implementation. This chapter demonstrates the feasibility of our
approach to designing and implementing modular communication protocols.
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CHAPTER 6
PROTOCOLS FOR MOBILE COMPUTING

Mobile computing systems can benefit from configurable communication ser
vices in much the same way that fault-tolerant systems can benefit from the GRPC
services described in the previous chapter. Here, we present the design of a microprotocol suite intended for a range of mobile computing architectures and appli
cations to illustrate the suitability of our approach for another type of distributed
system. While the discussion of fault-tolerant systems centered aroimd abstractions
useful for supporting common structuring paradigms, our approach to mobile com
puting is based on supporting multiple hardware architectures, routing policies and
qualities of service. Our specific focus is on building configurable services for base
stations, mobile hosts and agents. Recall from Chapter 2 that bzise stations are
gateways that connect the wired and wireless networks, where each base station
administers connections to mobile hosts within its cell. An agent is a stationery
process that acts as a proxy for a mobile host by maintaining coimections to the
applications.

6.1 Communication Requirements
The ability to vary the conmumication services for mobile computing is useful for
several reasons, including to match the architecture, to allow different semantics,
and for experimentation. Architecturally motivated vaxiations are necessary because
mobile hosts have a wide range of hardware capabilities. Some, such as the Apple
Powerbook, have compute power that rivals desk top machines and axe useful in
a stand-alone capacity. These autonomous machines may be active participants in
handofFs between base stations and are aware of their current coimections. At the
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other end of the spectrum axe machines such as the Xerox PARC TAB [AGSW93]
that have very little storage capacity or processing power, which means that storzige
and processing are provided by resource rich machines in the stationary infras
tructure. Such machines are often xmawaire of handofiis and therefore are passive
participants. In addition, a communication service for mobile systems may have to
accommodate an existing software architecture, including wireless protocols, pro
tocols used to communicate between bzise stations, and routing software such as
mobile IP.
A second reason communication requirements can differ is semantics, especiiJly
those related to quality of service. These guairantees may be given on a per con
nection basis or renegotiated when the host moves. The former guarantees a given
quality of service even when the host moves to another cell, so that for example, a
host with a high bandwidth connection retains that guarantee no matter what its
location. If connection characteristics must be renegotiated, the negotiation may in
volve several rounds of messages to relevant applications. Renegotiated connections
may only aifect the mobile host that is moving or may zdso adfect other preexisting
connections. Yet another approach is to monitor bandwidth utilization of a mobile
host, with unused allocation being given to other mobile hosts. Variations of such
semantics can be customized to the application. For example, to facilitate multime
dia display applications, a commimication service can be selected that guarantees no
changes to bandwidth allocations. However, mail reading applications can function
with less strict guarantees, and a patient monitor application requires high relia
bility but less throughput. Some applications axe tolerant of lossy transmissions
during crossover into a new cell, making immediate handoffs less critical.
Finally, the ability to easily prototype experimental communication services is
important in the field of mobile computing and is essential for rapid development
of new distributed systems. Hardwaxe, protocols for base station and host commu
nication, handoff, and routing cire all active zureas of experimental system design.
Sometimes this experimentation is to accommodate different hardwaxe or protocols,
but more often it is to test different ideas and philosophies of system design. For
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example, some designs promote the notion that mobile hosts should be imaware
of their location; consequently, mobile hosts are not involved in hemdoffs in such
systems. Another philosophy is to preserve the state of a mobile host in an agent
process that mirrors the mobile host state, and to have this agent manege aJl inter
action between the mobile host and applications. A system of protocols that make
it easy to configure eind implement different behaviors can only help facilitate this
experimentation.
In this chapter, a micro-protocol suite that supports multiple variants of commimication services for mobile computing is described. We focus our attention
specifically on micro-protocols for base stations, mobile hosts, and agents. The base
station and mobile host software is where control of mobility and cell boundary
crossings resides; if these components axe configurable, core mobility behavior can
be changed to accoimt for differences in architecture and semantics, or for exper
imental prototyping. Thus, core behavior can be divided further into two broad
categories; handoff and quadity of service. Handoffs are composed of three separate
stages: detecting handoffs, handoff negotiation, and disconnection from the current
base station. Variations of each stage are implemented by different micro-protocols
that can be combined to create a complete handoff protocol. Quality of service
micro-protocols are optional and can be included if desired.

6.2 Handoff Related Variations
Micro-protocols related to handoff zire divided into orthogonad behaviors governing
detection of when a handoff is needed or desirable, the actual handoff procedure, and
disconnection. Micro-protocols can be combined to achieve different behaviors. For
example, several detection mechanisms can be used with the same haindoff protocol.
To enhzmce configurability, we decouple behaviors; one set of micro-protocols malce
the handoff decision, while a different set governs how to execute the haindoff and
disconnect from the old base station. Each is addressed in turn below.
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6.2.1

Handoff Detection

Htindoff detection determines that a cell hcindofF is either desirable or necessary.
There tire two classes of approaches depending on whether the detection is done by
the bcise station or mobile host. In addition, detection can be either performed with
the assistance of a lower-level protocol that monitors the signaJ strength of base
stations or solely by higher-level protocols. Finally, there are different strategies
for preventing oscillation between the same two cells or doing handoffs between two
equally reachable cells. Next, we outline seversd different detection approaches.

Using ICMP Messages
In this approach, base stations periodically transmit an ICMP (Internet Control
Message Protocol) message requesting that mobile hosts in the eirea identify them
selves by transmitting a response message. Mobile hosts then respond with their
unique identifications, which enables the base station to detect the arrival of a new
host. When such a host is detected, it becomes a candidate for a handoff from the
old base station. Also, the lack of response allows detection of inactive hosts that
have presimiably left the cell, which is important for maintjuning a correct list of
active hosts for use in handoff requests. That is, if one cell has an inactive host and
receives a haindoff request there is little question that the host has moved from the
area and can be released. Detecting an inactive host can also trigger

event that

causes a message to be sent to applications or an agent indicating that no active
connection is being maintained.

Using Host Beacons
Mobile hosts facilitate detection in this strategy by periodically transmitting a bea
con message that informs base stations that the host is in the area. Except that
the message is automatically generated by the mobile host rather than being sent
in response to a query, this protocol is very similar to the ICMP protocol. Mobile
hosts that tire actively communicating and have sent a message within the beacon
period do not need to send a sepairate message.
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Monitor Based Detection
A lower-level protocol implemented in either hcirdware or software detects another
base station that has better transmission and reception quality. When this happens,
the detection protocol signals higher-level protocols to initiate a possible handofF.
This is the simplest approach, although it requires lower-level support.

Lazy Detection
As an optimization, hcindoffs of inactive hosts can be implemented using a Icizy
strategy. In this case, a handofF is not performed if there has not been activity within
some specified period, even if the host has moved. This can save communication
overhead since connectivity is not maintained to hosts that are not transmitting.
However, applications may not be able to initiate contact since current host location
is not continually maintained. Therefore, this micro-protocol would not be a good
choice for those kinds of applications that require mobile hosts to be contacted at
any time. An example of a good application for this kind of micro-protocol is a
portable Web browser where activity is generally instigated by the mobile host. In
this case, if there is activity then the host would perform handoffs; otherwise no
handoffs are needed.

6.2.2

HandofF

The hamdoff micro-protocol governs the addition of a mobile host to different cells,
and the update of location information within the rest of the system. In a handoff,
a new base station attempts to "acquire" a mobile host by requesting a "release"
from the old base station. Differences between handoff schemes include whether
the mobile host is aware of the handoff, if the old biise station participates in the
negotiation, and if handoffs can be refused. It is aJso important that a single base
station manage the sending and receiving of data for each mobile host at all times
during the handoff process. Handoff schemes involve code in the base station, as
well as in the mobile hosts and possibly agents.
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The behavior for handoffs often starts with the new base station sending a request
to the old base station to release the mobile host. The rest of the process determines
under what conditions the old base station removes the mobile host from its active
members list cind releaises the host. Some schemes always let the new beise station
have the new host, while others will not release the mobile host if the candidate
host has communicated successfully within some specified time intervail. In some
schemes, the old base station is not known, so the agent for the mobile host must
be contacted to coordinate the handoff, or the coordination is done by broadcasting
the new connection to all base stations. La still other protocols, the new base station
just assumes that the acquisition of the mobile host is successful unless some other
base station responds otherwise. This is a negative acknowledgment style. Below,
several specific schemes are described.

Negative Acknowledgment (NACK)
In the negative acknowledgment (NACK) approach, a host is acquired by a new base
station only after a broadcast is made to all base stations and none responds with
a "request denied" messages within the cdlowed time interval. After the handoff is
completed, the base station broadcasts a notification message so all base stations
are aware of the host's new base station. This type of broadcast-bzised protocol is
typical of architectures that have fast control message transmission capability, such
as the ATM Crosspoint system described in Chapter 2. Base stations that receive
a handoff request will generally comply if they have had no activity from the host
within a specified interval. Otherwise, it will contest the handoff by transmitting
a "handoff request denied" message. Note that, unlike some hemdoff schemes, this
protocol does not require any knowledge about the specific identity of the old beise
station.
It is possible for two base stations to attempt to add the same mobile host to
their cells concurrently. To avoid this race condition, a random number is used to
break ties. When the "handoff request" messz^e is broadcast to all base stations,
a newly generated random number is included in the message. If a base station
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receives a request that contains a higher number than it generated, it gives up its
attempt to acquire the host and allows the other base station to win. Typically,
startup communication is done this same way.

Mobile Host Initiated
The previous detection styles are all base station initiated. HandofFs can also be
initiated by a mobile host when it crosses cell boundaries. This style is appropriate
for mobile hosts that use a lower-level protocol to do detection, as discussed in the
previous section. In this case, a mobile host cam address a join message directly to
the new base station, usually including the identifier of its current base station in the
message. This results in negotiation between the old and new base stations about the
handoff. For example, the old base station can choose to deny the request because it
believes it has an on-going active connection with the mobile host. Another variation
is to always grant control to the new base station and only notify the old one, in
which case no negotiation is needed. This strategy is only appropriate for mobile
hosts that have enough capability to store the state of current connections.

Agent Coordinated
In this approach, a mobile host's agent process functions as the final arbiter of which
base station acquires the mobile host. A base station sends a message to the agent
to request a handoff. If the agent has an active connection with the mobile host, it
denies the handoff request; otherwise it allows the handoff to proceed. Base stations
locate agent processes using a name service that maps mobile host identifiers to
agent process addresses. Note that agent-coordinated handoff does not require that
base stations communicate with each other.

6.2.3

Oscillation Prevention

In mobile systems, overlap of base station cells is needed to provide complete cover
age for a geographic area. As a result, two base stations can simultaneously decide
to add a host to their respective cell. This may even continue indefinitely if the host
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mobile host
Figure 6.1: Mobile host in range of two base stations.
remains in this crossover area, shown in Figure 6.1. Oscillation prevention prevents
a host from undergoing such constant handoffs. Most architectures do not address
this issue, probably because current test situations do not involve large numbers of
mobile hosts.
An oscillation prevention protocol can be included with any of the handoff protocols to prevent the algorithm from attempting to acquire the same mobile host
repeatedly. This protocol counts the number of unsuccessful handoff attempts and
if it passes a threshold, the handoff is not run again until a time interval has passed.
While not preventing the problem entirely, this strategy will reduce extra handoffs
and prevent a base station from constantly making unsuccessful handoff attempts.
Oscillation protocol is installed in the mobile host if handoffs are initiated there or
in the base station otherwise.
6.2.4

Disconnection

Disconnection covers how the old base station disposes of packets and state from a
mobile host that has been handed off. Packets from a mobile host that are addressed
to an application are simple to deal with, since they can be sent to an application or
agent using the stationary wired network. The difficult question is how to dispose of
the undelivered packets at the old base station that are bound for the mobile hosts.
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There are three approaches to handling leftover packets from a connection: drop
them, forward them to the new base station for delivery, or quickly deliver as many
as possible (i.e., to "drain" packets). Certainly, the simplest is to drop them, in
which case, an end to end protocol must handle the retrcinsmission of these packets
if reliability is needed. While seemingly wasteful, it can be argued that the wired
links axe much faster than wireless medium so the retransmission delay of these
packets is negligible. The second approach, forwarding the packets to the new base
station, saves retransmission of the packets by the application. In this case, the
new base station receives forwarded packets and delivers them in order, making the
forwarding transparent to the mobile host. The final approach, to drzun packets,
is beised on the argument that when a hcmdoff is occurring, the mobile host is
still reachable and the old base station should delivery the enqueued messages as
soon as possible. Of course, this asstimes that the old bcise station cam. still maintain
contact with the mobile host, perhaps at degraded transmission quality. If a drain is
unsuccessful and packets are imdeliverable, then the behavior can revert to dumping
or forwarding packets.

6.3

Example Mobility Micro-Protocols

This section contains micro-protocols for detecting handoff conditions, performing
handoffs, and disconnecting. The paxticulars of each micro-protocol axe explained,
as is their relationship tind compatibility with other micro-protocols. In Section
6.5 we show how to augment these protocols by adding micro-protocols implement
ing quzdity of service guarantees. Then in Section 6.7 we describe some sample
communication services using the micro-protocols that have been presented.
Figure 6.2 simamaxizes the micro-protocols for detection, hsmdoff, and discon
nection, as well as illustrates the micro-protocol combinations that can be selected
for a communication service. The brackets indicate a choice and can be nested, as in
the selection of detection micro-protocols where either a mobile host or bcise station
initiated detection scheme can be used. An zirrow indicates that events or messages
are sent between two micro-protocols, so both micro-protocols must be included if
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Figure 6.2: Over«ill micro-protocol structure.
either is selected. For example, if any micro-protocol from the set {SIMPLE, SIM
PLE W/OSC, LAZY} is selected, then TRANSLATE and AUTONOMOUS must
also be included since there are message and event zirrows between these microprotocols. However, if either ICMP or BEACON are selected, then TRANSLATE
and AUTONOMOUS are not needed since there is no event or message communi
cation.
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6.3.1

Detection Micro-Protocols

This section presents five micro-protocols for detection of handoif conditions. As
noted above, there eire two clttsses of detection micro-protocols, those initiated by
base stations and those initiated by mobile hosts. The former will be presented
first (ICMP and BEACON), followed by the latter (SIMPLE, SIMPLE W/OSC,
LAZY). Each micro-protocol is given a descriptive name followed by either "MO
BILE HOST" or "BASE STATION" depending on whether the micro-protocol is to
be executed in a composite protocol for mobile hosts or base stations.

micro-protocol ICMP MOBILE HOST{

actions{
Nes8age-Inserted-IntoJag(CP-MsK_t Hsk)
ft Msg->type == ICM^DJIEQUKT
^
sendMsgClCMP-RESPONSE, myld);
} end micro-protocol ICMP MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.3: ICMP based detection for mobile hosts
The ICMP MOBILE HOST micro-protocol (Figure 6.3) responds to ICMP re
quests that are broadcast by base stations to detect which hosts are in their cell.
When such a ICMP_ID_REQUEST message arrives, a corresponding ICMP_RESPONSE
message is sent with the host identification.
The ICMP BASE STATION micro-protocol (Figure 6.4) sends out the required
ICMP requests once every detection interval. A repeating timer event is started
when the micro-protocol is initialized and will continue to repeat until the microprotocol hcis terminated. This timer causes a private event to be raised every intervjil that invokes a handler to send the request messages. Mobile hosts in the
area are stored in a table of active hosts and marked with the timestamp for eax:h
interval that it responds to a request. A new host is detected when a response is
received from a host not in the table; this triggers the Join_New_MH event. Hosts
that have not responded within a certain interval are removed from the table, and
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the MH_Inactive event is triggered. When a host has been successfully jw:quired, the
Host_Joined(MH) event is generated by a handofF micro-protocol. In this case, the
host is added to the active table. This micro-protocol also provides access to the last
activity timestamp of hosts, which can be used by quality of service micro-protocols.
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micro-protocol ICNP BASE STATION{
exports{
proc
proc
proc
event
event

SetlCMPInterval(int val);
int GetlCNPInterralO;
timestamp-t MeffiberLa8tTifflesta]np(neober_t MH);
JoinJfev-HHCmefflberjt MH);
MH_Inactive(member_t MH);

imports{
proc

boolean LookupMemList(member.t MH);

private{
event
int
table.t
timestamp-t

ICMPJTimerO;
ICMPIntervalDEFAULT-ICMPJNTERVAL-BS;
timestampMembers;
curTimestamp;

mitialize{
setTimerEventdCMPTimer, REPEATIKG, ICMPInterveJ.);
coirTimestamp - INIT;

actions{
Message-Inserte<l-Into3ag(CPJIsg_t Msg) ft type == ICNP-RESPONSE
if aookupMemList(M8g->MH) == FALSE) {
raiseEvent(JoinJfew_MH, ASYKC, M8g->MH);

}

,

else {
ent^ = lookup(timestampMembers, MH) ;
entr7->timestafflp = curTimestamp;
ICMP_Timer()
for each, entry(timestampMembers)) {
if ((curTimestamp - entry->tiffle8tafflp) > INACTIVE-THRESH ){
raiseEvent(MH_Inactive, SYNC, entry->MH);

increment(curTimestamp);
Host_Joined(MH) -¥
entry = tablelnsert(timestampMembers, MH);
^
entry->timestamp = curTimestamp;

... code for SetlCMPInterval, GetlCMPInterval, MemberLastTimestamp...
} end micro-protocol ICMP BASE STATION

Figure 6.4: ICMP based detection for base stations
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micro-protocol BEACON MOBILE HOST{

exports{
proc
proc

SetBaaconlntervaKint val);
int GetBeaconlntervalC);

imports{
private!
event
boolean
Hsff-t
int

BeaconJIimerO;
nisgSent=FALSE;
beacon;
beaconIntarval=DEFAULTJEACOM-INTERVALJffi;

initialize!
satTinerEventCbeaconTimer. REPEATING, beaconlnterval);
actions{
Messaga-Pusha(U^rom_CP(CPJfsg.t Msg)
msgSent = TRUE;
Beacon_Timer()
if (ImsgSent) {
sendHsg(beacon);

... code for SetBeaconlnterval, GetBeaconlnterval...
} end micro-protocol BEACON MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.5: Beacon based detection for mobile hosts

The BEACON micro-protocols are similar to those using ICMP except that the
messages are periodically generated automatically by a mobile host rather than in
response to a query. BEACON MOBILE HOST (Figure 6.5) sets a timer event to
trigger the sending of a beacon packet with the appropriate host identifier. Data
messages axe sufficient for informing the base station of the mobile host's presence,
which means that the beacon is piggybacked on every outgoing message.
BEACON BASE STATION (Figure 6.6) has an interval timer and table of active
hosts that is used to detect mobile hosts that have recently entered the cell. The
base station adds and removes hosts from this table in the same manner as the
ICMP BASE STATION micro-protocol. It also triggers the same Join-New-MH and
MH-Inactive events.
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micro-protocol BEACON BASE STATION{

exports!
proc
proc
proc
event
event

SetBeaconlnterraLlCint val);
int GetBeaconlnterval();
timestamp-t HefflberLastTimestamp(member.t HH);
JoinJfev-MH(member_t HH);
HH-Inactive(member_t HH);

iinports{
proc

boolean LoolcupMenI.ist(member-t HH);

private{
event
int
table.t
timestamp-t

BeaconJTimerO;
beaconlntervalDEFAULTJEACONJNTERVAL3S;
timestampHembers;
curTimestainp;

initialize!
setTifflerEvent(beaconTiiDer, REPEATING, beaconlntervsJ.);
curTimestamp = INIT;
actions!
HessaKe-Inserted-Into-Bag(CPJ(sg-t Msg)
-)•
if (LookupHemList(Hsg->HH) ** FALSE) {
raiseEvent(JoinJfeHJ!H, ASYNC, H8g->HH);

}

,

else {
entry = lookup(timestampHembers, HH) ;
entr7->timestamp = curTimestamp;
BeaconJTimerO -»•
for each entry(timestampHembers)) {
if ((curTimestamp - entry->timestamp) > INACTIVEJTHRESH ){
raiseEvent(HH_Inactive, SYNC, entry->HH);
^ deleteEntry(entry, timestampHembers);

increment(curTimestamp);
Host-Joined(HH)
entry - tablelnsert(timestampHembers, HH);
^
entzy->timestamp = ctirTimestamp;

... code for SetBeaconlnterval, GetBeaconlnterval, MemberLastTimestamp...
} end micro-protocol BEACON BASE STATION

Figure 6.6: Beacon based detection for Base stations
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micro-protocol SIMPLE MOBILE HQST{
exports{
event

JoinJIev-BSCbsjt oldBS, nesBs);

imports{
bs_t cTirBS /* global variable */

private!

actions!
Hessage_Popped_To_CP(CPJ!sg_t Msg) k Msg->type == BETTER_BS
/* Messaige from lower-level protocol */
^
raiseEventCjoinNewBS, ASYNC, MH, curBS, Msg->ne«BS);
} end micro-protocol SIMPLE MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.7: Simple detection micro-protocol for mobile hosts

SIMPLE MOBILE HOST is the first of the mobile host initiated detection microprotocols that rely on a lower-level protocol to determine if there is a base station
in the cirea with better signal quality. For all these micro-protocols, only the mobile
mobile host micro-protocol is described. The base station component is trivial; either
it does nothing because a lower-level protocol treuismits the identification packets as
part of its wireless channel management or it just trainsmits identification packets
periodically. When any of the mobile host initiated micro-protocols are used, the
AUTONOMOUS MOBILE HOST micro-protocol must also be included.
The code for SIMPLE MOBILE HOST (Figure 6.7) relies on a lower-level pro
tocol to send up a message indicating that a better or new base station has been
detected. In response, the micro-protocol sends a wireless message to the new base
station to request a handofF (join) to the cell.
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SIMPLE W/OSC PREVENTION MOBILE HOST in Figure 6.8 is similar to
SIMPLE MOBILE HOST but with the Jiddition of oscillation prevention. The
micro-protocol keeps a timestamp of the last cell change and the base stations
involved to prevent tin attempt to immediately switch back to the previous base
station.

micro-protocol SIMPLE H/ OSC MOBILE HOST {
exports{
event
JoinJIev-BSCbs.t oldBS, nesBs) ;
imports{
event
boolean handoffEnabled; /* globad variable set by QoS *!

}.

private!
timestamp-t latstChangeTimestafflp;

initialize!
lastChangeTinestaap » IHIT;

actions{
Message_Popped_To_CP(CP-Msg_t Msg) ft Msg->type == BETTER-BS
!* Message from lower-level protocol */
if (Mse->newBS »= laatBS)
if (CCcurrentTimestampO - lastChangeTimestamp) > TRESH) frfr
handoffenabled) {
raiseEventCjoinNewBS, ASYNC, MH, curBS, Msg->ne«BS);
Join-Complete(bs-t nevBS) —f
setTimestamp(lastChangeTimestamp);

} end micro-protocol SIMPLE W/ OSC MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.8: Simple detection with oscillation prevention for mobile hosts

LAZY MOBILE HOST (Figure 6.9) is similar to SIMPLE MOBILE HOST but
does not request a handofF imless there has been activity in the last ACTIVITY-THRESH
time period. Note th'it the activity threshold interval records both sending and re
ceiving, so even if the host is just receiving a stream of data, hauidoffs will still be
performed.
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micro-protocol LAZY MOBILE HOST{
exports{
event Joiii-Ne«-BS(b8_t oldBS, newBs) ;
imports{
event Join-Complete(b8.t nevBS);
bsjt curBS; /• global variable •/
boolean handoffEnabled; I* fflobail vea'iable set by QoS */

}.
private{
tiinestafflp-t activityXifflestamp;

initialize{
activityTiaestaop = INIT;

actions{
Kessage_Popped_To_CP(CPJIsg_t Msg) k Msg->type *= BETTER_BS —^
/» Message from loser-level protocol »/
if ( (curTimestampO - activityTimer) > ACTIVITYJTHRESH) {
raiseEventCjoinNevBS. ASYNC, MH, curBS, Msg->neirBS);
Message-Popped-To.CPCCPJfsg-t Msg) ft Msg->type != BETTER-BS
setTimestaopCactivityTimestainp);
Message_Pushe<i-From_CP(CPJIsg_t Msg) k Msg->type != BETTERJS
setTimestampCactivityTimestainp);
} end micro-protocol LAZY MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.9: Lazy detection for mobile hosts

6.3.2

Handoff Protocols

Haadoff micro-protocols govern how the handoff is negotiated Jifter it has been
detected by a detection micro-protocol. The first micro-protocol, AUTONOMOUS
MOBILE HOST (Figure 6.10), is required for mobile hosts that are using any of
the mobile host initiated detection micro-protocols. In this strategy, the event of
handoff detection in the mobile host is translated into a messzige that is sent to the
new base station. The response is then translated into a Join-Complete event, or
the join may time out. The micro-protocol also controls the sending of data to base
stations by enabling or disabling uplink capability with the mode variable. Since
many architectures prohibit data transmissions when a handoff is in progress, the
mode vciriable is monitored by the send micro-protocol and used as a signal that
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sending should be disabled. This could also have been implemented using an event,
with the send module changing the transmission mode when the event is triggered.
REQUEST/REPLY BASE STATION (Figure 6.11) is executed by the new base
station during a handofF. The base station responds to the Join_NewJ!H event by
checking if the host is already in the active list, which would indicate that it had
recently been in the cell and no handofF is needed. Otherwise, a message is sent
to the old base station to request a release of this host. If granted, the old base
station informs applications interacting with the host that it has moved and the
identity of the new base station. Then the old base station initiates a disconnect
micro-protocol, which disposes of packets that were addressed to the host. When
disconnection is complete, a RELEASEJGRANTED message is sent to the new base
station. A table named MHRequestingJoin is used to match up RELEASEJGRANTED
messages with mobile hosts that have started the handoff procedure.
An edtemative strategy is implemented by NACK BASE STATION (Figure
6.12), which broadcasts a handofF request to all base stations. The micro-protocol
responds to the Join-New-NH message by setting a timer and then broadcasting a
RELEASE-REQUESTED

message to all base stations. If a R£LEASEJ)ENIED message

is received before the timer event is triggered, the handofF is aborted. Otherwise,
the handofF is completed and a HANDOFF message is sent to all base stations. If
the RELEASE-DENIED message is also broadcast, then the HANDOFF message can be
omitted since all base stations can infer the resiilt of the request.
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micro-protocol AUTONOMOUS MOBILE HOST{
exports{
event

Joizi-Complete(bs_t nevBS);

imports{
event
event
mode.t

Join-Ne«JS(bs.t oldBS, neaBs);
QOS_Handoff( QoS.t *QoS);
mode; /* controlling sending */

private{
timer-t re<^uestJoinTimerHandle;
bs-t
joiningBS; /* global variable */

mitialize{
actions{
Join-Neir3S(bs_t nevBS)
/* do not tramsmit any messages while loin in progress */
mode = MQ_UPLINK;
raiseEvent(QOS^andoff, SYNC, QoS);
sendMsgCJOIN-REQUEST, newBS, ciirBS, *QoS);
requestJoinTimerHandle setTimerEvent(requestJoinTimer, ONCE, JOIN-INTERVAL, nesBS);
joiningBS = ne«BS;
requestJoinTimer —»•
/* Abort joining attempt */
mode = UPLINK;
Messaffe_InsertedJ[ntoJag(CP-Msg_t Msg) ft Msg->type = JOIN_REPLY_YES
/* Joining accepted */
if ( M8g->BS == joiningBS) {
cancelTimer(requestJoinTimerHandle);
prevBS = curBS;
curBS = Msg->BS;
raiseEvent(Join-Complete, ASYNC, Msg->BS);
Hesseige_Inserted_Into-Bag(CP-Msg-t Msg) k
Msg->type = JOINJIEPIYJ)ENIH) -»•
/* Joining denied! */
cancelTiffler(requestJoinTifflerHandle);
mode = UPLINK;

}
} end micro-protocol AUTONOMOUS MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.10: Autonomous mobile host handofF for mobile hosts
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micro-protocol REQUEST/REPLY BASE STATION {

exports{
event
event
event
event
event

Start-Disconnect(member-t HH, bs_t oldBS);
Host Joined(member.t MH);
HostJleleased(fflember-t MH);
QOS-Handoff(member.t MH, QoS.t *QoS);
QOS-InfoJlequest(Member-t HH, QoS-t •QoS);

imports{
event
event

End-Disconnect(member-t MH, bs-t oldBS);
JoinJfev-MH(member-t MH, bs.t oldBS);

private{
table.t MHRequestingJoin;

initialize{
initTable(MHRequestingJoin);

actions!
JoinJfev-MH(member-t MH, bs.t oldBS)
if (LookupMemList(MH) == TRUE) {
I* already in list of active hosts *!
sendMsg(JOINJlEPLY_YES, MyID);
else {
tablelnsert(MHRequestingJoin, MH, oldfiS);
sendControlMsg(RELEASE^QUESTED, MH. oldBS);
Messeige-Inserted-Into3ag(CP-Msg-t Msg) ft M8g->t3^e = RELEASE-GRANTED ->
if ( (entry = tableLookup(MHRequestingJoin, Msg->HH))) {
tableDelete(MHRequestingJoin, entry);
raiseEvent(HostJoined, SYNC, entry->MH, Msg->QoS);

}

,

else {
sendControlMsg(ERROR, Msg->BS, Msg);
Message-Inserted-IntoJag(CP.Msg-t Msg)
ft^Msg->type = RELEA&-REQUESTED ^
for aill server connected {
sendControlMsg(HANDQFF, myld, Msg->BS);
raiseEvent(StartJ)isconnect, ASYNC, Msg->MH, Msg->neHBS);
EndJ)isconnect(member-t MH, bs.t nevBS) -¥
raiseEvent(QOSJHandoff, SYNC, MH, QoS);
sendControlMsg( RELEASEJGRANTED, nevBS, *QoS);
raiseEvent(Host-Released, ASYNC, MH);
} end micro-protocol REQUEST/REPLY BASE STATION

Figure 6.11: Request/reply handoff for base stations
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micro-protocol HACK BASE STATION {
exports{
event
event
event

Start-Disconnect(member-t MH, bs.t oldBS);
Host_Joined(member-t NH);
Host_Released(meiDber_t MH);

imports{
event
proc

JoinJfevJfH(member-t MH);
timestamp-t NemberLastTimestamp(member-t MH);

private{
table-t MHRequestingJoin;
timer-t joinTimerHandle;
event
joinTimer(member-t MH);

mitialize{
initTable(MHRequestingJoiji);

actions{
Join_NewJffl(member_t MH)
entry - tablelnsert(MHRequestingJoin, MH);
joinTimerHandle « setTimerEvent(JoinTimer, ONCE, JOIN-TIME, MH);
addToEntry(entry, joinTimerHandle);
/* message is broadcast to all base stations */
sendControlHsg(REL£ASEJiEQUESTED, item->HH. iteffl->oldBS);
Join-Timer(member.t MH) ->
/* if no BS responds can add the host to my cell */
if ( (entry
tableLookup(MHRequestingJoin, MH)) {
raiseEvent(host^oined, SYNC, MH);
tableOelete(MHRequestingJoin, MH);
/* all base stations and routers informed */
sendControlMsg(HANDOFF, MH, myld);
Message-Inserted-Into.Bag(CPJfsg-t Msg) k Msg->type = RELEASEJ)ENIED
if ( (ent^ = tableLoolrap(MHRequestingJoin, Msg-->MH))) {
cancelTimer(entry->joinTimerRandle);
tableDelete(MHRequestingJoin, entry);
raiseEvent(HostJ)enied, entry->MH);

}

,

else {
sendControlMsg(ERROR, Msg->BS, Msg);
Message_[nsertedJnto_Bag(CP-Msg.t Msg) k
Msg->type = RELEASEJlEQUESfim
if (LoolnipMemList(Msg->MH)) {
if ((curTimestamp - MefflberLastTimestafflp(Msg->MH)) >
INACTIVEJTHRESH) {
raiseEvent(Host_Releas6d, ASYNC, Msg->MH);
raiseEvent(SteurtJ)isconnect, AYNC, Msg->MH, Msg->oldBS);

}

,
sendControlMsg(RELEASE-DENIEO, Msg->MH, myld);

} end micro-protocol NACK BASE STATION

Figure 6.12: NACK hztndofF micro-protocol for bztse stations
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micro-protocol AGENT COORDINATED BASE STATION {

exports{
event
event
event
event
event

StartJDiscoimect(oiflinber-t MH, bs.t oldBS);
Host-Joined(member_t MH);
Host Jleleased(mefflber-t MH);
QOS_Handoff(Member-t MH, QoS-t *QoS);
QOS-InfoJlequest(Member-t MH, QoS.t *QoS);

imports!
event
proc

JoinJievJfHCmefflber.t MH);
getHostAgent(member.t MH);

actions{
JoiiiJIevJfH(member.t MH)
agent « getHostAgent(MH);
/* Inform MH agent, it fomard request to old base station */
sendControlMsg(RELEASEJlEqUESTED, agent, MH, MylD);
Message-Insertealinto-Beig^(CPJfsg-t Msg; t
M8g->type » RELEASOEQUESTED
/* Release is always OK send back QoS response */
raiseETent(QOSJandoff, SYNC, Msg->MH, QoS);
sendControlMsg(RELEASEJ3RANTED, M^->BS, Myld, *QoS);
raiseETent(HostJleleased, ASYNC, MH);
raiseETent(StartJ)isconnect, AS^^C, Msg->NH, Msg->ne«BS);
Hessage-Inserted-IntoJeig(CPJfsg_t Msg) ft Msg->type - RELEASE.GRANTED -v
raiseEvent(Host^oined, ASYNC, MH, Msg->QoS);
} end micro-protocol AGENT COORDINATED BASE STATION

Figure 6.13: Agent Coordinated hajidofF for baae stations
The final handoff style, implemented in the AGENT COORDINATED BASE
STATION (Figure 6.13), allows agents to coordinate handoff requests. Since agents
already coordinate the data going to the host, this simply involves informing the
base stations, so it knows where to forward new packets. The old base station cannot
refuse in this approach, so the agent just sends it notification to allow it to deal with
extra packets and update its active table.
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micro-protocol TRANSLATE BASE STATION {
exports{
event
Join-Ne«JIN(bs-t oldBS, nevBs);
imports{
event
Host-Joined(mefflber-t NH);
event
Host-DeniedCmember-t MH);
actions{
Message-Poi)pe<i_To_CP(CP-Msg_t Msg) ft Msg->type == JOINJIEQUEST —>•
/* Set timer and if not response in time then denied
raiseEventCJoinJfewJffl, ASYNC, Msg->HH, Msg->curBS, Msg->n6wBS,
Msg->QoS);
Host_Joined(member.t MH) —>
sendMsgCJOINJlEPLYJfES. MH, Myld);
HostJ)enied(member_t MH)
sendMsg(JOINJlEPLY.YES. MH. Myld);

} end micro-protocol TRANSLATE BASE STATION

Figure 6.14: Translate messages into events for base stations

All the base station handoff micro-protocols described above execute handlers
when the JoinJJewJIM event is triggered. However, some of the detection microprotocols — in pzirticulaj SIMPLE, SIMPLE W/ OSC, and LAZY — eiU send a
message when a handoff is triggered since the detection is done on the mobile host
rather than the base station. Hence, to use the same handoff micro-protocols, this
message must be translated into an event. The TRANSLATE micro-protocol (Fig
ure 6.14) performs this function. It dso translates the completion of the handoff
micro-protocol from an event into a message that is sent to the mobile host.
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6.3.3

Disconnection

Separate and orthogonal from handoff is the decision about what to do with packets
left in the old base station during and after a handoff. This section contains three
micro-protocols for disconnection: DROP, DRAIN, and FORWARD. All three are
executed on the old base station and start to process packets of the mobile host to
be handed off when the StartJDisconnect event is triggered. The End_Disconnect
event is raised when the disconnection has completed. The disconnection microprotocol is intimately connected with the send micro-protocol that controls the
sending of packets and manages queues of outgoing messages. We omit the details
of send, but essentizd features are mentioned.

micro-protocol DROP BASE STATION {

exports{
event

EndJ)isconnect(member-t NH, bs-t ne«BS);

imports{
event
Start-Disconnect(member-t HH, bs.t nevBS);
proc
DropPackets(memberjt HH);

actions{
StartJ}isconnect(member-t MH, bs.t nevBS) -y
/* Throw away packets that can not be delivered */
DropPackets(MH;;
raiseEvent(^dJ)isconnect, MH, newBS);

}
} end micro-protocol DROP BASE STATION

Figure 6.15: Drop packet disconnection scheme for base stations

DROP BASE STATION (Figure 6.15) discards packets of a host that hais left
the cell. The DropPackets procedure is imported from the send micro-protocol and
deletes the host's packets from all queues. As noted above, if reliable transmission
is needed then a higher-level protocol must be providing the guarantees.
DRAIN BASE STATION (Figure 6.16) takes the view that the host may still
be reachable even if a handoff is occurring. The micro-protocol taJces advantage of
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this by adjusting the priority of any remjiining host packets and quickly transmit
ting them as the handofF occurs. The Top-Priority_And-Send_All event prompts
the send micro-protocol to set the packets for quick delivery eind if they are not
acknowledged, to discard them. The event is raised synchronously, so that the
micro-protocol will block imtil the send of the packets is completed or the packets
are dumped.

micro-protocol DRAIIT BASE STATION {

exports{
event
event

End-Disconnect(member-t HH, bs.t neaBS);
Top-PriorityJlnd-SendJlLL(member-t HH);

imports{
event

SteirtJ}isconnect(member_t HH, bs-t nevBS);

actions{
StartJ)isconnect(member-t HH, bs.t newBS)
/* Thro« away packets that can not be delivered */
raiseEvent(Top_Priority_And-Send_All, STOC,HH);
raiseEvent(EndJ)isconnect, SYNC, HH, nevBS);

}
} end micro-protocol DRAIN BASE STATION

Figure 6.16: Drain disconnection scheme for bcise stations

FORWARD BASE STATION (Figure 6.17) removes packets from a departed
host from the sending queues of the old base station and forwzirds them to the new
one. The new base station then inserts them in the correct sending order, and adds
them to the queues of outgoing messages for the mobile host. When all the packets
have been forwarded, the End-Disconnect event is raised.
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micro-protocol FORHARO BASE STATIOR {
exports{
event
EndJ}iscoQnect(nafflber-t NH, bs.t nesBS);
imports{
event
Start J)isconnect(member-t HH, bs.t nevBS);
proc
getPacketFromQueues(member.t MH);
actions!
StartJ)isconnect(member.t MH, bs.t nevBS)
I* Forward packets to nev base station for delivery */
vhile (packet - getPacketFromQueues(MH)) {
fflsg = createForvardPacket(packet, neiiBS;;
sendHsg(FORWARD, nevBS, msg);
raiseEvent(EndJ}isconnect, HH, ne«BS);

}
} end micro-protocol FORWARD BASE STATION

Figure 6.17: Forwaxd packets disconnection schemes for base stations

6.4 Variations of Quality of Service
Quality of service (QoS) micro-protocols can be separated from mobility microprotocols since they are not directly involved in handoffs and other mechanics of
routing. This separation is important for creating communication services with
differing qucdity of service policies, but the same basic system circhitecture for routing
and handoffs. Recall from Chapter 2 that InfoPad is the only current system that
specifically addresses quality of service, largely because it is specifically designed for
multimedia applications.
QoS for mobile systems is complicated because the negotiation between appli
cations, mobile hosts, and bcise stations caimot necessarily be done once, as in
stationary distributed systems. Mobile hosts move, of course, which means that a
new base station must provide these resources when a handoff occurs. If the cell is
already being heavily used, the new arrival with its connections may be be too much
for the new base station to guarantee. The overall result is that quzdity of service
must be dynamically renegotiated many times over the lifetime of a connection.
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To aid the negotiation, QoS attributes are part of the connection parameters
between a mobile host and an application, and migrate with the connection as the
host moves. The connection contains a description of performance parameters, such
as throughput, jitter, latency, packet retrimsmission limits and requirements, and
perhaps trainsmission priority. These descriptions are passed during a haadofF to the
new base station along with the mobile host's coimections to applications. Agentbased architectures cache the connection pzurameters in the agent, so in this case base
stations contact the agent directly for performance parameters. These parameters
axe modified by QoS algorithms to realize different qualities of service.
We have identified four classes of properties related to QoS in mobile systems:
scope, authority, loczility of scheduling, and information types. Each constitutes an
individual orthogonal aspect independent of other selections.
Scope. An algorithm that governs QoS can either use information from one cell or
information from neighboring cells. An algorithm of single cell scope would adjust
priorities and allocations only in a single base station. However, am algorithm of
multiple cell scope could use information from neighboring cells to do, for example,
load balancing. That is, if a host is reachable by two different base stations, the
algorithm could assign the mobile host to the more lightly loaded cell. This idea
can be generalized to multiple overlapping cells.
Authority. QoS parameters are maintained by the QoS authority. Depending on
the architecture and the algorithm, there are several choices of QoS authority. A
conamon choice is the current base station, which caches all connection data for
hosts in its cell. When using the base station authority, QoS information is either
passed automatically as part of the handoff or requested from the old base station,
as described above. Note that this information may only be a reflection of what the
base station allocated to the connection, not necessarily what the host originally
requested. A second option for mobile hosts that are autonomous is for the mobile
host itself to be the authority. In this scheme, when a mobile host establishes a
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connection, it passes this information dong to the new base station. A third possi
bility is the applications, in which case new btise stations request QoS information
from the application for eax:h coimection cissociated with a mobile host that enters
its cell. In general for all three options, applications participate in allocation deci
sions, because they Me knowledgeable about what paxjuneters they require and how
requirements can be adjusted. For example, video applications could respond to a
reduced throughput allocation by slowing the frame rate or reducing the resolution.
Locality of Scheduling. The scheduling of resources (allocation) within a single cell
by a base station can be local or global depending on whether the algorithm affects
only one host or all hosts. Loced scheduling allocates a share of resources to a
mobile host and its applications that may be adjusted as requirements change or
more resources become available. However, using local scheduling, an increeise in
the allocation of one host does not affect another host, i.e., regardless of later mobile
host activity or arrivals, a host would be assured its adiocation. Local scheduling
aJso implies that late comers may not be able to acquire enough resources if all
have already been allocated. On the other hand, global scheduling considers all
the resources within the cell when making decisions, and can make adjustments to
existing allocations. Thus, global scheduling algorithms may reduce the resources
allocated to a mobile host to accommodate a new arriving host or a current host
that staxts nmning additional applications that require additional resources.
Information Types. Two types of information can be used for resource scheduling:
request and usage. Request-bcised scheduling uses only requirements stated by apn
plications ajid mobile hosts. In contrast, usage-based monitors actual use instead of
or in addition to request-based information, which can result in better overall service
to all hosts in the cell. If a guarantee of service to accommodate bursty traffic has
been made, then the allocation must be request-baised, and an application may end
up acquiring larger ciUocations than actual usage patterns would dictate.
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6.5

Example QoS Micro-Protocok

In this section, we describe generic high-level micro-protocols for QoS. Instead of
a specific algorithm, the micro-protocols that are presented provide structure for
adding QoS into a commimication service for mobile systems. In this sense, the
QoS micro-protocol is treated as a "bleick box", and we concentrate on describing
the connections and relationships to other modules in the micro-protocol suite. The
specific micro-protocols presented axe to manage base station QoS and transmission
QoS attributes by a base station or a mobile host during handoffs. The microprotocols for managing sending of messages and usage monitoring eire essential to
QoS, and are described in Section 6.6.
The most complex QoS management occurs in the base station micro-protocol
that allocates resources to mobile hosts and applications, negotiates QoS attributes,
and dynamically adjusts QoS allocations. A generic micro-protocol, QOS BASE
STATION, is given in Figure 6.18. It covers mobile hosts joining a cell, hosts leaving
the ceU, negotiating with applications for QoS attributes, and handling performance
panics when QoS attributes are not being met.
In this niicro-protocol, a number of situations are handled. When a host is
released from the cell, the Host_Released(MH) event is raised and all allocations
associated with the host can be given to other hosts as needed. The micro-protocol
stores QoS attribute information of immet requests to use in this situation. When
hosts join a cell, the initial QoS attributes are assigned after negotiation and possible
adjustments axe made to allocations of other hosts. The negotiation may involve the
monitor micro-protocol. The LookupQoS procedure determines what attribute values
have been assigned to a host, so that this information can be passed adong with the
handoff if the QoS authority is the current base station. After QoS attributes are
established, the QoS authority is informed.
When a host joins a cell, its QoS requirements may be passed as part of the
handoff information; for example, the HANDOFP QoS BASE STATION microprotocol (Figure 6.19) sends QoS attributes during a hemdoff. Other schemes where
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micro-protocol QOS BASE STATION {

exports!
LookupQoS(nefflber-t MH, QoS.t *QoS);
QoSJfodified(member-t MH, QoS.t *QoS);
QoSJldded(mefflber-t MH, QoS.t *QoS);

proc
event
event

imports{

Host.Joined(menber_t MH, QoS.t *QoS);
HostJReleased(mefflber-t ffl);
QoSJ'anic(Panic^tatus.t status);
UsageMonitorData(mefflber.t MH, use.t *Usage);

event
event
event
proc

private{
table.t TableOfAllocations;

initialize!
ClearTableOfAllocations0;
actions!
Host-Released(MH) —f

Remove mobile host from TableOf Allocations, cleanup allocations given to host,
perhaps increase other connection allocations
Ho8t_Joined(MH,QoS)
if (QoS == NULL) {
/* no QoS information vith the handoff, start vith default */
InsertTable(TableOfAlloactions, DEFAULTjQOS) ;

Other schemes can request QoS information from QoS Authority
for initial allocation

}

,

else {

If the initial QoS can be accommodated then insert into table.
Otherwise apply neaotiation algorithm to attain new QoS attributes
employing any of the following methods.
1. Negotiate with application to reduce requirements
2. Change the allocation of other MWs and inform hosts and applications
3. Change allocation of the other connections of this MH
J. Use monitor information to downgrade connection not used to allocation
Inform QoS Authority of final QoS parameters
raiseEventCQoS-Added, ASYNC, MH, QoS);
Mes8age-Popped_To_CP(CPJ!8g_t Msg) ft M8g->type == QOSJlewJlequest
/* Application wants to request different QoS requirements */

Apply above algorithm with new QoS from Msg->QoS
Sena final QoS parameter message back to application
Inform QoS Authority of final QoS parameters
raiseEvent(qoSJKodified, ASYNC, MH, QoS);
QoS-Panic(status) —f

Send unable to meet QoS requirements, missed deadlines, etc.
Consult ujith monitor to isolate difficulty and modify QoS attributes
Possibly send additional QoS messages to applications
... code for lookupQoS, calculateQoS
} end micro-protocol QOS BASE STATION

Figiire 6.18: Quality of service management

->
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the QoS authority is the mobile host would use the HANDOFF QoS MOBILE
HOST (Figure 6.20), which looks up QoS information when a haindoff is occurring.
In this case, the information would be included in the handoff message to the new
base station. If the QoS authority is the application or agent, then the base station
directly requests this information from the authority.
The QoS attributes received by the base station during a handofF are a tempo
rary resource allocation that is used imtil the base station can negotiate. If these
attributes acceptable — i.e., they C2in be met — then they are used permanently;
otherwise, the base station negotiates to obtain achievable values. This negotiation
can involve applications, modifying allocations for current mobile hosts, modifying
other connections for the same mobile host, or use of monitor information to down
grade connections allocated but not being used. After the attributes are established,
the QoS authority is informed of the new parameter values.
Anytime during the lifetime of a connection, an application can signal a desire
for an adjustment to the QoS attributes by sending a QOS-Nev-Request message
to the base station. The message can come directly from an application or from
aji agent on behalf of an application. This request will be met if possible, ajid a
response sent back along with a message to the QoS authority about the change in
parameters.
In certain situations, the monitor or send micro-protocols may alert the QoS
micro-protocol that certain QoS attributes are not being maintained. This can
occur either because a mobile host or application is not adhering to the negotiated
values or because the resources have been over-scheduled. When this occurs, the
QoS micro-protocol can modify QoS parameters and start a new negotiation phase
or ignore the panic.
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micro-protocol HANDOFF QOS BASE STATION {
imports!
event
QOS^andoff(member.t MH, QoS.t *QoS);
proc
LoolEupqoS(member-t MH, QoS-t *QoS);
actions{
QOS-Handoff(member.t MH, QcS-t *qoS) —
LookupQoS(MH, QoS);
MessaLgeJ'opped-To_CP(CPJfsg-t Msg) k Msg->type == QQS-InfoJlequest
LooKupQoS(MH, QoS); /* get current QoS characteristics */
sendControlMsg(QOS-Info, Msg->8ender, QoS);
} end micro-protocol HANDOFF QOS BASE STATION

Figiire 6.19: QoS information provided by base stations

micro-protocol HANDOFF QOS MOBILE HOST {
imports!
event
QOS-Handoff( QoS-t *QoS);
proc
LookupQoS(QoS-t *QoS);
actions{
QOS-Handoff(QoS.t *QoS) —v
/» Fill in QoS structure »/
LookupQoS(qoS):
} end micro-protocol HANDOFF QOS MOBILE HOST

Figure 6.20: QoS information provided by a mobile host

-¥
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6.6

Supporting Micro-Protocok

The QoS micro-protocols eire intimately connected to the send <ind monitor microprotocols. The first is responsible for translating the QoS information to priorities
for scheduling transmission of messages to mobile hosts. In particular, it multiplexes
the shared resource of wireless bandwidth among zdl the mobile hosts in the cell.
Some wireless tr«insmission protocols assign each mobile host separate channels that
can simplify scheduling, but even then, multiple applications using the same channel
must be scheduled.
The monitor micro-protocol is essential for implementing usage-based QoS poli
cies, as noted above. Unlike the send micro-protocol, monitor is a passive observer.
It collects information about the aggregate allocation of resources in the cell, the
usage patterns for each mobile host, and whether real-time deadlines for jitter and
throughput cure being met. The monitoring also determines which hosts are not using
their allocated resources, so the QoS module can reassign them to other connections
or adjust sending priorities. The monitor module supports global scheduling by
answering queries from its peers in neighboring cells to implement load balancing.
For all micro-protocol suites, a membership micro-protocol is needed to add and
remove hosts from the active table. In addition, verification micro-protocols are
included to check the format of a message prior to being added to the shared bag
of messages. Some verification micro-protocols also drop messages from hosts not
in the table imless it is a control message requesting addition to the cell.

6.7

Example Configurations

Combining the micro-protocols described in this chapter together can result in a va
riety of communication services for mobile systems. All together there are 5 choices
for detection, 3 choices for handofFs and 3 choices for disconnection, resulting in
45 possible composite protocols. The selection of QoS micro-protocols is orthogoneil and adds another dimension of behavior that can be added to any of the 45
combinations. As am example of some of the possible choices, several configurations
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Detect
Inspiration
Crosspoint
ICMP
BEACON
PARC TAB
InfoPad
SIMPLE, TRANSLATE, AUTONOMOUS
LAZY, TRANSLATE, AUTONOMOUS
DataMan

Handoff
NACK
AGENT
REQ/REP
REQ/REP

Disconnect
FORWARD
DROP
DRAIN
FORWARD

Table 6.1: Existing mobile system inspired configurations.
inspired by systems described in Chapter 2 axe shown in Table 6.1. The table lists
the detection, handofF, aad disconnection micro-protocols that wotdd be combined
to create a system with mobility behavior similcir to the named systems. In addi
tion, a system such as InfoPad that includes QoS guarantees would include some
variation of the QoS and supporting micro-protocols.

6.8

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have seen how mobile systems can benefit from configurable
communication services. Micro-protocols for detection of handoffs, handoffs, and
disconnection can be selected and configured to match a variety of differences in the
architecture and semzintics, or to facilitate rapid protocol development. In addition,
the micro-protocol approach allows for incremental system construction, which is
essential in

experimental field. We also showed severd different configurations

using this one collection of micro-protocols that result in semantics similar to existing
systems. Finally, quality of service issues and policies are separated from those
concerned directly with mobility in this approach, thereby simplifying system design
and construction.
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CHAPTER 7
EVALUATION

The goals of this research as stated in Section 3.1 are broad both in scope and
in character, which makes conclusive statements and quantitative measurements
against objective standards difficult. Furthermore, limitations in the programming
and execution environments constrained experimentation in several important areas.
Nevertheless, our experience eJIows us to reach several tentative conclusions about
the effectiveness of our programming model for constructing communication services,
and the viability of the prototype implementation.
The next section presents our overall assessment of this research. Following
is an explanation of the limitations imposed by the current implementation and
programming environment, and how they might be overcome. We conclude by
discussing additional issues that arise when supporting mobile systems with readtime requirements cind evaluating related work.

7.1
7.1.1

General Assessment
Overview

Our i-kernel-based prototype implementation is

effective realization of the com

posite protocol model and achieved the majority of the objectives described in Sec
tion 3.1. The model has been used to design four widely-differing commimications
services — group RFC, membership, atomic multiccist [GBB'*'95], and mobile com
munication — with the first three implemented by three different people. Based on
these experiences, we have reached several conclusions. First, the system is indeed
configurable, with construction of a new service being no more complicated than
re-linking the framework with different micro-protocol object files. Second, our per
formance mecisurements suggest that the event-driven, data-centered approach is
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not only a useful design tool, but a viable implementation technique as well. Third,
the prototype successfully interfaced with existing z-kemel protocols without mod
ification, which maikes it possible to use in a variety of settings and for a variety of
applications.
Finally, ajid perhaps most importzmtly, the composite protocol model, like the
i-kemel itself, simplifies development and debugging by encouraging protocol de
signers to decompose protocols into more manageable pieces. In order to implement
and test each component separately, designers are forced to minimize the amount
of external state and interaction required between components, which helps identify
more precisely the distinct semantic categories contained in their protocol spec
ifications. As a result, communications services built from micro-protocol suites
really do seem to encapsulate specific semantic properties much better than existing
alternative implementation forms.
We now examine in greater detail how well the goals of efficiency, reusability,
ease of debugging and maintenance, and explicit dependencies have been achieved.

7.1.2

Efficiency

Efficiency can be measured in mzuiy different ways. In Chapter 5, we presented mea
surements of protocol performance for the group RPC micro-protocol suite. Given
the limitation of the environment — a relatively old and slow hardwaxe platform,
and execution as a user-level task on top of Mach MK82 — the execution times were
encouraging and lead us to believe that micro-protocol suites constructed using the
event-driven model can be competitive with other system architectures.
Another approach to ascertaining performance would be to make comparisons
with similar existing systems. However, this introduces a number of problems. For
example, we must first determine which metrics would be appropriate to compare.
In addition, for the resxilts to be fziir, the other systems must have similar design
goals. Unfortunately, as discussed in Chapter 2, there are few systems that provide
similar functionality, and those that do run on hardware or OS platforms that are
sufficiently different to prevent meaningful comparisons.
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Finally, if further experimentation convinces us that performance of the existing
prototype is inadequate, we are aware of several areas where enhancements and
optimizations are possible. These are discussed in Section 7.2.

7.1.3

Resuability

Our initial experimentation has focused on demonstrating the wide range of com
munications services that can be constructed using the composite protocol model.
Consequently, we have had little opportunity to experiment with reusing microprotocols in different protocol suites. However, from studying the structure of the
group RPC suite (Section 5.1), we believe that many of these micro-protocols could
be used in other suites, particularly multicast. Alternatively, by providing addi
tional semantic choices using additional micro-protocols, the group RPC suite could
be generalized to create a reliable group communication suite.

7.1.4

Ease of Debugging and Maintenance

Building a high-level communication service is a difficult task. One of the greatest
benefits of the prototype has been the opportunity to build and test elements of the
communication service individually. Each semauitic behavior, coded as a separate
micro-protocol, can be tested either stand-eilone or in peer-to-peer communication
using the existing i-kemel protocol graph. Because each micro-protocol is relatively
small, tracking down bugs is compciratively easy.
In addition, the framework provides a number of built-in debugging aids. One
of the most useful is an event-level tracing facility that reports all event triggers
along with their argrmients, and the sequence of event handler execution. This
service is entirely provided by the framework, so no specizd code is required in the
micro-protocol. Similarly, message creation and destruction, and changes to message
attribute values can be tracked. It is also possible to trace thread execution using
debugging facilities in the x-kemel.
The composite protocol model, with its clearly expressed dependencies, zdso
aids in progreim maintenance. First, ch«inges are generally confined to one micro-
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protocol at a time, greatly reducing the amount of code that must be examined to
find cin error. Second, if the error is due to an imexpected interaction with other
micro-protocols, it can easily be checked by tracing event execution and message
attribute values. Contrast this to the norm«J protocol construction and debugging
procedures, where no such corresponding high-level interactions can be identified,
much less traced.

7.1.5

Explicit Dependencies

The micro-protocol structure makes dependencies explicit and clearly visible. Events
and message attributes — the external interface to a micro-protocol — are defined
at the beginning of the code. When a micro-protocol imports an event, it clearly
indicates that it is relying on some other micro-protocol to generate that event.
By making these elements pzirt of the language definition, it is straightforward for
a langucige translator (or smart linker) to verify that these expectations eire in fact
being met. Unfortunately, in our prototype implementation micro-protocols must
be hand-translated into the implementation language (C), so only limited checks are
performed. Section 7.2 discusses this in more detail.
One important semantic aspect not captured by the interface definition is event
ordering, i.e., that event A must be processed before events B or C. Also not ex
pressed is the relationship between events and changes to message attributes. Con
cisely expressing these constraints in the interface would make it easier to imderstand
the behavior of the micro-protocol, and potentially permit some level of automated
verification, either at trzuislation time or at nmtime.

7.2
7.2.1

Programming Issues
Synchronous and Asynchronous Event Execution

The fraimework implementation hcis combined two orthogonal characteristics, call se
mantics and execution semcintics, into synchronous or asynchronous styles of event
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Handler Execution

CaU Style

Sequential

Parallel

Blocking SYNC

Non-Blocking

ASYNC

Figure 7.1: Possible combinations.
execution. Recall that call semantics can either be blocking (i.e., calls do not termi
nate until ail handlers terminate) or non-blocking (i.e., calls return immediately).
Similarly, event handlers can execute either sequentially or in parallel. In the frame
work, raising an event with the synchronous parameter results in a blocking call and
sequential execution, while raising an event with the asynchronous pairameter results
in a non-blocking call and parallel execution. Figure 7.1 shows the four possible com
binations and the two choices that are supported by the framework, labeled ASYNC
and SYNC.
Given that only two combinations axe supported, the natural question is whether
the other two might be useful. Blocking call style with parallel execution would
be useful for a micro-protocol that can only proceed when all hcmdlers complete
execution but the handlers do not have to execute sequenticdly. For example, the
framework event MessageJleadyJro_fie^ent must be handled by all micro-protocols
before actually sending the message, but the micro-protocols need not execute se
quentially. The last combination, non-blocking sequentijd style, could be used when
there are dependencies between micro-protocols, but no need for notification when
the handlers complete. To allow variation conveniently, perhaps call and execution
sememtics should be specified independently.
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7.2.2

Call Depth

In the course of constructing £ind experimenting with the prototype, we learned
some surprising lessons about the interactions of events and handler execution with
the procedure call optimization. In particular, when a single thread is used in this
way, asynchronous event execution is sometimes required to make computationzd
progress, and repeated synchronous event execution can cause stack overflow. The
basic problem is that event handlers can raise other events that cause nested event
handlers to execute, which results in the thread executing to a great depth without
returning. In other words, the execution takes on a depth-first execution style,
executing all nested events first before completing the execution of hajidlers in the
outermost events. Favoring nested events in this way can prevent handlers associated
with other triggered events from running.
Stack overflow is a straightforwjird problem that results from long execution
chains of nested events handlers. For example, consider the following scenario. A
message arrives from the network, which causes jdl event handlers registered for the
message cirrival event to be scheduled for execution. One of these hzmdlers reacts to
this arrival by delivering messages to the user, for instance, if the message was the
missing predecessor in a context graph. This in turn may cause a cascade of new
messages from the user and more handlers being scheduled. Since all these activities
are executed with the same thread, stack overflow may result.
The need for asynchronous event execution to make progress is more subtle but
arises from the same depth-first execution scenairio. Specifically, if the triggering of
an event results only in a hander being added to the ready queue (to be executed
later using fciir scheduling), then all handlers will eventually execute. However,
with the procedure call optimization, handlers that appeair later in the list may be
indefinitely postponed. Also, since the single call thread can continue to execute
nested events and their corresponding handlers, new messages that arrive may not
even be processed in a timely manner. Our experimentation with the group RFC
micro-protocol suite demonstrated this problem; often a message was sent requesting
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a retransmission because no thread had run to retrieve arriving messages. In other
words, message retransmissions were requested for messages the composite protocol
possessed but was imawzure of! The use of true asynchronous event execution with
multiple threads solves these problems by servicing event handlers fairly, thereby
allowing handlers associated with incoming messages to execute.
The call depth optimization discussed in Section 4.2.4 was introduced as a way to,
in essence, force asynchrony. Recall that when using this optimization, a new thread
is created when the call depth exceeds a threshold set by the user. After implement
ing call depth control, we noticed that GRPC made many fewer retransmission
requests. Chemging the call depth threshold significantly affected the running time,
and in fact, we timed this value to achieve the best results from our micro-protocol
suite. If the call depth was set fairly shallow, 5 to 10, event execution caused more
C-thread context switches, but fewer extra retransmission requests were sent. When
the call depth was set fairly deep, 50 to 100, event execution was more rapid, but
fax more control message trziflBc was generated, which resulted in significant performcince degradation as the network became severely overloaded. The best results
for GRPC were achieved with a call depth setting around 30, which achieved the
best tradeoff between the number of retransmissions requests zuid C-thread context
switches.
Call depth monitoring is a simple fix that solved the immediate problem, but
perhaps a priority scheduling scheme is a better long-term solution. The need for
this type of scheduling control is discussed in Section 7.4.

7.2.3

Ordering Handler Execution

The current way in which synchronous event execution is realized allows the pro
grammer to assume a given ordering for its associated handlers. Specifically, execu
tion order is the order in which the handlers were installed. Knowing the execution
order can be used to advantage, for example, when a second handler depends on data
modified by the first.

If ordered execution is not guaranteed, then the first event

handler would have to explicitly trigger the second using an intermediate event.
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This issue is irrelevant for asynchronous event execution since in this case, handlers
are executed concurrently with no guaranteed order.
The primary eulvantage of ordering handler execution is that the micro-protocol
code can be simplified since intermediate events do not have to be used. Without
the need to include minor events that capture only small state changes in the microprotocols, the protocol writer can concentrate on structuring the code to support
cleanly the major events that drive execution of the communication service. Also,
the intermediate events introduce an extra layer of indirection that could potentially
degrade performance.
On the other hand, ordering hcindler execution in this way has the major dis
advantage of violating the modularity of micro-protocols. That is, ordering adds
hidden dependencies that are not captured clearly in the specification of the microprotocol as captured in the list of imported and exported events. This makes it dif
ficult to reconfigure micro-protocol suites, since when a new micro-protocol is added
or replaced, the execution order must be adjusted to accommodate this change. As
the number of micro-protocols increases, this situation worsens due to all the possi
ble configurations and corresponding orderings. In addition, using a micro-protocol
from one suite in another becomes admost impossible. Since intermediate events can
always be used to force haindler dependencies, ordered handler execution adds no
additional functionadity, so its use is primarily a question of programming style.
While ordering of synchronous event execution is supported in the framework
to enhance flexibility, on balance, our feeling is that its use should be avoided. By
doing so, the protocol writer preserves the explicitness of dependencies, thereby
enhancing the overall configurability of the communication service. We note that
the RPC micro-protocol suite was written without relying on implicit ordering, and
as a result, uses a more concurrent style of programming.

7.2.4

Event Scheduling

Another problem that was encountered during experimentation was the lack of con
trol over event scheduling. For example, when two messages arrive and the cor
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responding events are raised, it would be useful to have a mechanism to control
which is handled first. This could be used to ensure that the messages are processed
in sequence number order (transmission order), thereby avoiding xmnecessary re
transmission requests. However, such control requires scheduling support from the
imderlying system, which is imfortunately lacking in our version of Mach.
Scheduling control is 2Jso essential for correctness in a multiprocessor environ
ment. If two threads are popping up ordered messages to an application, it is
essentia^ that they execute in the order that these pops were issued. Otherwise, the
messages could have been ordered by the composite protocol and the pops executed
in correct order, but the messages actually arrive at the application in the wrong
order. This kind of scenario is again difficult to prevent without support from the
underlying system.

7.2.5

Programming Language Support

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there is currently no treinslator for the Protocol Descrip
tion Language (PDL) used for examples in this dissertation. This leads to several
limitations in our prototype, which can be grouped into three categories: obscur
ing the model, no static checking of PDL Izmguage rules, amd no opportunity for
optimizations.
The first is perhaps the most serious, since the key elements to our paradigm —
events, handlers, messciges, and message attributes — disappear when a protocol
is coded in C, becoming ordinary function calls and definitions. This makes the
essential elements of a micro-protocol's interface and behavior much less visible and
complicates debugging.
The second problem is that language checks cannot be done without a translator.
For example, we had to rely on C visibility rules that make functions and global
variables public by default, where the opposite is true in PDL. Similarly, there are
no shared global variables in PDL since this would create implicit dependencies
between micro-protocols, while C's file-level scoping makes it impossible to enforce
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this restriction if a micro-protocol is split into multiple source files. It is also impos
sible to perform a number of module-specific checks, which could have facilitated
adding a new micro-protocol and configuring new conMnunication services. For ex
ample, a translator could issue a warning when events are raised but not handled,
or when handlers are declaired but no micro-protocol generates the corresponding
event. This type of feedback can simplify the process of detecting incompatibilities
between micro-protocols, and therefore, make configuration of micro-protocol suites
more automatic.
Finally, a translator would provide an opportunity to optimize event execution
with efficient evaluation of guards on handlers. Without this feature, each handler
must evaluate the guard itself and exit if it evaluates to false. This would be better
done before handlers axe invoked to eliminate the need to process the event and
execute the handler in all cases. Guard evaluation also provides other opportunities
for optimization, such as evaluating a guard only once if severzil handlers have
identical conditions. Event execution can also be optimized using techniques such
as in-lining code to remove event hamdler execution overhead completely.
On a related issue, micro-protocols are actually objects, so an implementation in
an object-oriented lamguage would naturally provide benefits. As noted in Section
3.1, a C+-I- prototype using a simulated network has been developed in which microprotocol, events, amd messages are classes. Further explorations in this direction
would be useful. For example, micro-protocols could be structured into specialized
classes, such as ordering micro-protocols that represent orthogonal behaviors. This
may help the user identify which micro-protocols may be substituted for one another.

7.3 Experimentation Issues
7.3.1

Performance Profiling

Performance profiling posed a number of challenges given the experimentation en
vironment. Round trip message tests zire the typical way to meeisure performance
of network protocols. However, since our composite protocol is a mix of framework
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and user-supplied micro-protocol code, we would also like to measure the cost of
different framework functions. Unfortimately, due to the lack of profiling tools on
Mach, we developed only vj^e ideas of what percentage of execution time is in
volved in framework procedures versus micro-protocol specific code. This hampered
our ability to improve nmtime performtince, which naturally should be based on
reliable profiles of individual routines.
Also, as noted in Section 7.1.2, we would like to compare our performance with
other comparable protocol suites. However, this is diffictUt because other suites are
not based on the same hardware or operating system. Moreover, the DecStations
used for testing are processors that nm at 40 MHz and 25 MHz, which is very
slow by modern standards. More modem hardware and operating systems platform
would be desirable, and might provide a common basis for comparison with other
approaches.

7.3.2

Testing

Running tests of composite protocols to gather data is the same as running any
other i-kemel protocol suite, although testing all the different combinations of
micro-protocols clearly involves more effort.

For testing of individueil modules,

the configurability of the approach msdces things easier because each can be tested
incrementciUy. Tests are started with a weaker set of semantics requiring fewer
micro-protocols, and once those are completed, stronger semantics and additional
micro-protocols can be added. For example, acknowledgment and retransmission
micro-protocols cire very easily verified individually so these might be tested first.
Then ordering micro-protocols might be zwlded. This also hzis the additional benefit
that the composite protocol provides a working system throughout and thus can
serve as a testbed for the new micro-protocols.
Another advantage of our composite protocol approach is that the framework
provides a convenient place to implement faw:ilities needed for event-based testing.
In particular, the framework can report zill event trigger occurrences and handler ex
ecutions, which provides valuable information for debugging micro-protocol suites.
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In addition, the framework allows specification of what level of debugging messages
are printed, or if only events specific to one micro-protocol are reported. The frame
work also has a commcind line interface to a test progrzun that can trigger events to
simulate event generation. This is useful for testing individual micro-protocols.

7.3.3

Use of the i-kernel

Using the x-kemel had both positive zmd negative aspects. On the positive side, the
x-kemel is specifically designed for network programming and experimentation with
protocols, which allowed us to focus on our model and not deal with such details
as integration with network device drivers. We were also able to exploit its other
facilities such as the efficient message tool zmd novel thread architecture, both of
which simplified our implementation effort.
Another advantage was that the standardized protocol interface simplified the
integration of the composite protocol with the x-kemel protocol graph. Specifically,
the composite protocol only needed to support a few operations that make up the
i-kemel uniform protocol interface. Moreover, when a message is brought into
the composite protocol via a pop or push operation, the framework can control
further execution, which ciUows the composite protocol to enforce its own execution
model within the composite protocol. That is, once the composite protocol handles
messages that cross protocol boimdaries, the framework can completely control the
form of messages and handling of these messages by micro-protocols. We were zdso
able to augment the x-kemel messages easily with attributes to create CP messages.
On the negative side, it was sometimes difficult to isolate the micro-protocol
programmer from all the details associated with writing protocols for the x-kemel.
For example, one of the goals of the implementation was to create a composite
protocol that could be completely independent of the protocol immediately below it
in the protocol stack. However, in our prototype this is only particilly true; we have
managed to localize the layer-dependent code to one user-modifiable file, but not
eliminate it completely. Most of the difficulties are associated with specifying the
participant addresses used to open up x-kemel sessions for the lower-level protocol.
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Perhaps a better environment would have provided a generalized mechanism for
specifying the participant addresses in a protocol-independent fashion.
Another shortcoming of using the i-kemel is the lack of a multiprocessor imple
mentation. While there are two multiprocessor versions of the i-kemel [NYKT94,
Bjo93], they Me not widely available and are not the standard distribution. In
addition, few existing z-kemel protocols are written for multiprocessors, so for com
patibility, the framework is restricted to sequential execution. However, our model
is specifically designed to allow micro-protocols to execute in parallel when asyn
chronous event execution is used. Thus, the availability of a multiprocessor version
of the i-kemel and appropriate hardware would have allowed for optimization and
an assessment of parallel asjoichronous handler execution.

7.4 Mobility and Real-Time
An issue that arose in the context of mobile computing concerns support for real
time deadlines and control of real-time tispects of scheduling. For example, the
Crosspoint architecture uses a negative acknowledgment scheme to axld new mobile
hosts to a base station; if the new base station does not receive a NACK message,
then it will add the host to its cell. There are two potential problems; for timeouts
to work, timer events on the sender and receiver side need to execute fjurly close
to real time, and incoming messaiges must be serviced shortly after their arrival.
The second problem arises because, as discussed in Section 7.2.4 above, the message
may be held by a thread that is suspended and destined not to execute within the
required time. A similar problem is that occurences of repeating events axe not
guaranteed to execute in the order they were triggered.
Another useful facility would be some mechanism for informing micro-protocols
when tasks are not executed on time and deadlines are missed. For example, gen
erating an exception for missed deadlines would allow micro-protocols to take some
corrective action, such as increasing the period between task execution or adapting
its behavior to a more loaded system. Since no information about missed deadlines
is avjiilable, the system currently has no opportunity to correct behavior. A similar
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opportunity is to disczu^d execution instances of repeating timer events that have
missed their deadline, since such events are often of no use.

7.5 Related Work
A number of other papers have auidressed arecis related to this work. Several are in
the area of fault-tolerance, where researchers have explored use of modularization
or system customization. Excuaiples include the ANSA system [00W91] and the
work on multicast reported in [GoI92]. In contrast to these, our approach is more
general and provides more flexibility for the protocol designer. Also in the area of
fault-tolerance, [Bla91] explores orthogonal properties of trajisactions. Such char
acterizations axe complementziry to our work since they suggest applications that
might be suitable for implementation using our model.
Another axea of related work concerns development of system support for con
structing modular protocols. The i-kemel itself is, of course, one such system. Our
work is an extension of the i-kemel model, with the goal of supporting finer-grain
protocol objects that require richer facilities for commimication and data sharing,
while retaining the programming and configrirability advantages of the af-kemel.
Mainy of our goals related to system customization, code reuse, and protocol config
urability are adopted from the a:-kemel.
Other z-kernel related work has explored the use of finer-grain protocol objects
[OP92], but the emphasis there is on syntactic decomposition of higher-level proto
cols within a hierarchical framework. This work, however, does lend credence to the
claim that such fine-grain modularity can be introduced without sacrificing perfor
mance. System V Strezims [Rit84] eilso supports modularization of protocols, but its
model is aJso hierarchical and relatively coarse-grained. Horns [vRHB94] supports
stack-line configurations of coarse-grained protocols.
Somewhat closer to our work is the ADAPTIVE system [SBS93], which is also
designed to support flexible combinations of protocol objects. The goal of the sys
tem is to support efficient construction of treinsport services with different QoS
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chairacteristics, especially for multimedia applications using high-performance net
works. In contrast with our work, the designers of ADAPTIVE emphasize run
time reconfiguration, automatic generation of sessions—i.e., instances of protocol
objects—from high-level specifications, and support for alternative process archi
tectures and parallel execution. Moreover, the type of protocol objects supported
appear relatively coarse-grziined when compared to our objects—multicast rather
than individual properties of multicast, for instance—<md more oriented toward
hierarchical composition and limited data sharing.
Several other efforts have eilso concentrated on supporting parallel execution
of modular protocols, including [GNI92, LAKS93].

While similar to our work

in the sense of decomposing protocols along semzmtic lines, these efforts differ in
their emphasis on using parallel execution to improve throughput and latency for
high-performance scientific applications. They eilso retain a single-level composition
model, which we believe does not offer enough flexibility for high-level protocols.
Protocol lamguages can be used to specify «ind validate protocols. The Language
of Temporad Ordering Specifications (LOTOS) is bcised on the Calculus of Com
municating Systems (CCS) [Bri87]. Lotos provides a high-level abstraction through
the use of specification algebras that adlow a designer to reason formally about pro
tocol behavior. Estelle is another formed description Izinguage designed to program
reactive systems [BD87]. The language execution model is bcised on an extended
finite state machine, where protocols are described as a set of modules that contains
responses to events and affect the environment through output events. In contraist
to our work, these efforts concentrate on automatic validation of protocols.
Finally, as noted in Chapter 2, recent work on new generation operating sys
tems has emphasized similar customization goals, but in a more general context
[BCE'*"95, HPM93, MMO'^94]. These projects attempt to increase the ability of
users to configure different types of services, but for many aispects of operating sys
tem functionality rather them just network protocols. However, the configurability
they provide is typically more coarse-grained thein our approach, which emphasizes
choice among specific semantic properties of high-level protocols.
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7.6

Summary of Contributions

This dissertation makes a number of contributions to the study of communication
services for distributed systems. The primary contribution is a new model for con
structing configurable communication services that can be customized to meet the
specific requirements of a distributed application. The approach is novel because
mmmiinication services are decomposed into distinct semantic properties, each im
plemented by a fine-grained micro-protocol. Micro-protocols have well-defined in
terfaces ajid interact according to an event-driven paradigm.
Another significant contribution is an x-kemel based implementation that sup
ports our model. The implementation extends the staindajd hieraxchiczd model of
the x-kemel with a composite protocol in which micro-protocol objects axe com
posed with a standcird runtime system. Using this implementation, we constructed
a GRPC micro-protocol suite that can be configured to provide many customized
variations of a group RPC service. The GRPC suite also provides a measure of the
implementation cost of the event-driven model and an assessment of the incremental
costs of commimication properties for common group communication paradigms.
Finally, we demonstrated the widespread applicability of the approach by de
signing a suite of micro-protocols for mobile computing. We discovered general
semantic properties for mobile computing, and designed micro-protocols for negoti
ation of quality of service, and detection, handoff, and disconnection, These can be
combined to accommodate a variety of mobile computing architectures and appli
cations.
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